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Preface

Wildland fire management throughout most of the civilized world is at a critical 
juncture on how it spends the scant money allocated toward resource management.

These funds could either go toward expensive and largely ineffective wildfire 
suppression or toward a more holistic and long-term approach that manages wild-
land fire primarily as an ecological resource with special consideration when fire 
impacts people and property.

Fire suppression costs are spiraling out of control, often exceeding the value of 
the land that burned where suppression was attempted. An unfortunate consequence 
of fighting fires is that even more biomass accumulates, creating conditions that 
foster even more fires of increased severity. More firefighters will be asked to fight 
these larger and more dangerous fires, putting themselves at an even greater risk 
for injury and fatality. The solution to this fire management conundrum will be 
extremely complex and require consideration of interacting social, political, and 
ecological issues across multiple time, space, and organizational scales. At the heart 
of this wildland fire dilemma are wildland fuels.

Wildland fuels may be the most important consideration in fire management, 
not just because they are important inputs for predicting fire behavior (i.e., how 
fast and intense a fire gets), but also because fuels are the only factor that can ef-
fectively be controlled by direct and indirect management manipulation. Each year, 
tens if not hundreds of millions of dollars are spent by federal, private, and public 
organizations on treatments meant to manipulate fuels so that fire spread is reduced 
and fire intensity is lessened to save property and lives. The amounts and kinds 
of fuels burned in a fire dictate how dangerous a fire can get, how much smoke is 
generated, and how ecosystems and society responds. By modifying the fuelbed, 
managers hope to minimize adverse consequences to protect ecosystems, people, 
and property. A comprehensive description of wildland fuels is vital for crafting ef-
fective treatments and designing novel ways to manage wildfires.

Perhaps an even better reason for the importance of wildland fuels in fire man-
agement fire management is that they are the major link between fire behavior and 
fire ecology. To understand fuel dynamics, we must first understand the ecology of 
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fuels and what happens to the ecosystem before, during, and after fuels burn. Fire 
behavior is often viewed as the main driver of fire management. This is because 
most of the funding for fire management is spent trying to extinguish fires rather 
than managing fuels before a fire occurs. Effective fuel management demands a 
consideration of both fire behavior and ecological effects. Therefore, all enlight-
ened solutions to most fire management problems will be found in fire ecology 
rather than fire behavior, and that the principle driver in most fire effects are the 
combustion of fuels. Long-term solutions to our fire management problems will 
only be achieved through a comprehensive understanding of the ecology of wild-
land so that innovative strategies can be crafted to balance ecological, economic, 
societal and political concerns.

It is somewhat puzzling why more research hasn’t been done to fully understand 
wildland fuel ecology considering the great importance of wildland fuels to fire 
management. Wildland fuelbeds are amazingly complex, composed of many types 
of fuels with each fuel type characterized by diverse physical and chemical proper-
ties. Yet, most fire and fuel studies and management applications try to simplify 
fuels rather than attempt to understand their complexity. This over-simplification 
of information often introduces additional uncertainties that may compromise the 
assessment of fuels in various research and management applications. Moreover, 
most information on fuels is scattered across disparate journals, government publi-
cations, and websites making it difficult for fire managers to fully understand fuel 
dynamics without expending a great deal of their precious time. What is needed is 
a synthesis of fuels information in the context of ecology that can be used to under-
stand basic fuels characteristics to objectively plan, implement, and evaluate results 
of fire research and management applications.

This book is an attempt to consolidate general introductory material about wild-
land fuels into a cohesive synthesis that can be used to understand and manage 
them. It is also meant as a guide for understanding the particular characteristics 
of fuels so that when fuels data are entered into fire management computer ap-
plications, the user can interpret the results in an appropriate context. The intended 
audience includes students and novice fire professionals who want to understand 
how fuel is used in fire management applications to better interpret fire simulation 
results and veteran fire practitioners who wish to have a better context in which to 
understand their fire analyses. I hope that readers will find that this book provides 
critical information about fundamental fuel properties and their applications so that 
fuels can be objectively described, sampled, classified, and mapped using the most 
appropriate techniques.

This book is divided into two sections: “Fuel Fundamentals”  and “Fuel Applica-
tions.” “Fuel Fundamentals” contains six chapters describing the basic concepts that 
are used to describe, quantify, and apply fuel information in fire management. The 
first chapter introduces wildland fuels by detailing their terminology, history and 
background. Chapter 2 describes how fuels are used in fire modeling applications 
and details their properties. Chapters 3 and 4 describe surface and canopy fuels, 
respectively. Chapter 5 presents information on fuel moisture, its measurement, and 
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its interpretation. Chapter 6 ties introductory material together by presenting mate-
rial on the dynamics of surface and canopy fuels, fuel ecology, and disturbance ef-
fects. The chapter also discusses the importance of knowledge of landscape ecology 
and the concept of scale in understanding fuel dynamics. The term “fuel dynamics” 
refers to how fuels change over time and space under the processes of deposition 
and decomposition. These processes are important in evaluating the longevity and 
effectiveness of fuel treatments.

“Fuel Applications” is a synthesis of currently available applications that use 
fuel information for fire and fuel management activities. Chapter 7 introduces the 
reader to the complex world of fuel classifications by summarizing and comparing 
fuel description systems used today. Chapter 8 tackles fuel sampling and describes 
the methods and techniques that are commonly used to quantify surface and canopy 
fuels in the field. Because spatial fuels data layers are critical for most fire analy-
ses, Chapter 9 introduces the reader to the approaches and challenges in mapping 
fuels. Chapter 10 discusses important fuel concepts used in fire management such 
as flammability, hazard, and fuel treatments through the lens of fire ecology rather 
than behavior.

It is also important to know what this book doesn’t cover. Most important, this 
book does not cover fuel treatments. The planning, design, and implementation of 
fuel treatments were not included because the vast approaches, types, and intensi-
ties of fuel treatments almost always demand a local context. That is the subject of 
another book or series of books. This book also does not detail how to create the 
applications discussed in the second section. Appropriate fuel sampling designs, 
classification procedures, and mapping techniques are found in the publications 
cited in this book and again must be designed around local conditions. This book 
also doesn’t provide instructions on how to use fuel data in fire management appli-
cations; those instructions are contained in the manuals for the applications.

I have attempted to provide fuels information from countries all over the world, 
but this book is admittedly North American in focus, using concepts, examples, and 
material mostly from the United States and Canada. In addition, this book focuses 
mainly on fuel loading (mass per unit area) and less so on other important fuel 
properties, such as heat content, bulk density, and surface-area-to-volume ratios. 
This is primarily because loading best relates fire ecology to fire behavior and, 
more pragmatically, most of the literature in wildland fuel science concerns load-
ing. Fuel moisture is also quite important in fire management, and while most of 
the principles presented in this book are in the context of loading, they could eas-
ily be expanded to describe fuel moisture. Terminology is quite important in the 
fire management community; consistency and consensus in terminology minimizes 
confusion, facilitates communication, and provides for appropriate descriptions. In 
this book, terminology is based on the 2013 National Wildfire Coordinating Group 
(NWCG) glossary (http://www.nwcg.gov/pms/pubs/glossary/).

I wish to acknowledge the many people who extensively reviewed chapters of this 
book. I thank Colin Hardy, Faith Ann Heisch, Eva Karau, Kris Lee, Signe Leirfal-
lom, Rachel Loehman, Duncan Lutes, Pam Sikkink from the Missoula Fire Scienc-
es Laboratory, Rocky Mountain Research Station, US Forest Service; Matt Rollins, 
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US Geological Survey; Roger Ottmar at the US Forest Service Seattle Fire Sciences 
Laboratory; Elizabeth Reinhardt, US Forest Service Fire and Aviation Management 
Washinton Office; David Affleck, Carl Seielstad, and Casey Teske, University of 
Montana Missoula Montana; Kevin Ryan, US Forest Service (retired); Marty Al-
exander, Alberta Canada; Valentina Bacciu Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate 
Change Sardinia Italy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
R. E. Keane, Wildland Fuel Fundamentals and Applications,  
DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-09015-3_1

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous 
to conduct or more uncertain in its success than …the 
introduction of a new order of things.
Niccolo Machiavelli

1.1  What Are Fuels?

Wildland fuels are named for the role they play when they are burned by a wildland 
fire. In a combustion science context, fuels are any combustible material (NWCG 
2006). In an ecological context, these combustible materials are the live and dead 
organic matter that ecologists call biomass. Therefore, in this book, fuel is biomass. 
Some may feel that there are biomass pools that rarely burn, such as large tree boles 
and snags, and there are some biomass pools that are insufficiently distributed to 
support the contagious spread of fire, such as stumps and cones. However, most 
biomass material can combust and burn, especially under severe weather conditions 
(severe drought with high winds), so the “biomass is fuel” association seems ap-
propriate for this book. There is often confusion between the singular and plural of 
fuel; in this book, the term fuels is used to describe all the different types and kinds 
of biomass in the aggregate, while fuel is used when referring to one particular type 
or kind of biomass.

Wildland fuels are the most important environmental factor in fire management. 
Brown and Davis (1973) mention that “fire ignition, spread, and intensity depend 
on fuel more than any other factor and it is the fuel that generates the fire behavior 
with which fire fighters must cope.” Scott et al. (2014) say it more simply: “If there 
is no fuel, there is no fire.” Countryman (1969) emphasized that “fuel is the only 
factor in the fire environment that humans can control.” The importance of wildland 
fuels to fire management cannot be understated and the first step towards fully un-
derstanding fuels is learning the basic terminology used in this book.
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1.2  Basic Terminology

1.2.1  Basic Fuel Science Terms

In this book, the fuelbed is a general term for the complex array of biomass types for 
a given area and it is the coarsest scale of fuel description (Fig. 1.1). A comprehen-
sive description of the fuelbed ultimately depends upon the spatial scale. Fuelbeds 
in forested ecosystems, for example, are somewhat larger than fuelbeds in nonforest 
ecosystems because the sizes of the trees dictate the scale of canopy fuels. Here, a 
spatial scale of about 100 m2 is used to bound or describe a fuelbed regardless of 
the ecosystem (Fig. 1.1; Sullivan 2009a). This is somewhat greater than the scale of 
surface fire spread (1–2 m) but is more or less representative of vegetation dynamics 
(Hiers et al. 2009). Fuelbeds include all types of biomass types and their distribu-
tions, and, in this book, they have no vertical height limit, although many have used 
the term to specifically describe surface fuels. Fuelbeds have specific properties, 
such as composition, depth, and bulk density, that are used in both fire behavior 
prediction and fuel management (Chap. 2).

Fig. 1.1  The elements of a typical wildland fuelbed. The full representation of fuels within an area 
is called a fuelbed. Within a fuelbed, there are three fuel layers: ground, surface, and canopy. Each 
layer is composed of fuel types, such as litter, shrubs, grasses, and woody biomass in the surface 
fuel layer
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The fuelbed is vertically stratified into three fuel layers—ground, surface, and 
canopy fuels. In this book, surface fuels are all biomass within 2 m above the ground 
surface (Fig. 1.1). This 2-m boundary is mostly arbitrary and was originally defined 
by several heights depending on the fire application; Brown and Davis (1973), for 
example, used a 4-ft height. Ground fuels are all organic matter below the ground 
line. The position of the ground line is highly contentious; some put it below the 
litter at the top of the duff because they feel that only the litter contributes to the 
propagation of the flaming front, while others put the ground line below the duff 
because it is incredibly difficult to distinguish between litter and duff in the field. 
In this book, litter is considered surface fuel while duff is considered ground fuel 
(Chap. 2). Canopy fuels are the biomass above the surface fuel layer. Some define 
the canopy as starting at 6 m (20 ft; NWCG 2006), while others define it as all tree 
biomass no matter the height. To be consistent, canopy fuels are defined as all bio-
mass (e.g., shrub, moss, lichen, vine, dead material, and tree) that is higher than 2 m 
above the ground surface (Fig. 1.1). The term aerial fuel is also used to describe 
canopy fuel (Brown and Davis 1973).

Fuelbed layers are composed of finer-scale elements called fuel types and compo-
nents (Fig. 1.2). Fuel types are general descriptions of the kinds of fuels comprising 

Fig. 1.2  Fuel types and fuel components. The quantitative description of these fuel types is called 
a fuel component (e.g., shrub component is all shrub biomass with branch diameters less than 
5 cm). Each fuel type or component is composed of a set of fuel particles, such as intact or frag-
mented twigs, needles, or leaves
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the fuelbed, whereas fuel components are fuel types that are qualitatively and quan-
titatively defined for specific purposes, mostly for fire behavior prediction. A fuel 
type might be “woody fuel,” while a woody fuel component might be defined as 
woody fuel of a certain diameter size range (Chap. 3). Many fire practitioners refer 
to a fuel type as a general term for the dominant fuel of a fuelbed, such as a shrub fuel 
type describing a fuelbed where the loading is mainly shrubs. In this book, however, 
a fuel type is specific to the kind of fuel in a fuelbed independent of its loading, and 
the dominant fuel of a fuelbed is called a fuel complex (Bebi et al. 2003). A shrub 
fuel type would indicate that a fuelbed has some shrub biomass, while a shrub fuel 
complex would refer to a fuelbed that is dominated by shrubs. Similar to fuelbeds, 
fuel types and components also have specific properties, such as bulk density, load-
ing (mass per area), and surface area, which are important inputs to fire behavior 
and effects models and important descriptors of fuel characteristics.

The finest scale of fuelbed description is the fuel particle, which is a general 
term that defines a specific piece of fuel that is part of a fuel type or component 
of a fuelbed (Fig. 1.2). For example, a fuel particle can be an intact or fragmented 
stick, grass blade, shrub leaf, or pine needle. Fuel particles have the widest diver-
sity of properties, such as specific gravity, heat content, and shape (Chap. 2), and 
the properties of fuel components and fuelbeds are often quantified from statistical 
summaries of the properties of the particles that comprise them. For example, heat 
content of the herbaceous fuel component may be quantified by averaged heat con-
tent estimates across all particles (leaf blades) from all plant species that compose 
the herbaceous fuel type.

Wildland fuels are also defined as dead or live within any given fuel type, com-
ponent, or particle. Dead fuel is suspended and downed dead biomass, often called 
necromass by ecologists, while, live fuel is the biomass of living organisms, mostly 
vascular plants (trees, shrubs, herbs), but also of mosses, lichens, and many oth-
er living organisms. The principle reason for this dichotomous stratification is to 
distinguish between two completely different mechanisms that control both fuel 
moisture (Chap. 5) and fuel dynamics (Chap. 6). Live fuel moistures, for example, 
are controlled by ecophysiological processes, such as transpiration, evaporation, 
and soil water, that vary greatly between species and climates, whereas dead fuels 
moistures are dictated by the interactions of the physical properties of the fuel (e.g., 
size, density, surface area) and exogenous factors, such as climate, topography, and 
shading vegetation. Some live fuels may contain dead fuels; trees, for example, may 
have live wood surrounding dead wood, such as in a healing fire scar. And, most 
fuelbeds consist of a complex distribution of live and dead fuels so determining live 
versus dead fuel in field situations can sometimes be difficult, often because some 
dead fuels may appear as live or they may be attached to live fuels. Mosses and 
lichens, for example, occur as complexes of live and dead fuels distributed through-
out the surface and canopy fuel layers. In another example, dead branches can be 
attached to live trees, and live branches can be embedded in the litter. Besides mois-
ture dynamics, live fuels also have significantly different physical properties than 
dead fuels with different particle size distribution, heat content, and mineral content 
(Chap. 3).
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1.2.2  General Fuel Descriptions

Many general terms are also used to describe characteristics of a fuelbed. Ladder 
fuel is a term used to describe a vertical continuous layer of fuel that, when burned, 
can transport a surface fire into tree crowns to become a crown fire. Ladder fuel 
can be any live or dead biomass but most of the time it is tree and shrub foliage and 
small branches that extend down into the surface fuel layer or extend upwards into 
the canopy layer. Flashy fuel is a term often used to describe the finest fuel types 
that are most easily ignited and combust quickly, such as grasses, small twigs, and 
litter. Sound and rotten are two terms that are used to stratify the degree of decay in 
woody fuel particles although there isn’t really a metric that can be used to deter-
mine what is a sound log and what is a rotten log. Sound woody fuels usually have 
greater particle densities, higher heat contents, and lower surface area to volume 
ratios than rotten fuels (Chap. 3).

Fuel availability is a term often used to describe the potential for biomass to burn. 
For fuel to be available, it must be dry enough to ignite and there must be enough 
of it to burn. In fact, some older fuel studies have often referred to wildland fuel 
as only the biomass that is available to burn. A similar term is fuel condition often 
defined as relative flammability of fuel based on type, environment, and mostly fuel 
moisture (NWCG 2006). Fuel flammability is defined as the relative ease at which 
fuels will burn regardless of amount (NWCG 2006; see Chap. 10). The problem 
with these three terms is that they are ambiguous, scale-dependent, and difficult to 
quantify, and therefore, they are often only used to qualitatively describe fuel types 
and fuelbeds. Some examples of the problems with these terms are illustrated with 
these questions: Is the fuel available if it only burns in smoldering combustion? 
Does fuel condition include continuity? Are fuels highly flammable if they produce 
high intensities? This ambiguity is partially a result of dynamic and complex eco-
logical entities (biomass) being described in a combustion science context.

Fuelbeds are often given names that describe the factors involved in their cre-
ation. Natural fuelbeds are those fuelbeds created by vegetation development in 
the absence of disturbance. Endemic (within stand) disturbances may act on the 
vegetation to also create natural fuelbeds. However, the term “natural” is somewhat 
ambiguous and open to wide interpretation, so, in this book, the term undisturbed 
fuelbed is used to describe fuelbeds that haven’t been affected by major distur-
bances. Major exogenous disturbances often create their own unique set of fuel-
beds that are usually named for the disturbance that created them. Activity fuels are 
those fuelbeds that have been altered by mechanical treatments, such as thinning, 
timber harvest, and mastication (Hirsch et al. 1979; Fig. 1.3a). The cut or fallen 
woody fuel particles, such as limbed branches, destroyed tree seedlings, and aban-
doned tree tops, that are left on the ground after fuel treatments are often referred 
to as slash in activity fuels. Blowdown fuelbeds are created by localized high-wind 
events that topple trees en masse (Woodall and Nagel 2007), while hurricane fuel-
beds are caused by regional storm events (Busing et al. 2009; Fig. 1.3b). Insect and 
disease outbreaks often create fuelbeds that many consider hazardous (Jenkins et al. 
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2008). Mountain pine beetles, for example, alter both canopy and surface fuels, 
by killing pines and facilitating canopy growth of surviving competitors (Chap. 6; 
Fig. 1.3c). However, most fuelbeds are named for those vegetation types that cre-
ated them; shrub fuel complexes, for example, are sometimes called brush, scrub, 
maquis, heathlands, and chaparral fuelbeds, depending on the geographical area 
(Dimitrakopoulos 2002; Keeley et al. 2008; Fig. 1.3d, Chap. 3).

1.2.3  Wildland Fire

Several fire science terms must also be defined to avoid ambiguity when describing 
fuels (Chap. 2). Fire behavior is a general term used to describe physical aspects of 
the combustion process such as speed and direction of fire spread. Other definitions 
of fire behavior include “the manner in which fire interacts with topography, fuels, 
and weather” (NWCG 2006). Fire spread is how fast a fire moves in a given direc-
tion, while fire growth is how large the fire gets in an area over time. Fire intensity 
is the combustion energy released from the burning of organic matter during a fire 

Fig. 1.3  Examples of various fuelbeds named for the disturbances or vegetation that created them: 
a activity fuelbed (fuel treatment unit in northwestern Montana, USA), b hurricane (Shortleaf 
Pine, Texas USA; courtesy of the Fire and Environmental Rsearch Team, US Forest Service),  
c mountain pine beetle (lodgepole pine central Idaho), and d maquis fuel (Sardinia, Italy; photo 
courtesy of Valentina Bacciu)
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and is usually described using different metrics, such as reaction intensity, fireline 
intensity, and radiant energy (Keeley 2009). Fuel types that foster rapid fire spread 
(fine, flashy fuels) are quite different from those that create hot, intense fires (logs, 
deep duff, canopy foliage). Fire effects are the physical, biological, and ecological 
impacts of fire on the environment; fire ecology is the study of those impacts on 
living organisms and their environment; and the term fire severity is often used to 
describe the magnitude of fire impacts on the ecosystem (Morgan  et al. 2014). Fire 
danger is a term used to describe the combination of both constant and variable 
factors on fire behavior, such as fuels, weather, and topography, which affect the 
initiation, spread, and difficulty of control of wildfires.

Wildland fires are usually divided into three types based on the fuel layer in 
which they are burning. A crown fire is the combustion of the canopy fuels above 
the surface fuel layer, and similarly, a surface fire is a fire burning the surface fu-
els (Chap. 2). A ground fire slowly burns the duff and soil organic matter through 
smoldering combustion. Most wildland fires have all three of these fire types at the 
same time.

Fires are also described in terms of their effects (Morgan et al. 2014). A nonlethal 
surface fire burns in the surface fuel layer and usually doesn’t kill the majority of 
plants (< 20 % mortality), while a lethal surface fire results in high plant mortality. A 
stand-replacement fire kills most plants, especially trees in the burned area (> 70 % 
tree mortality; Agee 1993; Morgan et al. 2001). In mixed severity fires that contain 
evidence of the gradient between the other two types of fires distributed across 
space (Arno et al. 2000).

1.2.4  Modeling

Most fuelbed characteristics are described in terms of input requirements of the 
fire models that predict fire behavior and effects, so it is important to know the 
differences between model designs and approaches. This terminology is more de-
scriptive than categorical so it is possible that models can be described by com-
binations of these terms. An empirical model is one that is based on observation 
and experiment and not on theory. Empiricism forms the basis for much of current 
fire and fuels research and generally provides the reference against which theory 
is tested (Sullivan 2009b). Empirical models are often composed of statistical cor-
relations using data measured in the field or derived from laboratory experiments. 
Some use the term phenomenological models when taking a statistical modeling 
approach because they use information about how a system has typically behaved 
in the past to develop predictive equations and algorithms; the outcome of the pro-
cess is predicted using surrogates for the causal mechanisms. Others use the term 
statistical models to indicate that statistics were used to develop the empirical 
model.

Theoretical models are generated from physical laws, such as those that govern 
fluid mechanics, combustion and heat transfer. Validation of these kinds of models 
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is extremely difficult, although they may be extrapolated to a wide variety of fire 
situations. These models may also be called mechanistic or process models because 
they take a reductionist approach by explicitly representing the mechanisms that 
lead from cause to effect. For example, tree growth may be simulated using the 
ecophysiological processes of photosynthesis and respiration in a mechanistic ap-
proach. Semiempirical or quasi-empirical models are terms used for models that 
were developed using theoretical equations, but these equations were parameterized 
using empirical techniques (Sullivan 2009b).

Four key modeling terms are important tasks in fire simulations. Initialization is 
the process of inputting initial parameters into the model. These starting conditions 
are usually the quantification of fuel properties, such as loading and moisture. Pa-
rameterization is a term used to describe how the parameters in various equations 
and algorithms in the model are quantified. Some fuel attributes, such as mineral 
content, are not dynamic variables that users can input into fire models, but instead 
they are static parameters that the user cannot modify so it is important to know how 
these parameters were estimated. Statistical techniques are used for most parameter 
quantification, but some parameters in theoretical or physical equations can be es-
timated from the literature. Calibration is a term used to describe the adjustment 
of model inputs and parameters to achieve realistic results. There is always error in 
the quantification of both parameters and initial conditions in most models, and this 
error is often reduced by adjusting parameters or inputs so that subsequent simula-
tions produce believable results. And last, validation is the process of describing the 
accuracy and precision of model results. Validation relies on comprehensive data-
bases to use as reference for comparison against simulation results. Every modeling 
project should involve each of these four phases.

1.3  An Abridged History of Wildland Fuel Science

To fully understand why wildland fuels are described and defined the way there are 
today, it is important to trace the history of the application of fuels in fire manage-
ment. Historically, most fuelbeds were described using terms that related more to 
fire behavior than ecology. Starting in 1919, Show and Kotok (1930) correlated fire 
behavior and firefighting descriptors to vegetation cover types to represent fuels, 
and called categories in this classification “hour control zones,” which represented 
the time it took for a suppression force to arrive after an ignition. Hornby (1935) 
described fuels of the northern Rockies as categories in an ordinal fire behavior 
classification that integrated resistance to spread and suppression effectiveness lev-
els. This approach was then employed to describe and map fuels for many other 
areas of the USA including the mid-west (Jemison and Keetch 1942), the mountains 
and seaboard of the Atlantic region (Banks and Frayer 1966), the Pacific North-
west (Abell 1937), and parts of New Jersey (New Jersey Department of Conser-
vation and Development and US Department of Agriculture 1942). Both Barrows 
(1951) and Banks and Frayer (1966) revised the Hornby (1936) methods to include 
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a fuel classification key that integrated fire behavior categories with vegetation and 
structural characteristics. Matthews (1937) even developed a plot-based sampling 
method to sample these fire behavior categories to describe fuel at finer scales. 
These fuel classification and mapping efforts had many problems, mostly because 
they described fire behavior not fuels. Brown and Davis (1973) recognized several 
other reasons why fuel descriptions based on fire behavior were ineffective: (1) 
expensive (costly to train and implement), (2) lack of detail (too broad to be applied 
locally), (3) obsolescence (mapped fuel types rapidly changed over a short time), 
(4) narrowly focused (evaluated for worst case burning conditions and envisioned 
the area burning in only large fires), (5) limited application (could not be used for 
other fire management tasks), and most importantly, (6) no associated comprehen-
sive technique for measuring fuels.

Another historical approach often used for assessing fuels involved naming and 
describing fuelbeds based on vegetation characteristics. Mitchell (1929), for exam-
ple, described the unique fuels of the mid-western USA using vegetation types. Fuel 
types in New Jersey, USA, were named after forest vegetation types for fire danger 
prediction (Little 1945). The basis of the Show and Kotok (1930) fuel descriptions 
was broadly defined vegetation types. Barrows (1951) stratified fire occurrence sta-
tistics by two vegetation-based fuel types (timber and grass), three management 
activity types (cutover, burned, forested), and several forest types in his description 
of wildfires in the US northern Rocky Mountains. Wendel et al. (1962) sampled 
fuel weights for various vegetation types in southeastern USA and then used the 
fuel weights to assign potential fire behavior ratings. Fuel classification systems 
for Ontario and New Brunswick, Canada, were based on vegetation characteristics 
(Walker 1971).

Both of these historical approaches ignored the inherent complexity of a fuelbed 
and attempted to simplify fuelbed descriptions into something that could be eas-
ily understood by managers. It was much easier to relate a fuelbed to a recogniz-
able vegetation type or to some abstract interpretation of fire behavior than directly 
quantify the diverse array of fuel types in a fuelbed. The main reason for this was 
simple; there really wasn’t any reason to stratify the fuelbed into its components. 
It wasn’t until analytical tools, methods, and models were developed for fire man-
agement that there became a reason for dissecting fuelbeds into components and 
describing component properties.

The prediction of fire danger was the first concerted effort at creating a fire man-
agement tool (Hardy and Hardy 2007). Gisborne (1936), for example, differentiated 
fuel types in the fuelbed to more accurately estimate fuel moisture to predict fire 
danger and Curry and Fons (1938) differentiated fuel types to predict fire spread for 
fire danger. Fahnestock (1970) developed one of the first comprehensive fuel as-
sessment methods that described the fuelbed as a complex of integrated fuel types. 
He used various fuel type properties, such as size, shape, and continuity, of three 
different fuel layers (ground, surface, crown) to rate the potential for spread and 
crowning. In the 1960s and 1970s, fire scientists around the world started creating 
fire behavior models that were then implemented into a variety of fire behavior 
prediction systems for managers. These systems required users to input specific 
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fuel information by component and property (Rothermel 1972; McArthur 1966). 
Fire managers now had a quantitative description of a fuelbed that had a direct ap-
plication—the simulation of fire behavior and effects. While there have been many 
modifications to fuel descriptions since 1960, wildland fuelbeds have mostly been 
described using a suite of components and properties that were specifically engi-
neered for fire behavior computations.

The main problem with this engineering approach is that it is often incompat-
ible with describing the dynamic ecology of wildland fuelbeds. Woody fuels, for 
example, may be defined by particle diameter classes with ranges that are so broad 
that the variability of biomass estimates within a diameter class may overwhelm 
differences across fuelbeds. Rates of decomposition and deposition of woody fuel 
particles may also vary greatly over the diameters of particles within one class. And 
because fire behavior-engineered components often tend to have high variabilities 
in the properties that are used to define them, it may be more difficult to quantify 
and evaluate important fire management concerns, such as fuel treatment longevity 
and effectiveness. Additionally, it may be more difficult to get accurate estimates of 
other fire-related management issues, such as smoke emissions, tree mortality, and 
fuel consumption, when high variability is a result of inappropriate fuel descrip-
tions. Because wildland fuel science now has a much broader application than just 
fire behavior, such as fire effects, wildlife habitat assessment, carbon inventory, and 
tree regeneration potential, it may be time to take a more ecological approach to 
studying fuels.
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Fundamentals
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Fire’s the sun, unwindin’ itself out o’ the wood 
David Mitchell, author

2.1  Fire and Fuel Basics

2.1.1  Fuel Chemistry

Wildland fuels are mostly created from plants, sunlight, water, and nutrients to be 
eventually burned by fire. Fuels are created by plants as a product of photosynthesis, 
a chemical process where carbon dioxide (CO2), water (H2O), and energy from the 
sun (solar radiation) are used to produce organic compounds of the chemical form 
(C6H10O5)y and also oxygen (O2). This can be expressed in the general formula:

 
(2.1)

The substances that compose biomass (C6H10O5)y are quite susceptible to burn be-
cause of their organic chemical constituency. The primary substances found in plant 
biomass are cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. In general, wood, an important 
fuel in forest ecosystems, is composed of around 40–55 % cellulose, 15–25 % hemi-
cellulose, 15–30 % lignin, and 2–15 % other matter, while needles have less lignin 
but more cellulose than wood.

Gisborne (1947) said “all fuels have pretty much the same chemical constituents 
(cellulose, starch, and lignin) and when these organic fuels burn in a wildland fire, 
they combine with oxygen to create carbon dioxide, water, and heat” as denoted in 
the following formula:

 (2.2)

5 6 62 5 2H O CO Solar Energy C H O O2 6 10 y+ + → +( ) .

( )C H O 6O heat 5H O 6CO Heat secondary compounds6 10 5 y 2 2 2+ → + + +
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This is a chemical representation of the process of combustion, often considered a 
chemical chain reaction because the heat produced by combustion acts as a catalyst 
which further increases the rate of reaction. Byram (1959) presented the following 
chemically balanced oxidation reaction for complete combustion of plant biomass:

 

(2.3)

Note that 4 kg moles of plant material (C6H9O4) yields about 11.6 billion joules 
of heat, and dividing this heat by the mass gives the heat content of the fuel (see 
Sect. 2.3.1.1).

2.1.2  Scales of Combustion

The physical process of combustion is quite complex and occurs in at least four 
overlapping phases (Zhou and Mahalingam 2001; Bebi et al. 2003). In the pre-igni-
tion phase, unburned fuel ahead of the advancing flame front is heated and raised to 
its ignition temperature in a series of endothermic (requiring heat) reactions domi-
nated by dehydration and the volatilization of organics. Water is vaporized in the 
cell structure, then driven to the surface of the fuels, and vented to the atmosphere. 
The second phase of combustion known as pyrolysis begins as fuel temperature 
rises and cellulose and other compounds begin to decompose to release combustible 
organic gases and vapors, thereby converting biomass into volatiles, tars, char, and 
ash. Cellulose is pyrolyzed between 280 and 400 °C through dehydration and depo-
lymerization, while lignin is pyrolyzed at temperatures of 280–500 °C because it is 
more complex and thermally stable (Liodakis et al. 2002). The combustion phase 
occurs when the burning process becomes exothermic (generating heat) in the pres-
ence of oxygen giving off energy in the form of heat and light, and the start of com-
bustion is often termed ignition. Flaming combustion occurs when volatized gases 
are oxidized and flames are generated, usually occurring when the temperature of 
the volatiles reach 450–500 °C. Combustion without flames is called smoldering 
combustion, which is the surface oxidation of char, which provides just enough heat 
to continue pyrolysis. In general, the smoldering combustion phase occurs when 
the concentration of combustible vapors above the fuel is too small to support a 
persistent flame, so gases and vapors condense, appearing as smoke. Once most 
volatile gases have been driven off, the glowing combustion phase occurs, where 
only embers and smoke are visible and there is little smoke; the carbon remaining 
in the fuel is oxidized to continue to produce significant heat.

This complex combustion process is often simplified so that it can be taught 
to fire specialists using the famous “fire triangle” (Fig. 2.1). At the finest spatial 
scale, a combination of three elements is needed for a wildland fire to burn: heat, 
oxygen, and fuel (Countryman 1969). The heat source for ignition can be from 
lightning, matches, drip torches, or, mostly, the fire itself. Oxygen is in great sup-
ply in the earth’s atmosphere, but sometimes the combustion process itself may use 

4 18( ) [

[

]C H O 25O 0.322M H O 94N H O 24CO

0.322M H O 94N
6 9 4 2 2 2 2 2

2

+ + + → +

+ + 22
911.6 10 J Heat]] [+ ×
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more oxygen than can be supplied by the atmosphere, thereby governing burning 
rates. And last, there is fuel. As Van Wagner (1983) mentions, the fuel must be the 
appropriate size and arrangement to facilitate fire spread and it must be dry enough 
for combustion (i.e., low moisture content). Unfortunately, the inner fire triangle in 
Fig. 2.1 really only works at very small scales; perhaps the scale of the flame, which 
may be useful for firefighters but somewhat ineffectual for the diverse and complex 
issues facing a wildland fuel manager. Therefore, many have added additional fire 
triangles to represent the scaling of combustion to a fire event (Fig. 2.1; Alexander 
2014).

However, to fully understand fuels, it is important to recognize that the process 
of combustion scales from the flame to burning period to fire event over various 
time and space scales (Fig. 2.1). A more comprehensive representation of the fire 
triangle is detailed by Moritz et al. (2005; Fig. 2.2) where fire moves across an area 
and interacts with topography (slope, aspect), weather (temperature, humidity), and 
the fuel complex. At coarser scales, the fuel properties important to fire spread are 
governed more by the distribution of fuels across the landscape or contagion (con-
tinuity of a fuelbed). The landscape-level spatial scale of fire spread best describes 
the operational management of fuels and is probably the most appropriate for de-
signing fuel treatments (Agee and Skinner 2005). However, some large fires can 
burn entire landscapes over the course of weeks, and as more fires burn the same 
landscape over hundreds of years, these fires interact with previous fires, climate 
(drought, warming), ignition patterns (lightning, humans), and vegetation to create 
a fire regime (Chap. 6). In Fig. 2.2, fuels are represented by vegetation to signify 
that fuel conditions change over time and this change is mediated by vegetation 
development processes (regeneration, growth, mortality) and succession (species 

Fig. 2.1  A new variation on 
the traditional fire triangle 
often used to teach fire sci-
ence to managers. The inner 
triangle refers to combustion 
at the flame level, the middle 
triangle refers to fire spread 
at a stand level, and the 
outside triangle refers to fire 
growth at the landscape level
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replaced over time along pathways of disturbance adaptations, shade tolerance, and 
biophysical processes; Chap. 6). Missing from this diagram are the key biophysical 
processes that control fuels, namely deposition (fallen plant material often called 
litterfall) and decomposition (Chap. 6). The interactions of plant succession and en-
dogenous and exogenous disturbances with biomass deposition and decomposition 
mostly govern fuel properties, fuelbed dynamics, and spatial distributions at local 
to landscape scales.

This brings up an interesting dilemma in that most fire behavior research has 
been done at the fuelbed or flame scale (Sullivan 2009a) often resulting in a scale 
mismatch between fuel management and fire behavior, because most fuel manage-
ment issues demand a coarser scale of analysis (Keane et al. 2012a). Therefore, 
an overview of how fuels are defined in surface fire behavior models is needed to 
understand the current and past use of fuels.

2.2  Surface Fire Behavior Modeling

2.2.1  Fire Behavior Formulation

The great fires of 1910 created the first real need for an understanding of fire be-
havior and search for models to predict fire behaviors (Pyne 2001). US fire pio-
neers, such as Gisborne (1927) and Hawley (1926), linked empirical evidence with 
observed fire characteristics to explain the behavior of fire. Later, Curry and Fons 
(1938) and Fons (1946) attempted to describe fire spread using more theoretical, 
physically based relationships. However, it quickly became evident to fire managers 
that these physical relationships were too complex to easily apply on the fire line. 
Fire managers needed some way to easily estimate fire behavior to more effectively  
manage wildfires, predict effects of prescribed burns, and save firefighter’s lives. 

Fig. 2.2  The scaling of the 
combustion process over time 
and space from Moritz et al. 
(2005)
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Critically needed was an estimate of how fast a fire burned, called rate of spread 
( R), because this was identified as an important characteristic in firefighter deaths 
(Barrows 1951). An additional estimate of how hot a fire burned, called fire line 
intensity ( I) or the rate of heat release per unit length of the fire front, was needed 
to determine when a fire is too hot to fight. Byram (1959) defined fire line intensity, 
I, as:

 (2.4)

where h is the heat yield of the fuel (kJ kg−1), S is the forward rate of spread of 
the fire (m min−1), and Wc is the weight of fuel consumed in flaming combustion 
(kg m−2). The number 60 is a conversion factor so that the units for I are kW m−1 
(kJ m−1 min−1). Fuel weight consumed ( Wc) depends on initial fuel loading ( W; 
kg m−2 dry weight). Both loading ( W) and heat yield of fuel ( h, often called heat 
content) are the first two important fuel properties for predicting fire behavior  
(Table 2.1). Linking fire intensity ( I) with spread rate ( R) provided a means to eval-
uate the potential to suppress the fire using the fire characteristics chart (Andrews 
and Rothermel 1982).

Rothermel (1972) and his team used results of this previous work to create the 
quasi-empirical mathematical model that is now integrated into a wide variety of 
US fire behavior prediction systems, such as BEHAVE (Andrews 2014), FARSITE 
(Finney 1998), and FIREHARM (Keane et al. 2010). This model has been exten-
sively modified, adjusted, and refined (Albini 1976; Andrews 1986), but the main 
equation for fire spread prediction still takes the general form (Table 2.2):

I
hW S

= c

60

Table 2.1  Fuel characteristics and properties used as input parameters for basic fire behavior 
equations at the three scales of fuelbed description
Scale Symbol Parameter Notes
Fuel 
particle

d Particle diameter Often stratefied into classes

SAVR Surface-area-to-volume 
ratio (m2/m3)

Called SAVR in this book but is also called 
σ in many fire texts

ρp Particle density (kg m−3) Generally 500 kg m−3 (32 lb ft−3)

FMC Moisture content (fraction) Dry weight basis kg moisture per kg wood
Se Effective mineral content 

(fraction)
Generally 0.010 (kg minerals – kg silica) 
per kg wood

ST Total mineral content 
(fraction)

Generally 0.0555 kg minerals per kg wood

h Heat content Often 18586 J kg−1 (8000 BTU lb−1)
Fuel 
component

W Fuel loading (kg m−2) Oven-dried fuel weight; a highly dynamic 
input

ρb Component bulk density 
(kg m−3)

Generally an integrated average across the 
fuel component and includes air space

Mx Dead fuel moisture of 
extinction (fraction)

Live fuel moisture of extinction is not in 
the basic model; another highly dynamic 
input

δ Surface fuel layer depth (m) Mean fuelbed value
β Surface fuel layer packing 

ratio (dimensionless)
See Table 2.2 for estimation
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Table 2.2  Equations of the basic fire spread model taken from Rothermel (1972) and Albini 
(1976) (courtesy of Pat Andrews) and converted to metric units
Variable Equation Equation number 

Rothermel (1972)
Rate of spread (m min−1) (1 )R W S

b ig

I
R

Q
ξ φ φ

ρ ε
+ +

=
(Eq. 52)

Reaction intensity 
(kW m−2 min−1) r n M sI w hη η=Γ′ (Eq. 27)

Fire line intensity 
(kW m−1 fire line) I R

SAVRb
r=

12 61
60
.
( )

Added later

Optimum reaction 
velocity (min−1)

(1 / )][( / ) opAA
max op e β ββ β −Γ =Γ′ ′ ,  

where A SAVR= −133 0 7913( ) .

(Eqs. 38, 39)

Maximum reaction 
velocity (min−1)

Γ'max
. .( ) ( . ( ) )= + −SAVR SAVR1 5 1 5 1495 0 0494 (Eq. 36)

Optimum packing ratio 
(fraction)

0.81893.348( )op SAVRβ −= (Eq. 37)

Packing ratio (fraction)
b

p

ρβ
ρ

=
(Eq. 31)

Oven-dry bulk density 
(kg m−3) o

b
wρ
δ

=
(Eq. 40)

Net fuel loading 
(kg m−2)

w w Sn o T= −( )1 (Eq. 24) replaced 
by Albini (1976)

Moisture damping coef-
ficient (fraction)

2 31 2.59 5.11( ) 3.52( )M M M Mr r rη = − + − ,  

where r FMC MM x= =/ (max . )1 0

(Eq. 29)

Mineral damping coef-
ficient (fraction)

0.190.174s eSη −=  (max = 1.0) (Eq. 30)

Propagating flux ratio 
(fraction)

0.51 [(0.792 0.681( ) )( 0.1)](192 0.2592( )) e SAVRSAVR βξ − + += + (Eq. 42)

Wind factor (fraction) ( / )B E
w opCUφ β β −= ,  

where C e SAVR= −7 47 0 133 0 55

. ( . ( ) ).
;  

B SAVR=0 02526 0 54. ( ) . ;
 
E e SAVR= − × −

0 715 3 59 10 0 4

. [ . ( )].

(Eq. 47–50)

Slope factor (fraction) 0.3 25.275 (tan )sφ β φ−= (Eq. 51)

Effective heating 
number

( 138/ )SAVReε −= (Eq. 14)

Heat of pre-ignition 
(kW kg−1)

Q FMCig = +250 1116 (Eq. 12)
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(2.5)

where Ir is reaction intensity, ξ is the propagating flux ratio (dimensionless), φw is a 
scaling function for wind (number between zero and one), φs is a scaling function 
for slope, ρb is the bulk density of the fuelbed (kg m−3), ε is the effective heating 
number, and Qi is the heat of pre-ignition (kJ kg−1; Table 2.2). Reaction intensity ( Ir) 
can be estimated by the amount of fuel consumed ( Wc) and that fuel’s heat content 
( h) using a reformulation of the Andrews and Rothermel (1982) relationship:

 
(2.6)

where tr is the residence time (min) that is computed from the Anderson (1969) 
empirical relationship:

 (2.7)

where SAVR is the characteristic surface-area-to-volume ratio (m−1) of the fuelbed. 
SAVR is the third important fuel property because it is in the majority of fire behavior  
calculations (Table 2.2). The characteristic SAVR is estimated from the weighted 
averages across all surface fuel components specified in the model and the SAVR 
values for each fuel component is estimated as an average for each particle using the 
diameter in the following equation:

 
(2.8)

where d is the average diameter of the particles in the fuel component (m). Particle 
diameter is the fourth important fuel property because it is related to SAVR and it is 
used to estimate loading. The next important fuel property is the parameter ρb (bulk 
density of the fuelbed, kg m−3). This parameter is also used to estimate the effective 
heating number ( ε) in Eq. 2.5 using the empirical Rothermel (1972) relationship:

 
(2.9)

where ρe is the effective fuelbed bulk density (kg m−3; Table 2.2). However, the ef-
fective heating number can also be accurately estimated from SAVR, which is used 
to represent fuel particle size (Eq. 2.8). Fuelbed bulk density ( ρb) is often calculated 
from the following equation:

 
(2.10)

where δ is the fuelbed depth (m), the sixth important fuel property, and W is fuelbed 
loading (kg m−2).

r W s

b

(1 )
( )( )( )ig

I
R

Q
ξ φ φ
ρ ε

+ +
=

I
W h
tr
c

r

=

tr SAVR
=
12 595.

SAVR=
4
d

138
b SAVR

e

e
ρ
ρ

−

∈= =

b
Wρ
δ

=
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In the Rothermel (1972) algorithms, reaction intensity ( Ir) is computed from 
another equation (see Table 2.2):

 
(2.11)

where Wn is fuel loading (kg m−2) adjusted for the mineral content, Γ′ is the reac-
tion velocity (a dynamic variable that represents the rate and completeness of fuel 
consumption), and ηm and ηs are damping functions to account for the effect of fuel 
moisture and mineral content, respectively, on combustion (equations for all vari-
ables in Table 2.2). Two fuel properties have a major effect on reaction intensity. 
Increasing fuel moisture and mineral content decreases Ir using the damping coef-
ficients ηm and ηs that are represented by empirical relationships. The coefficient 
ηm is calculated using an empirical polynomial regression equation where the only 
variable is the ratio of the fuel moisture content (FMC; %) to the moisture of extinc-
tion ( Mx; %; Eq. 29 in Rothermel (1972); see Table 2.2). These two fuel moisture 
variables are the seventh and eighth important fuel property. The mineral content 
damping coefficient ( ηs) is calculated using the following empirical equation devel-
oped by Philpot (1970):

 
(2.12)

where Se is the effective mineral content calculated as the amount of silica in the 
fuel component minus the mineral content ( ST). Mineral content ( Se and ST) is the 
ninth important fuel property. Fuelbed compactness is another important fuelbed 
property affecting Ir and it is often represented by the packing ratio ( β) defined by:

 
(2.13)

where ρp is the average particle density of the particles that comprise the fuel com-
ponent (kg m−3), the eleventh important fuel property (Table 2.1).

2.2.2  Fire Behavior Assumptions

To simplify the spatial complexity of the combustion process, early fire scientists 
had to make the assumption that fire spread can be represented by the movement 
of a flame across a semipermeable surface using a one-dimensional point model 
(Fig. 2.3; Rothermel 1972). This would have been a good assumption if (1) fuels 
were homogeneously distributed over the scale of a burning, (2) fires act at only one 
scale, and (3) the scale of the fire matched the scale of the fuels. But unfortunately, 
the distribution, condition, characteristics, and consumption of burnable biomass 
are highly complex over space and time (Frandsen and Andrews 1979; Chap. 6). 
Therefore, the scale mismatch between fire modeling and fuel properties may bias 
the simulation of fire in a one-dimensional approach. For example, an input fuel 
parameter that varies greatly over the small scales of fire spread, such as fuelbed 
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bulk density, may not provide great predictive power when fire is simulated for one 
point in space.

Another great need for fire behavior simulation was to predict fire effects. Byram 
(1958) noted the importance of predicting the impact of fire on living vegetation, 
and Rothermel and Deeming (1980) noted fire behavior was critical for predicting 
fire effects. Yet ironically, fuel inputs to most fire models were engineered to fit 
combustion relationships without an ecological context. Successful prediction of 
fire effects requires that the model to be designed so that the inputs make ecological 
sense (Keane and Finney 2003) and that the outputs are germane to the assessment 
of fire effects. Grouping all log biomass into one size class, for example, ignores 
the great importance of log size on fuel properties and subsequent combustion, and, 
more importantly, on the effects of burning different-sized logs on soil heating and 
smoke production. Moreover, some fire effects models use fuel properties that are 
not used in fire behavior simulation algorithms (Trakhtenbrot et al. 2014). Mecha-
nistic fire-caused tree mortality models, for example, use thermal conductivity to 
simulate heat flow through bark (Mitchell 2013).

And last, it is important to note that most operational fire behavior models are 
quasi-empirical in design (Sullivan 2009b) in that they predict fire spread and inten-
sity using physically based statistical algorithms. As Finney et al. (2013) mention, 
there really is no physical theory of fire spread, so many numerical representations  

Fig. 2.3  The theoretical flame of fire spread used in the development of the one-dimensional fire 
spread models
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of the physical process of combustion are commonly empirical. This means that 
most fire behavior modelers had to make broad assumptions of the combustion 
process, specifically with respect to the physical description of fuels, and these as-
sumptions may be inappropriate for a given physical process or scale of application. 
The fuel property surface-area-to-volume ratio (SAVR) is a good example. Finney 
et al. (2013) show that SAVR may not be the principal factor governing boundary 
layer thermal dynamics and vertical surface flow length may be more important, 
yet SAVR is an important fuel property used to simulate fuel effects on thermal dy-
namics (Table 2.2). Therefore, many fuel properties and components were selected 
because they best correlated to fire processes using limited empirical relationships 
and it was assumed that they are representative of the causal mechanisms govern-
ing fire behavior everywhere. This results in an imperfect fit between the ecology 
of fuels and the prediction of fire behavior, and it is the primary reason why the 
study of fuels is so difficult. Fuel description and management will continue to be 
difficult when fuels are described in the context of fire behavior without a theory of 
fire behavior and without being fully integrated with ecology.

The above description of the representation of fuel in fire behavior modeling 
is mostly limited to the US fire behavior prediction systems and is meant only to 
generally describe those fuel properties that are commonly used in fire behavior 
and effects simulation. The list of eleven variables (Table 2.1) is by no means 
exclusive; there are other fire behavior models in the world that use additional 
fuel-related variables in their structure (Sullivan 2009a, b; Linn 1997; Parsons 
et al. 2010). Moreover, there are many other fuel particle and fuelbed properties 
that are important to the field of wildland fuel ecology, such as degree of rot, 
particle length, and fuelbed cover, that are not discussed here. However, this list 
(1) probably represents those fuel properties used across most of the world’s fire 
behavior modeling systems, (2) is perhaps the most important for the merging of 
fire behavior with ecology, and (3) contains properties that can be measured by fire 
behavior practitioners and wildland fuel managers. These properties are discussed 
below fuelbed scale.

2.3  Surface Fuel Properties

Past fuel studies have identified the fundamental properties of fuels as quantity, size, 
shape, arrangement, continuity, and pattern (Bebi et al. 2003; Ottmar et al. 2007), 
but this classical list has many limitations. First, there are scale inconsistencies, in 
that some properties refer to individual particles, while others refer to all particles 
in fuel components, layers, and fuelbeds. Second, missing are some physical prop-
erties that describe the role of the fuel in the combustion process, especially in the 
context of fire behavior (see Sect. 2.2). There is also a missing linkage between 
many of these fundamental properties and how they are used to simulate fire or how 
they are employed in fire and fuel management. For example, arrangement remains 
unaddressed in point-scale fire models. And last, this list is missing critical metrics 
and variables that can be used to quantify the properties. This chapter discusses the  
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quantity (loading), size, and shape of surface fuels in the following section by scale 
and specific property. Arrangement, continuity, and pattern are discussed in detail in 
Chap. 6. While some important fuel parameters listed in Table 2.2 refer to the prop-
erties of a fuel component, the component parameter is often computed as an aver-
age across particles within the component. Therefore, each fuel property is discussed 
at the scale of measurement rather than the scale of model input.

2.3.1  Particle Properties

2.3.1.1  Particle Diameter (d)

While fuel particle diameter ( d) is a critical fuel parameter for fire behavior model-
ing, it is even more important in sampling for fuel loading ( W). Thomas (1953), 
for example, mentioned that the duration of burning is related to stick diameter 
by approximately the 1.5 power. However, use of diameter in most fire and fuel 
applications may be overgeneralized because nearly all fire behavior models as-
sume woody fuel particles are circular in cross section and use an assumption of 
a cylinder to estimate volume for other fuel properties, such as SAVR (Eq. 2.13) 
and density (Keane et al. 2012b). Most woody fuel particles are not cylinders, but 
rather, they are complicated volumes of highly variable cross sections and contorted 
lengths. Moreover, particle diameters are not static; they change with weather con-
ditions, often becoming thicker when wet, and cracked when dry, making diameter 
measurements difficult and further complicating the estimation of SAVR. Distri-
butions of diameters and lengths are also highly variable across woody particles. 
The assumptions of circular cross sections and frustum volumes are necessary due 
to current fire behavior modeling and fuel sampling limitations, but future efforts 
should explore methods for estimating SAVR and particle volume by other means.

Diameter measurements are required for many fire modeling and fuel sampling 
techniques (Chap. 8). Measuring particle diameter is relatively easy and is usually 
often done with a ruler, caliper, or diameter tape. However, many have found that 
these measurements are often too coarse for accurate fuel particle volume estima-
tion, especially for fine woody fuels, because of the large variation of diameters 
across a fuel particle and the assumption that the particle is a cylinder or frustum 
(Brown 1970a). Using a single particle diameter often complicates efforts to evalu-
ate loading sampling method accuracy and precision because a major source of 
uncontrolled error comes from the circular cross section assumption (Keane and 
Gray 2013; Sikkink and Keane 2008).

2.3.1.2  SAVR

SAVR (m−1) is defined as the area of a particle surface (m−2) divided by the volume 
of that particle (m−3), but it is often indirectly estimated from particle diameter ( d) 
using Eq. 2.13. Particles that are thick, such as logs, have low SAVR values (less 
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than 1.0 m−1 for large logs), whereas thin particles that are long and wide, such as 
leaves, have high values (over 2000 m−1 for grass blades and pine needles). SAVR 
is a fuel property that indirectly characterizes particle geometry (shape), and this 
corresponds to the particle’s importance in fire science. Particles with high SAVR 
(e.g., foliage) are more flammable and easier to ignite than low SAVR particles 
(e.g., logs; Pyne et al. 1996). SAVR indirectly represents the effect of fuel size on 
combustion processes. It also represents the rate of response of fuel particles to 
temperature and moisture fluctuations; particles with high SAVR values lose heat 
and moisture more quickly than particles with lower SAVR values (Brown 1970b).

SAVR is extremely difficult to measure accurately because most fuel particles 
are complex in geometry. The most common way to measure SAVR is to use the 
simple formula developed by Brown (1970b) where the fraction of particle perim-
eter divided by the average cross-sectional area taken for cross sections along the 
length of the particle. This technique requires an assumption of a geometric shape of 
the cross section, and most efforts assume a circle to represent the fuel particle vol-
ume, although many have used other shapes for needles, leaves, and grass blades. 
However, most fuel particle cross sections are difficult to describe with any general 
geometric shape, rather, they are complex amorphous forms. Another method is to 
estimate volume by submerging the particle in a liquid and measuring the displace-
ment of the liquid, and measuring the surface area by assuming some geometric 
shape and measuring various dimensions to estimate area. A more complex tech-
nique would be to measure the rate of drying of the fuel particle and correlating that 
rate to surface area. The problem with all of these techniques to estimate SAVR or 
density is that particles are constantly changing in response to endogenous and ex-
ogenous biophysical processes. All fuel particles are in some state of decay, and the 
degree of decay and its distribution across a particle can affect SAVR. Moreover, 
fuel particles are constant changing shapes in response to fluctuations in moisture 
content, temperature, and relative humidity as mentioned above. These responses 
sometime result in the fragmentation of the particle, which then increases surface 
area and SAVR. This dynamic quality of fuel particles results in greater variability 
in the estimation of particle SAVR.

2.3.1.3  Particle Density (ρp)

Particle density is the dry weight of the particle per unit volume (kg m−3). The term 
specific gravity is also used to represent particle density; specific gravity is the 
density of a substance relative to the density of water at a specific temperature and 
pressure. One needs to multiply specific gravity by 1000 to convert to density (e.g., 
0.42 specific gravity is 420 kg m−3).

Particle density is measured using variations of two techniques. The particle is 
always oven-dried and weighed to determine mass. Then there are two techniques 
for measuring volume. The first technique calculates volume by assuming various 
geometric shapes and using diameters and lengths to define shape dimensions (see 
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Sect. 2.3.1.1). However, there are great measurement errors when fuel particles 
are small because of highly variable fuel dimensions and inaccurate measurement 
procedures (Keane et al. 2012b). The other technique involves dipping the particle 
in liquid and calculating the displacement in volume or mass as mentioned above 
for SAVR. This technique is more accurate, but there are several problems that 
must be addressed to get more precise measurements. First, care must be taken to 
ensure the particle does not absorb the liquid, and this is done in a number of ways, 
including dipping the particle in wax or some other substance that prevents absorp-
tion or using a liquid that will not be readily absorbed by the particle. Displacement 
by weight can be estimated if the specific gravity of the liquid is known, while 
displacement of volume is somewhat problematic in that it is difficult to accurately 
estimate displaced volume for small and large particles.

Particle density is another property that is difficult to measure because of its high 
variability within a particle, across fuel types, and among fuelbeds. The density of 
some particles, especially woody fuels, can vary substantially along the length of 
the particle. Logs, for example, can be in various stages of decay along their lengths 
because of their contact with the ground resulting in a wide variety of densities 
within one particle. Most material in the litter fuel component often exists as foliar 
material in various states of decomposition because of their position in the vertical 
litter profile. And, similar to SAVR, particles are constantly changing in volume 
in response to environmental conditions resulting in changes in density. And each 
fuelbed results from a unique combination of disturbance history, vegetation devel-
opment, and moisture regime, all influencing particle densities.

2.3.1.4  FMC and Moisture of Extinction (Mx)

FMC is one of the most important and dynamic fuel properties, so it is discussed in 
a separate chapter (Chap. 5) and will not be detailed here. Some refer to the mois-
ture level in wildland fuel as the fuel state or condition (DeBano et al. 1998), and 
some refer to those fuels that can burn because they are dry enough as available fu-
els (Brown and Davis 1973). Fuel moisture provides the important link to estimate 
fire danger (Deeming et al. 1977), and is perhaps one of the most critical inputs in 
fire behavior prediction models (Andrews 1986; Table 2.2). Fuel moisture also is 
important to many other ecological processes, such as decomposition, evapotrans-
piration, and nutrient cycling.

The moisture of extinction ( Mx) is the moisture content at which combustion can-
not be sustained (moisture above which fire does not burn; Rothermel 1972), and 
greatly depends on the type, quantity, and arrangement of fuels and their interaction 
with weather, mainly wind. Dead woody fuels are often assigned Mx of 30 % while 
Mxs for live fuels are much harder to quantify. This property is actually a static pa-
rameter used in fire behavior modeling algorithms at the fuel component level (see 
Table 2.2) to drive combustion to zero at high moisture contents (Rothermel 1972). 
It would be difficult to estimate Mx under field conditions because it would change 
with ambient weather (e.g., temperature, humidity, incident radiation) and particle 
qualities (e.g., rot, density, shape, size), and live fuel plant condition (e.g., phenology,  
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moisture stress, size). In reality, the distribution of Mx in a typical fuelbed could be 
quite variable and difficult to accurately quantify for operational fire management.

2.3.1.5  Mineral Content (Se, ST)

Mineral content ( Se and ST depending on the equation in Table 2.2) has a profound 
impact on fire behavior (Philpot 1970; Eqs. 2.9, 2.10). Biomass with high mineral 
content, such as duff and slash fuel, will tend to burn slower and have a higher pro-
portion of burning in smoldering combustion, often resulting in reduced combus-
tion. In fact, fire retardant depends on this relationship to be effective; the primary 
purpose of retardant is to retard the spread of fire by increasing mineral content, 
thereby depressing fire spread (Giménez et al. 2004). The mineral content ( ST) is the 
percent of the total weight per unit volume of fuel particle that is inorganic material 
or mineral (i.e., not composed of molecules of C, H, and O). It is usually estimated 
by burning a fuel particle of known dry weight and weighing the ash that is left after 
complete combustion; the weight of ash divided by dry weight of the wood is the 
mineral content. The effective mineral content ( Se) is the mineral content with the 
proportion of silica removed (Table 2.2).

Since minerals are key nutrients needed in plant photosynthesis and respiration, 
they become incorporated into biomass, and each fuel particle has its own rela-
tively static mineral content (around 5 %). Wood in woody fuels is usually 1 % min-
eral, while the bark can have ten times that amount (Ragland et al. 1991). Needles 
have fewer minerals (0.1 %), but mineral content often increases with needle age 
(Weikert et al. 1989). Particles near or in contact with the ground will usually have 
higher mineral contents because of the diverse processes involved in decomposition 
(Chap. 6); soil macrofauna break down organic material and often incorporate min-
eral soil onto the downed fuel particles. And, minerals will also tend to accumulate 
in the duff layer as microbes process the organic material and leave the minerals to 
collect in the duff (Chap. 6). As a result, ground fuels usually have the highest min-
eral contents, often greater than 10 %, partially explaining why ground fuels mostly 
burn in smoldering combustion. Keane et al. (2012b) found mineral contents were 
the highest in the smallest fuel particles with litter and duff having 10–50 % mineral 
contents, 1 h woody having 2–5 %, 1,000 h woody having 0.1–0.8 % for forest and 
rangelands of the northern Rocky Mountains, USA. However, these mineral con-
tents varied greatly from site to site, and stand by history.

2.3.1.6  Heat Content (h)

The heat content ( h) is the heat yield of the fuel per unit mass (kJ kg–1) and, when 
multiplied by loading ( W), is used to compute fire intensity (Eq. 2.4). This is best 
described as the heat released from the combustion of the gases evolved in the igni-
tion phase (see Sect. 2.1.2) and is also called the effective heat content (Shafizadeh 
et al. 1977). The heat content of wildland fuel is mostly dependent on the chemical 
composition of the material being burned. While the majority of fuel is cellulose 
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and lignin, there can be other chemical constituents of fuel that affect heat content. 
Biomass with high mineral contents, for example, will have lower heat contents 
(Susott et al. 1975). However, there are many chemical compounds in biomass that 
may increase heat content. Oils, resins, and proteins may increase heat contents in 
foliage and other parts of the plant (Philpot 1969). Moisture content also governs 
the amount of heat given off from burning fuels (Chap. 5) because heat must be 
used to vaporize the free and bound water in live and dead fuel particles.

Wildland fuel heat content values are quite different within and among fuel types, 
season, and the intensity of the fire when it is burned. Foliage usually have higher 
heat contents (20–21 MJ kg–1 or 8700–9400 BTU lb–1) than twigs and stems (18–20 
MJ kg–1 8300–8700 BTU lb−1), but this relationship is quite different across spe-
cies, age, and dead versus live fuels (Philpot 1969). Kelsey et al. (1979) found that 
the heat content of wood ranged from 19.3 to 22.5 MJ kg−1 (8300–9700 BTU lb−1), 
while bark heat content values were substantially higher ranging from 20.2 to 
25.3 MJ kg−1 (8700–10,900 BTU lb−1), and foliage heat contents were in between 
20.1 and 22.4 MJ kg−1 (8700–9700 BTU lb−1). And, the heat content might change 
over the course of a fire season. Philpot (1969) found that the heat content for 
chamise shrub leaves were lowest in the spring (~ 21 MJ kg−1 or 9100 BTU lb−1) and 
increased to 23.5 MJ kg−1 (10,100 BTU lb−1) in the autumn. And last, the heat con-
tent of fuels burned under flaming combustion might be quite different than when 
fuels are burned under smoldering combustion (Susott et al. 1975). Yet despite this 
high variability, most fire models use a constant value for heat content. As an ex-
ample, a constant value of 18 MJ kg−1 (8000 BTU lb−1) has been assigned to all but 
two of the Scott and Burgan (2005) fire behavior fuel models.

Heat content is usually measured using a bomb calorimeter using a method 
where a standardized measure of fuel is placed into a constant volume calorimeter 
and electrical energy is used to ignite the fuel. As the fuel is burning, it heats the sur-
rounding air, which expands and escapes through a tube that heats water outside the 
tube. The change in the temperature of the water allows for calculating the amount 
of heat generated from the fuel.

2.3.1.7  Other Important Particle Properties

There are several other important fuel particle properties that are not directly used 
in fire behavior modeling, but they are still important in fuel science and manage-
ment. Particle shape or the general geometry of a fuel particle is important because 
it is used to define a geometric form for which an equation can be used to calculate 
volume that is then used to estimate density and mass. Shape is also used to classify 
particles into fuel components and to parameterize fuel components for modeling. 
Particle shape is also important in fuel moisture dynamics, ignition processes, and 
combustion.

Particle thermal conductivity is a physical measure of the heat conduction po-
tential of fuel or how fast heat can travel through fuel. Thermal conductivity has 
the complex units of W m−1 °K−1 or Joule sec−1 m−1 °K−1 or kg m sec−3 °K−1, there-
fore having representations of energy, mass, time, length, and temperature. Thermal 
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conductivity is most often used to describe solid fuel particles, but it can also be 
modified to describe heat transfer through porous fuelbeds, layers, or components. 
Estimates of thermal conductivity for duff, for example, are often used to simulate 
heat and temperature dynamics in the soil layer as a result of surface fire (Campbell 
et al. 1995). Bark thermal conductivity is used to estimate how hot and fast heat 
penetrates live tissue to estimate plant mortality (Reinhardt and Dickinson 2010). 
In general, most fire applications that require an estimate of thermal conductivity 
are for research purposes or specialized fire effects models (Reinhardt et al. 1997).

The chemical content of fuel particles is also important to most of the fuel prop-
erties presented here and also for other fuel properties that are input to some fire and 
fuel management applications. Oils and resins in some fuel particles may increase 
heat content (see Sect. 2.3.1.6; Philpot 1970), while high concentration of minerals 
in leaves and some wood may reduce flammability and dampen combustion (see 
Sect. 2.3.1.5; Whelan 1995). Other aspects of chemical composition may be impor-
tant from a human health standpoint. Fuel particles might contain mercury or ra-
dioactive elements that, when burned, could create hazardous smoke emissions that 
might impact air quality (Canham and Loucks 1984). The relative concentrations 
of organic compounds, such as cellulose and lignin, influences those fuel properties 
that control live and dead fuel moisture dynamics, such as permeability and hygro-
scopy (affinity of cell walls to hold water; Chap. 5) and dictate rates of decomposi-
tion (Chap. 6).

2.3.2  Fuel Component

Most fuel component properties are quantified from a statistical summary of the 
fuel particle properties, which is often an average across a fuel component. For 
example, the 10 h woody fuel component (Chap. 3) is defined as downed deadwood 
particles with diameters greater than 0.6 cm (0.25 in) and less than 2.5 cm (1 in), 
so the average diameter ( d) of the 10 h class is estimated from field measurements 
(Brown 1970a) and SAVR is estimated from d and ρp (Eq. 2.13). However, there are 
two fuel component properties that are measured directly and not estimated from 
particle properties.

2.3.2.1  Loading (W )

Loading is quantified as the dry weight mass of the fuelbed or fuel component per 
unit area. Loading estimates are reported in dry weight to eliminate moisture con-
tributions to weight estimates, which can vary wildly over a fire season. The units 
used to represent loadings are quite important in fuel management because they are 
the context in which many people visualize the weight of fuel loads. Traditionally, 
loadings were assigned imperial units of tons acre−1, but it is difficult for many fire 
professionals to envision what a ton of any fuel component looks like, let alone 
envision how it is distributed across an area as large as an acre. Moreover, the fuel 
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components comprising a fuelbed have different scales of distribution (Chap. 6), 
so large areas are rarely needed to visually estimate the loading of fine fuels. Many 
studies now use SI units of kg m−2 for most fuel components (Keane and Dickinson 
2007) because they are more easily visualized (it’s easier to imagine a kilogram or 
2.2 pounds of fuel over a square meter of ground than a ton of fuel over an acre). 
However, these units may be inappropriate for CWD and canopy fuels. Surface and 
canopy fuel loading measurement techniques are discussed in detail in Chap. 8.

Fuel loading is the primary fuel property discussed in this book because it is 
used extensively in wildland fire management for many purposes. The calculation 
of fire intensity, for example, demands an estimate of fuel loading (Eq. 2.4), and fire 
intensity is perhaps one of the most important fire behavior characteristics for esti-
mating fire effects (Reinhardt et al. 2001). Loading is also used to estimate smoke 
emissions which directly affect human health and wellness. Loading often corre-
lates to both vertical and horizontal fuel connectivity; undisturbed fuelbeds with 
high loadings are more likely to have greater canopy fuels and are more likely to 
be connected to fuelbeds with high loadings. Loading is also important for issues 
outside of fire science, such as habitat for small mammals, site productivity, carbon 
dynamics, and soil erosion.

2.3.2.2  Bulk Density (ρb)

The bulk density of a fuel component is the mass of the fuel component material 
divided by the volume of space within which it resides (Fig. 2.4a). Bulk density is 
different from wood or particle density (specific gravity) in that the volume includes 
the empty space between fuel component particles. Bulk density is often used to 
represent fuel arrangement in vertical dimensions; canopy profiles, for example, 
display the vertical distribution of canopy bulk density for crown fire modeling 
(Bebi et al. 2003). Past studies often used bulk density to represent fuel porosity 
(Countryman 1969).

Bulk density has a number of uses in fire management. First, it is an input to 
some important fire modeling programs (see Table 2.2); canopy bulk density is 
used in FARSITE (Finney 1998) to simulate crown fire propagation (Chap. 4) and 
fuelbed bulk density ( ρb) is used to simulate surface fire intensity (Eqs. 2.9, 2.13). 
Bulk density can also be used to describe the rate at which heat can travel through 
a surface fuel layer. Another common application is in calculating loading for those 
fuel components that are difficult to sample. Duff, litter, shrub, herb, and tree re-
generation fuel component loadings, for example, are difficult to measure opera-
tionally, so many fire specialists use the volume method to approximate loading. 
In this method, the depth of a fuel component is visually estimated or measured 
as an integrated average across an area, and multiplying this depth by the area of 
consideration gives the volume which the component occupies. The loading of that 
component can then be estimated by multiplying volume by bulk density (details 
are given in Chap. 8). The problem with calculating loading this way is deciding 
the scale at which to measure loading. Should volume be calculated for the entire 
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fuelbed (Fig. 2.4a), for each individual plant (Fig. 2.4b), or estimated from an aver-
age integrated height of plants in a fuelbed (Fig. 2.4d).

2.3.3  Fuel Layer

2.3.3.1  Fuel Layer Depth (δ)

Fuelbed depth is the thickness of the surface fuel layer (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Many 
surface fuel components exist as layers of biomass above the ground, and fuelbed 
depth is the highest height of any fuel particle of any component integrated over 

Fig. 2.4  Examples illustrating the various ways to calculate the bulk density of a fuelbed or fuel 
component. Bulk density is estimated as the mass of the fuel divided by volume. Volume is calcu-
lated as the area of concern times the height of the fuel making it scale dependent: a the volume 
is calculated from an estimate of depth across the fuelbed unit area; b the volume is calculated for 
the individual plant, particle, or component; c litter and duff bulk densities are more consistent 
because the depth is less variable across space; and d volume is calculated as an integrated average 
fuelbed depth
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the area of consideration. Fuelbed depth is an important parameter in fire behav-
ior systems that use the Rothermel (1972) model (Andrews 1986; Andrews 2014) 
(Table 2.2), and, because of this, it is a parameter that is commonly adjusted to 
match observed with simulated fire behaviors in creating fire behavior fuel models 
(Chap. 7; Burgan 1987). Burgan (1987), for example, mentions that a fire behavior 
fuel model can be made more sensitive to wind by increasing fuelbed depth. Fu-
elbed depth is often used to describe only the depth of the surface fuel layer and it is 
mostly used to derive fuel bulk densities in US fire models (Eq. 2.10).

Fuelbed depth has little ecological value since it is so highly variable across 
space and time scales. Its greatest use is as input into point-level fire behavior mod-
els that simulate fire in one dimension, such as BEHAVE (Andrews 2014). Because 
of its scale problems and high variability, it is often difficult to obtain an accurate 
measurement of fuelbed depth. Initial attempts to accurately measure depth were to 
envision a virtual sheet over the top of the surface fuel layer and visually estimat-
ing the average height of that sheet (Jensen et al. 1993). Moreover, it is difficult to 
evaluate if widely spaced and distinctive fuel particles constitute part of the fuelbed. 
For example, should widely scattered shrubs or occasional large logs be included 
in the depth estimation (Fig. 2.4d). Fruiting stalks on grass and forbs, as another 
example, are widely scattered and are easily blown by wind because they are often 
taller than the plant’s foliage, making it quite difficult to determine if fruiting stalks 
contribute to fire spread and are therefore used to estimate depth.

2.3.3.2  Packing Ratio (β)

The packing ratio is an index used to represent the compactness of the fuelbed (Ro-
thermel 1972). It is easily quantified as the ratio ρb:ρp (fuelbed bulk density divided 
by particle density). This variable was invented to simulate the important damping 
effect of fuelbed looseness or compression on combustion using an index that is the 
fraction of fuelbed volume occupied by fuel. In fact, Catchpole et al. (1998) found 
that rate of spread decreased with the square root of the packing ratio. It had been 
observed that fire intensity and rate of spread occur at two extremes of compact-
ness. Lack of fuel contagion causes loss of heat transfer in loose fuelbeds, while 
low air-to-fuel ratios and poor heat penetration result in lower spread rates and 
intensities in dense fuelbeds (Rothermel 1972). Between these two extremes is an 
optimum range of fuelbed packing where there is the best balance of air, fuel, and 
heat transfer, and this optimum packing ratio ( βop in Table 2.2) is greatly dependent 
on the fuel particles and how they are arranged in the fuelbed. Sandberg et al. (2007) 
modified Rothermel’s (1972) equations to include a damping coefficient represent-
ing fuel compactness based on a new variable called relative packing ratio, which is 
the fuelbed packing ratio divided by the optimum packing ratio.

The main problem with packing ratio is that fuelbeds are often composed of 
many kinds of fuel particles from grass blades to woody twigs and logs; therefore, 
particle densities can be highly variable at very fine scales, resulting in highly vari-
able packing ratios. Moreover, optimum packing ratios can vary across the year 
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because of changes in plant phenology, the rate of decay, and abiotic interactions, 
such as grazing, trampling, and deposition (Chap. 6). As a result, the packing ratio, 
similar to fuelbed depth, is probably most applicable to one-dimensional fire be-
havior modeling and has little value in wildland fuel ecology. It would be difficult 
to quantify the packing ratio and its optimum in the field because of the mentioned 
scale issues and their temporally dynamic quality.
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Wood already touched by fire is not hard to set alight
African proverb

3.1  Introduction

Surface fuels always get the most attention in fire management because it is the fuel 
layer that is most often used to predict fire behavior. Most wildland fires spread 
through surface fuels so the majority of the world’s fire behavior prediction pack-
ages demand detailed physical descriptions of surface fuel components for fire 
simulation. In fact, it is rare to have only a ground or crown fire without a fire also 
burning in the surface fuel. Ground fuels were included in this chapter because they 
are important to smoldering combustion; they often comprise the majority of fuel 
loading in many forest ecosystems; and they are often included with surface fuels in 
various sampling, classification, mapping, and simulation efforts (Lutes et al. 2009; 
Riccardi et al. 2007a).

3.2  Surface Fuels

The surface fuel layer contains the most diverse and complex fuel types in fire 
management. Surface fuel particles are often dissimilar physically across most of 
the common surface fuel types, especially considering that some are live and some 
are dead. Herbaceous particles (e.g., grass blades), for example, have significantly 
different properties (e.g., shape, particle density) than downed wood (e.g., branches 
and logs). There are a core set of seven surface fuel components that are common 
inputs to most fire models and they are also present in most surface fuel beds of 
the world, especially forests (Table 3.1, Fig. 1.2). Many ecosystems have the sur-
face fuel types of litter, shrubs, and herbaceous fuels in varying amounts above the 
ground surface. Forest and shrub ecosystems nearly always have woody fuels in a 
wide range of abundance and sizes.
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3.2.1  Litter

Litter is considered freshly fallen, readily identifiable dead plant biomass (Fig. 3.1a). 
It is often called the L layer in vegetation and soils studies (Soil Classification Work-
ing Group 1998). Of all the surface fuel components, litter is often the most diverse 
because it may consist of a wide variety of fallen plant parts, such as bud scales, 
pollen cones, and dead grass blades. However, the most common constituent of lit-
ter is plant foliage, often needles and leaves, and these discarded plant parts readily 
facilitate the spread of fire. In ecology, litterfall is a term often used to describe 
the biomass dropped by plants and so it follows that the litter layer may contain 
all types of plant material, including woody particles. But, in fuel science, litter 
excludes woody material as woody fuels are a separate component with completely 

Table 3.1  Descriptions of the seven most common surface fuel components and the one most 
common ground fuel component found in ecosystems worldwide. FWD is fine woody debris, a 
term often given to wood fuel particles less than 8 cm in diameter. CWD is coarse woody debris, 
a term used to woody fuel particles greater than 8 cm in diameter
Fuel type Fuel 

component
Common name Size Description

Surface fuels
Downed 
dead woody

1-h woody Twigs, FWD < 0.6 cm (0.25 in) 
diameter

Detached small woody 
fuel particles on the 
ground

10-h woody Branches, FWD 0.6–2.5 cm 
(0.25–1.0 in) 
diameter

Detached small woody 
fuel particles on the 
ground

100-h woody Large branches, 
FWD

2.5–8 cm (1–3 in) 
diameter

Detached small woody 
fuel particles on the 
ground

1000-h woody Logs, CWD 8+ cm (3+ inch) 
diameter

Detached small woody 
fuel particles on the 
ground

Shrubs Shrub Shrubby All shrubby 
material less than 
5 cm diameter

All burnable shrubby 
biomass with branch 
diameters less than 5 cm

Herbaceous Herb Herbaceous All sizes All live and dead grass, 
forb, and fern biomass

Litter Litter Litter All sizes, exclud-
ing woody

Freshly fallen nonwoody 
material which includes 
leaves, cones, pollen 
cones

Ground fuels
Duff Duff Duff All sizes Partially decomposed 

biomass whose origins 
cannot be determined

FWD fine woody debris, CWD coarse woody debris
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different physical, chemical, and combustion properties (Table 3.1). Litter particles 
are often small, light, and thin, such as needles, leaves, and grass blades, which 
mean they have high SAVRs, and the particles are often loosely distributed above 
the duff (high packing ratios and low bulk densities). Therefore, litter material is 
able to dry quickly and is easily ignited to spread fire, and it burns mostly in the 
flaming combustion phase (Chap. 2).

The high diversity of litter fuel particles makes the differentiation and measure-
ment of the litter layer properties difficult. In fact, many litter particle types could 
be their own fuel component in more refined fire modeling applications, but these 
particles are often included in the litter component for ease of operational measure-
ment and simulation modeling. Cones, for example, are often included in the litter 
layer for simplicity (Fig. 3.1b), yet cones smolder for long times and could impart 
significantly different thermal effects on the ground than many of the other litter 
particles. One consistent quality of litter is that fallen litter particles are often small 
and evenly distributed across the fuel bed. However, some fallen plant parts, such 
as cones, buds, and most importantly bark, are large and, if they are included in the 
litter, they often have a more heterogeneous spatial distribution and more disparate 
fuel properties (Keane 2008). To include these odd particles in the litter component 
for a specific fire application may add to greater uncertainty into any sampling ef-
fort or inventory protocol used to estimate loading. Yet, these particles contribute to 
fire spread and may affect other fire behavior attributes, such as spread rate, inten-
sity, and residence time. Another major problem is identifying where the litter layer 
stops and the duff layer begins because of the gradient of decomposition from the 
litter to mineral soil (Fig. 3.2a) (see Sect. 3.3.1 for more detail). In the end, the set 
of elements and particles that define a litter fuel component must be decided based 
on the objective of the particular fuel application and compromises must be made to 
facilitate cost-effective sampling (Lutes et al. 2006; Chap. 8).

3.2.2  Woody Fuels

All forest, woodland, and shrub ecosystems have dead woody fuels in the surface 
fuel layer (Fig. 3.1c, d). Woody fuels are those twigs, branches, and boles of woody 
plants (mostly trees, shrubs, and lianas) that are dislodged and drop to the ground. 
These woody particles are mostly composed of cellulose and lignin. Woody fuel 
types are important to fire science in that they can foster intense wildland surface 
fires, so their study has dominated much of fire and fuels research. In an operational 
sense, a surface fuel particle is classified as woody fuel if it meets three criteria—
particles must be down, dead, and woody—hence the name “down dead woody 
fuels” used throughout the wildland fuel literature. Particles are downed if they are 
detached from their parent plant and are below the 2-m surface fuel layer (Fig. 1.2, 
Fig. 3.1c, d). Some studies considered attached dead branches below 2 m as part of 
the fuel bed for certain measurement objectives, but generally, downed fuels must 
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Fig. 3.1  Examples of the primary surface fuel components: a litter above the duff ground fuel layer, 
b litter, cones, and woody (ponderosa pine forest in southern Idaho, USA), c 1- and 10-h-downed 
dead woody fuels (Douglas-fir/ponderosa pine forest in northwest Montana, USA), d 10- and 
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be unattached. Surface woody fuels must also be dead, not living. This is important 
because dead woody fuel’s physical properties, such as moisture, react differently 
to exogenous factors, such as temperature, precipitation, and relative humidity, than 
live fuels (Chap. 5). It is sometimes difficult to determine whether woody fuels are 
live or dead, especially when live branches are partially covered by the duff and lit-
ter layers, so when there is a question, it is often necessary to break the particle in 
half and ensure living tissue is present to verify that it is in fact live. And last, the 
particles should be woody. This is often difficult to tell in the field because some 
forbs produce structural plant stalks that look quite similar in appearance to woody 
fuels. However, you can tell if particles are woody simply by picking them up and 
breaking them to ensure that there is a woody center. Nondendritic plants will often 
be hollow or contain a nonwoody center.

In most fire management applications, woody fuel types are divided into fuel 
components based on their size as determined by their diameter (Table 3.1). His-
torically, ranges of woody fuel particle diameters were based on their rate of drying 
rather than some other ecological characteristic (Fosberg et al. 1970). So, to under-
stand conventional stratifications of woody fuels, one has to understand the concept 
of time lag in dead fuels. Time lag is the time it takes for a fuel particle to lose 63 % 
of the difference between its initial moisture content and its equilibrium moisture 
content under specific environmental conditions (80o F, 20 % relative humidity) as-
suming an exponential drying function (see Chap. 5; Fosberg et al. 1970). There-
fore, based on time lags, woody fuel particles were stratified into four standardized 
size classes; the 1-h woody fuels are those fuel particles that lose approximately 
two thirds of their moisture in 60 min and this corresponds to particle diameters 
that are less than 0.6 cm (0.25 in) in diameter (Fig. 3.1c). The 10-h woody fuels are 
particles with diameters between 0.6 and 2.5 cm (0.25–1 in) and 100-h woody fuels 
are 2.5–8.0 cm (1–3 in) in particle diameter (Fig. 3.1d, e). Woody particles with 
diameters greater than 8 cm are called 1000-h fuels (Fig. 3.1f ).

One consequence of defining woody fuel components by rate of moisture loss is 
that the particle diameter size classes are inappropriately designed to get accurate 
assessments of fuel properties and characteristics. Woody fuel properties can vary 
widely across the particle sizes comprising a woody fuel component. Fuel moistures 
can also be highly variable within a size class; smaller particles within a size class 
can be much drier on any given day. This also matters in the calculation of loading. 
The 100-h time lag woody fuel component, for example, has large differences in 
fuel biomass between a 3.5-cm diameter branch and an 8-cm branch because par-
ticle mass is often computed as the product of particle volume and density, and since 
volume increases with the square of the diameter, small particles in the 100-h class 
can have nearly nine times more volume than the larger particles of the same length 
(2.5–8.0 cm). This makes the accurate determination of loading difficult because 

100-h fuel (lodgepole pine forest in central Montana, USA), e 100-h woody fuel at 5.0 kg m−2 load-
ing (Keane and Dickenson 2007), f logs or 1000-h fuel (lodgepole pine forest central Idaho, USA), 
g shrub (snowberry in southwestern Montana, USA), and h herbaceous (eastern Washington USA 
grassland, photo courtesy of US Forest Service FERA)
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the large diameter class ranges causes high amounts of uncertainty in sampling es-
timates (Keane and Gray 2013). Moreover, biophysical processes that control fuels, 
such as decomposition and deposition (Chap. 6), vary greatly across the particle siz-
es within the conventional 10-, 100-, and 1000-h woody fuel size classes. Therefore, 
to improve future fuel assessments, a new size classification is needed that stratifies 
woody fuels according to ecological characteristics rather than their drying rate.

Woody fuels are also often divided into two general fuel types. Fine woody de-
bris (FWD) are generally those woody fuel particles less than 8 cm (3 in) in diam-
eter, while coarse woody debris (CWD) are fuel particles greater than or equal to 
8 cm diameter (Fig. 3.1c, d, e). FWD includes the 1-, 10-, and 100-h woody fuel 
components which are the input fuel components in the US fire behavior models. 
FWD is important in fire dynamics because they both facilitate fire spread and con-
tribute to fire intensity.

Coarse woody debris (CWD) consists of fallen logs on the forest floor that fire 
managers and scientists refer to as 1000-h woody fuels (8 + cm diameter; Table 3.1, 
Fig. 3.1f). CWD also has size classes but they are not standardized across all fire 
management applications; diameter ranges for CWD fuel components are designed 
for specific purposes (Riccardi et al. 2007a). Some fuel classifications divide the 
CWD into three fuel components: particle size diameter classes of 8–23 cm (3–9 in), 
23–51 cm (9–20 in), and 51 + cm (20 in) that define 1000, 10,000, and 10,000+ h 
time lag fuels respectively (Riccardi et al. 2007a). As far as fire behavior is con-
cerned, 1000-h fuels contribute little to fire spread (Anderson 1969), so finer divi-
sions of CWD size classes were unnecessary for the simulation of fire propagation 
so all CWD biomass was grouped into one class regardless of size, length, or con-
dition of the fuel particle. However, the CWD fuel component may often have the 
highest loadings in forested settings (Brown and Bevins 1986; Table 3.1, Fig. 3.2b), 
so CWD can contribute to high fire intensities. Moreover, larger logs burn or smol-
der longer than smaller logs that usually results in more heat pulsed into the ground 
(Albini and Reinhardt 1995). If fuel inventories and data are to be useful to other 
resource applications, such as wildlife habitat determination, fuel consumption, and 
smoke emissions modeling, there must be finer divisions of CWD size classes (Al-
bini and Reinhardt 1995).

An important quality of woody fuel is the degree of rot (decomposition) in the 
woody fuel particle. The level of rot in woody fuels affects many other fuel proper-
ties. As woody fuels rot, for example, there are increases in SAVR and decreases 
in particle density and heat content. These changes also affect drying and wetting 
rates, ignitability, and fire intensity (Pyne et al. 1996). Rotten wood, for example, 
often burns in smoldering combustion and can ignite at higher moistures than sound 
wood. As a result, woody fuel types and components are also described by their 
degree of rot (Chap. 8).
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Fig. 3.2  Examples of some important fuel complexes and their primary fuel components: a lit-
ter (ponderosa pine stand in Lassen Volcanic National Park, California, USA, photo courtesy of 
Sharon Hood), b woody (lodgepole pine forest Yellowstone National Park, photo courtesy of 
USFS FERA), c shrub (northern US California chaparral, photo courtesy of USFS FERA), d shrub 
(pocosin shrubland North Carolina, USA, photo courtesy of Jim Reardon), e herbaceous (tussock 
grasslands of New Zealand), and f herbaceous ( Sorghum spp. grass layer in northern Australia 
tropical savanna)
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3.2.3  Shrubs

The shrub fuel type consists of nontree, woody, and foliage vegetation biomass 
(Fig. 3.1g). A shrub fuel type can dominate a fuel bed where the loading of shrub 
biomass overwhelms the loading of all other components to become a shrub fuel 
complex (Fig. 3.2c), or shrubs can be a minor component in the surface fuel layer 
(Fig. 3.1g). Shrub fuel types are often stratified by live and dead components, but 
most fire applications consider shrubs mostly live fuels, even though there are many 
shrub species of the world that retain their dead leaves after heavy frosts (e.g., tur-
key oak). Like litter, shrubby fuels are also diverse in terms of size, type, and dis-
tribution of fuel particles, but most fire applications put all shrub material (foliage, 
twigs, branches) into only one component. The woody material in shrub stems is 
rarely stratified into components based on diameter size classes, and foliage parti-
cles are rarely separated into finer species, size, or shape components. Some studies 
have suggested dividing shrub fuels into two components based on size (above and 
below 5 cm (2 in) in diameter, Brown et al. 1982), but few fire models accept these 
components. Frandsen (1983) divided live and dead sagebrush fuels into size class-
es that correspond to fire behavior inputs: 0–0.6, 0.6–2.0, and 2.0–7.0 cm diameter.

Some of the most important fuel beds in the world are shrub fuel complexes 
(Fig. 3.2c). Shrub-dominated communities are often stratified into several structural 
types: scrub (dense foliar cover > 30 %, 2–8 m tall), tall shrub (sparse foliar cover 
< 30 %, 2–8 m tall), heath (dense foliage with cover > 30 %, 0–2 m tall), and low 
shrub (sparse foliage with cover < 30 %, 0–2 m tall). Sclerophyllous shrublands, 
such as the chaparral ecosystems of western North America, the bushlands of Aus-
tralia, the garrigue and maquis communities of the Mediterranean, and the fynbos 
of southern Africa, are some of the most interesting shrub ecosystems because they 
have several characteristics in common. First, they all have a Mediterranean cli-
mate that has a pronounced summer dry season and winter rains. The vegetation is 
dominated by shrubs with hard leaves that have short internodes (sclerophyll) and 
these ecosystems also are diverse in species composition. Soils are often poor and 
productivity is commonly low in most of these communities. But most importantly, 
these sclerophyll shrublands have a history of frequent burning, either by aborigi-
nal populations or by lightning, and most of the shrub species has evolved diverse 
adaptations for surviving fire.

3.2.4  Herbaceous

Herbaceous fuel types are probably the most interesting of all the fuels because they 
consist of biomass from nonwoody plants such as grasses, forbs, and ferns, and not 
trees, shrubs, mosses, and lichens. This diverse group includes many species of 
grasses, sedges, rushes, forbs, and ferns; an eclectic group of life-forms and species 
that span a wide variety of ecological characteristics and combustion properties 
(Fig. 3.1h). Grasses, sedges, and rushes, for example, have leaves that are long and 
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linear with high surface area to volume ratios that create loosely packed fuel beds 
making them highly flammable. On the other hand, forbs and ferns can have foliage 
(large leaves) and structural tissue (stems) that might make them more difficult to 
ignite. The species in this diverse fuel type are vastly different in terms of phenol-
ogy, morphology, and life cycle stages resulting in a wide range of fuel conditions 
within a fuel bed on any day of the year. Some species cure before or during the fire 
season to become highly flammable, while some stay alive the entire year without 
the major changes in flammability. Some annuals don’t appear till later in the year, 
while others appear only in the spring. And, since most aboveground herbaceous 
biomass eventually dies over the course of a year, the populations and amount of 
biomass produced by these species is heavily governed by climate; wet years pro-
duce greater amounts of biomass that then can be burned after curing or during the 
coming dry year. The study of the herbaceous fuel beds is difficult because the large 
number of species that comprise the fuel component creates a gradient of fuel con-
dition (loading, moisture) that varies each day and across each year.

The herbaceous fuel complex is best known for its high flammability in that 
fires in herbaceous fuels spread quickly, especially in high winds (Fig. 3.2f and 
e). Grass fuels were responsible for the fast-spreading fire that killed 13 men in 
Mann Gulch in central Montana USA in 1949 (Rothermel 1993). There are several 
reasons why herbaceous fuels are so flammable. First, they often cure as the fire 
season advances. Curing is a measure of “greenness” and the degree of curing is 
defined here as the percentage of the aboveground herbaceous material that is dead 
(Flavelle 2008). Second, herbaceous fuels are morphologically suited for easy igni-
tion and fast spread for wildland fires; most fuel particles are small and thin, with 
high SAVRs. The leaves of many herbs, especially grasses, stay erect after curing to 
form loose fuel beds that conduct surface fire easily. Many grasslands and herblands 
of the world are loosely packed contiguous surface layers that are at bulk densities 
that foster rapid spread of fire. Herbaceous fires are mostly of high-intensity burn-
ing mostly in the flaming stage but of short duration, but there are some grasslands 
that have a buildup of thatch (undecomposed herbaceous litter) that may burn in 
smoldering combustion.

Many areas of the world are dominated by grass and herbaceous fuel complexes 
(Fig. 3.1h). The Great Plains of North America, the outback of Australia, and the 
pampas of South America are all examples of grasslands with a history of frequent 
fire and where fire management is important. Savannas also contain herbaceous 
fuel complexes and are perhaps the most interesting in that the grassland is dotted 
with widely scattered trees that are able to remain on the landscape because they are 
adapted to both survive fire and regenerate after fire (Higgins et al. 2000; Fig. 3.2f).

3.2.5  Special Surface Fuel Types

There are some fuel types that are either too sparsely distributed to be considered a 
separate fuel component or unique to a particular ecosystem or disturbance regime 
and therefore are not considered in most fire models. These special fuel types war-
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rant attention because they represent a significant fuel source in some areas and 
they can’t be grouped into the seven common surface fuel types mentioned above. 
Historically, fuel inventories have ignored them, lumped them into the common fuel 
types, or measured them separately using specialized sampling techniques. Again, 
the recognition of special fuel types for local evaluations would ultimately depend 
on the sampling objective. If smoke emissions were a concern, for example, then it 
would be important to get loading estimates of everything that can burn, including 
the special fuel types, but if fire spread predictions were desired, then the quanti-
fication of special fuel types that don’t contribute to fire spread becomes less im-
portant. The following are some examples of special fuel types, stratified by their 
origins, that may be important in some areas. This list is by no way exhaustive since 
there are many more special fuel types in the ecosystems of the world.

3.2.5.1  Plant Origin

Most fuel bed descriptions do not include snags in CWD fuel components, although 
there are some studies that consider snags as CWD (Harmon et al. 1986). A snag 
is a standing dead tree, but sometimes it is difficult to determine if a snag is a log, 
especially when it is leaning (Fig. 3.3a). When trees or snags fall, they often get 
caught or hung up against other trees such that the fallen log looks very much like 
an upright snag. This poses a dilemma because snags contribute little to fire spread 
or intensity, but logs are important in the calculation of fire intensity. From the fuel 
perspective, snags are tomorrow’s 1000-h fuel, but they contribute little to fire in-
tensity and spread when they are erect. In a biological sense, snags are completely 
different from logs and have their own inherent ecological value, such as provid-
ing nesting and foraging habitat for a number of common to rare avian wildlife, 
including the spotted owl and pileated woodpecker (Hutto 2006). Snags also con-
tain unique assemblages of other organisms (Nappi et al. 2004). Therefore, to lump 
snags in with CWD seems inappropriate for both ecological and physical reasons. 
So, when does a snag behave like a log when it is burned? In this book, CWD are 
considered downed if the long axis of the log is at an angle greater than 45° from 
the vertical (< 45° from ground line). This distinction is more related to combustion 
physics than ecology or any other field of study because the ecosystem processes 
acting on a snag regardless of its angle are completely different from those acting on 
a log that is in contact with the ground. Moreover, snags are often more dangerous 
to firefighters than logs because snags may fall, especially when fire burns around 
the trunk, and the falling material can hurt people. A quantification of the snag 
component might be important, not so much for fire modeling, but as an additional 
assessment of fire risk and hazard, and for ecological concerns.

Mosses and lichens are present in many ecosystems but at such low amounts that 
they often contribute little to fire spread and intensity. However, there are extensive 
land areas of the world where live and dead lichen and moss can accumulate to 
create thick litter layers that foster intense fires (Fig. 3.3b). Mosses and lichens, 
whether they are dead or alive, have dramatically different moisture dynamics and 
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Fig. 3.3  Examples of some special fuel types: a whitebark pine snags (central Idaho, USA, 
photo courtesy of Steve Arno), b moss and lichen (Canadian boreal forest, photo courtesy of Dan 
Thompson), c Douglas-fir tree regeneration (Missoula, MT, USA), d squirrel midden (cache of 
whitebark pine cones in Yellowstone National Park, USA), e slash (a grand fir selective harvest in 
north Idaho, USA), f masticated (treated stand in northern Idaho, USA), and g organic fuels (peat 
bog, Agassi Wildlife Refuge, Minnesota USA; photo courtesy of Jim Reardon)
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fuel properties than wood, shrub, or herbaceous fuels (Sylvester and Wein 1981; 
Chap. 5). In general, mosses and lichens have high SAVR, low heat content, and 
low particle density that allow for their ability to dry quickly and facilitate fire 
spread. Many fires in the boreal forests of North America and Europe are spread 
through surface fuels that are primarily live and dead feather and sphagnum mosses 
(Shetler et al. 2008).

One fuel type or component that often gets ignored in many fuel and fire applica-
tions is tree regeneration (tree seedlings below 2 m from the ground; Fig. 3.3c). Tree 
seedlings are sometimes inappropriately included in the shrub and herbaceous fuel 
components for simplicity, but tree regeneration differs from shrubs in leaf mor-
phology, particle types and sizes, and moisture dynamics. Sometimes, tree seedlings 
are included in the canopy fuels (Chap. 4), but most of this biomass occurs within 
the surface fuel layer and will contribute to surface fire spread under the right con-
ditions. That said, tree seedling loadings are not inputs into most fire behavior and 
effects models. Future fire models should endeavor to include tree regeneration as a 
unique fuel component and future sampling efforts should include a quantification 
of tree seedling loadings in their design.

Dead plant parts that fall and get hung up on living and dead plants are also diffi-
cult to categorize. When foliage and branches fall, they sometimes catch on upright 
plants and remain there throughout the fire season or maybe longer. “Needle drape” 
is well known in the southwestern USA where fallen dead needles from productive 
pine stands get caught in understory shrub and understory tree layers to create a 
surface fuel layer that is highly flammable (Andreu et al. 2012).

Litter accumulation around the base of trees is another specialized case of litter 
fuels. Needles and bark often accumulate around large fire-adapted trees in stands 
that haven’t experienced fire in a long time (Fig. 3.1b). These litter mounds can 
cause substantial damage to the central tree when they eventually burn either by 
prescribed burns or by wildfire. Few litter sampling protocols include modifications 
in sampling methods or intensities to sufficiently estimate the loadings and proper-
ties of these litter mounds.

3.2.5.2  Animal Origin

An important fuel type that is present in many sylvan communities is squirrel mid-
dens (Fig. 3.3d). Middens are places where squirrels have cached cones over gen-
erations. These middens consist of intact cones, cone scales, and cone cores. Some 
middens can be quite large (2–5 m in diameter) but they are widely scattered across 
the landscape. These piles burn more like duff than litter in that they mostly smolder 
during a surface fire. Middens may contain up to 5–10 kg m−2 of organic material 
that could be an important carbon pool (Riccardi et al. 2007b).

Animal scat or droppings is another interesting fuel type that can be quite diverse. 
Scat, when burned, also smolder, pulsing heat deeper into the soil profile and some-
times causing high mortality in soil biota. Again, most fuel applications lump wild-
life droppings in with the litter, but areas with high scat densities may need to have 
a more comprehensive description and quantification of these unique fuel types.
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3.2.5.3  Disturbance Origin

Many distinctive fuel beds were created by exogenous disturbances. Exogenous 
disturbances are disturbance events that originate from outside of the stand or fuel 
bed, such as fires, hurricanes, and avalanches, and spread through the area to alter 
fuel bed characteristics (see Chap. 6). High wind events can topple trees over large 
areas and create unique blowdown of fuel beds where logs are aligned along wind 
direction (Woodall and Nagel 2007). Hurricanes can blow trees and branches down 
to the ground and create fuel beds that may foster other disturbances, such as fire 
and insect outbreaks (Busing et al. 2009; Fig. 1.2b). While many insects and dis-
eases may damage or kill occasional plants when at low population levels (endemic 
level), outbreaks of these insects and pathogens can occur under the right climatic 
and vegetation conditions and these outbreaks can severely damage or kill plants 
to create fuel beds that many consider hazardous (Jenkins et al. 2008). Mountain 
pine beetles, for example, bore into the cambium of host pines and lay their eggs 
and also introduce fungus in tree tissue. Both the fungus and the larvae that hatch 
from the eggs damage or kill the tree, and if the beetle population is at epidemic 
levels, many trees will be killed to alter both canopy and surface fuels, from both 
falling dead biomass and the facilitation of canopy growth of surviving competitors 
(Fig. 1.2c). It would be impossible to describe the fuel beds created by all possible 
exogenous disturbances since it would greatly depend on pre-disturbance stand con-
ditions, antecedent climate, disturbance intensity, and a host of other biophysical 
factors. However, it is critical to acknowledge the importance of severe exogenous 
disturbances in influencing fuel dynamics (Chap. 6).

3.2.5.4  Human Origin

Several important fuel complexes result from land management activities. First, the 
slash fuel bed is created when the vegetation is treated using a wide variety of tech-
niques depending on land management objectives (Fig. 3.3e). Slash is the biomass 
left on a treated site. It is often branches, needles, and other material that isn’t mer-
chantable or of little valuable to society. The amount of slash left after harvesting or 
silvicultural activities greatly depends on the density of the treated vegetation, the 
specifics of the slashing treatment, the amount of material removed from the site, 
and the equipment used to treat the site.

The second important human-made fuel complex is a special class of slash fu-
els created by unique fuel management activities that are becoming common on 
fire-prone landscapes of the world. The masticated fuelbed is created as a result of 
mechanical treatments that break canopy fuels and large surface fuels into smaller 
particles in an effort to decrease fire hazard by reducing canopy bulk densities and 
heights and decreasing surface fuel depths (Fig. 3.3f). Properties of the masticated 
fuel particles and fuel beds are unlike any observed in nature or documented in the 
past in that particles remaining after mastication treatments are shards of wood of 
odd shapes and sizes depending on the technique used to fragment the canopy and 
surface fuels (Kane et al. 2009). Diverse mechanical equipment and approaches are 
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used to flail, chip, chop, and crush live and dead biomass to create a compact mas-
ticated fuel bed that many believe will burn slower and with lower intensities than 
pre-masticated fuel beds. However, current research has shown that mastication 
treatments do not always achieve fire management objectives (Ulanova 2000) and 
fires that burn in masticated fuels may be more intense, kill more trees, and cause 
more damage to soil biota than fires that burn in pre-masticated fuels.

Another similar special fuel type is stumps (Fig. 3.3e). Stumps are now a com-
mon occurrence on mechanically treated lands (Fule et al. 2001) and the biomass in 
stumps may contribute to many ecological and fire management concerns, such as 
smoke, wildlife habitat, and soil heating. Tree-cutting treatments, for example, may 
leave an abundance of stumps of various sizes, shapes, and species. Stumps, like 
snags, rarely burn in prescribed fires or wildfires unless they are thoroughly decom-
posed, yet they play important ecological roles such as stabilizing soil, providing 
long-term nutrient retention, and fostering biodiversity.

3.3  Ground Fuel Layer

The most common ground fuel type is duff and it is usually present as a result of 
the decay of the surface fuels. Most non-duff ground fuel layers are found in special 
locations where organic material may accumulate because of retarded decomposi-
tion or heavy biomass deposition.

3.3.1  Duff

Duff is the layer of decomposing organic materials lying just below the litter layer 
and immediately above the mineral soil (Fig. 3.1a). However, this simple definition 
is difficult to employ in the field because of the pronounced gradient of decomposi-
tion from the top of the litter layer (freshly fallen material) to the mineral soil (most 
decomposed material). Therefore, a better, operational definition of duff is the de-
composing layer of biomass where the original source of fuel particles is no longer 
identifiable above mineral soil and below the litter layer. In reality, most dead bio-
mass in the duff is in some stage of decomposition and this contributes to a corre-
sponding wide range of duff fuel properties, such as moisture, mineral content, heat 
content, combustion efficiency, and smoldering duration across the duff profile. To 
remedy this, some have divided the duff layer into the upper and lower duff (Brown 
et al. 1991). The upper duff is usually referred to as the fermentation layer (F layer) 
where some fuel particle origins are still somewhat identifiable. The lower duff is 
often called the humus layer (H layer) where the particles are too decomposed to be 
identified (Soil Classification Working Group 1998). The Soil Survey Staff (2006) 
have defined the upper duff as the Oe layer and lower duff as the Oa layer. However, 
this upper and lower duff differentiation is also difficult to employ in the field in that 
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it is nearly impossible to consistently identify where the upper duff ends and lower 
duff starts. Here, duff is considered one layer fully recognizing the great amount of 
variability in fuel properties across the thickness of this component.

Duff properties are especially difficult to define and measure because of other 
factors besides the decomposition gradient. The novel fuel beds created by new 
fuel treatments provide an example. Mastication, the modification of the fuel bed 
through mechanical means, often creates fuel particles whose origins are also dif-
ficult to identify but they are in the early stages of decomposition. So should these 
masticated materials be considered part of the duff if they are distributed through-
out the duff profile? Another aspect of duff that is difficult to evaluate in the field 
is whether a decomposed piece of wood is considered duff or woody fuels. Some 
logs are so decomposed that the remaining biomass often burns more like duff 
than woody material, yet the features of the log are still fully recognizable. When 
you kick these logs, they often break apart with little effort. In this book, rotten 
logs are duff only if the central axis of the log (parallel to log length) is below the 
top of the litter (Lutes et al. 2006). This physical definition is a typical example of 
the differences between biomass and fuel, and the difficulty in operationally de-
fining biomass as fuel. Sound woody fuels often protrude into the duff and are 
easily recognizable in the duff profile, yet operationally, these woody fuels are of-
ten considered part of the duff; only those woody particles above the duff and lit-
ter layers are considered woody fuels. These examples illustrate how difficult it is 
to measure and understand duff dynamics. There is considerable overlap between 
fuel types, and then, once fuel types are defined as components, there is a smaller, 
but still considerable, overlap between fuel components. It is nearly impossible to 
stratify fuel components so that they are always easily and accurately identified in 
the field.

Duff is important to fire behavior and effects in a way that is quite different from 
surface fuels. Duff necromass rarely contributes to fire spread because, in general, it 
is densely packed so it dries slowly and is often moister than other fuel components 
making it difficult to ignite and burn. It also consists of highly decomposed material 
just above the mineral soil so it usually has a high mineral content that dampens 
fire spread. As a result, duff layers burn mostly under smoldering rather than flam-
ing combustion, although the upper duff may contribute to a surface fire if it is dry 
enough and there are sufficient litter fuels.

Duff has major implications for fire management because most of the dead nec-
romass in a fuel bed is usually contained in the duff and logs (Table 3.2). It is 
common for logs and duff to contain over 60 % of the surface fuel loading in most 
forested ecosystems (Brown and Bevins 1986), and duff often comprises the major-
ity of that 60 % because of its high bulk density values that range from 12 kg m−3 
in deciduous ecosystems to over 150 kg m−3 in decomposed logs in duff of conifer 
ecosystems (Brown 1981; Stephens et al. 2004). And, because of high moisture 
and mineral content, duff biomass burns produces great amounts of smoke during 
smoldering combustion that can reduce visibility, lower air quality, and adversely 
impact the health of people.
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3.3.2  Special Ground Fuel Types

Plant roots are a ground fuel type that is often ignored in many fuel sampling ef-
forts. Roots are relatively unimportant to fire spread and intensity because of their 
heterogeneous spatial distributions and position below the ground. However, fires 
will long persist and travel in dead roots causing major problems in fire suppres-
sion efforts. Smoldering root fires may be difficult to detect and may eventually 
transition into a surface fire given the right environmental conditions. There are few 
operational or research sampling methods to quantify root biomass, and fewer stud-
ies have described root combustion properties. Many recognize the great amount of 
carbon from roots in the soil profile.

Another important ground fuel type includes the diverse organic soils of the 
world’s wetlands (Fig. 3.3g). Wetlands are fresh, saline, or brackish water bodies 
where biomass accumulates over time to create large deposits of organic soils. The 
organic matter at the bottom of the wetland better fit the definition of soil rather than 
fuel because of their high mineral contents, but many of these wetlands experience 
seasonal drying and often burn. These wetlands include the pocosin swamps of the 
southeastern USA; the boreal peat soils and bogs of Canada, USA, and Russia; the 
freshwater marshes of China; and the peatlands of Indonesia. In soils terminology, 
these soils are often called histosols because of high mineral contents and thick 
histic (organic) epipedons. Histosols are wide spread across various wetland set-
tings, but there are many other soil types that also have high organic fuels that do 
not fully meet the classification requirements of a histosol. Gelisols, for example, 
are associated with areas of permafrost and have significant organic accumulation, 
but they do not meet the definition of a histosol. However, many gelisols burn when 
dry. Soils not deep enough to meet the histosol requirements may still have a thick 

Table 3.2  Loadings (kg m−2) of each of the eight primary fuel components for the surface and 
ground fuel layers (Table 3.1) along with a measure of variation (coefficient of variation is in 
parentheses %) for selected undisturbed shrub and pine fuel beds in the USA. These loadings were 
taken from default inputs in the First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM),  (Reinhardt et al. 1997), 
fuel characteristics classification system (Ottmar et al. 2007), and Keane et al. (2012), while the 
uncertainty estimates (in parentheses) were estimated from Keane et al. (2012). Coefficient of 
variation is the variation expressed as percent of the mean
Fuel 
comp

Low 
sagebrush

Chamise 
chaparral

Pinyon-
juniper

Ponderosa 
pine

Jeffrey pine Loblolly 
pine

Lodgepole 
pine

1 h 0.00 (0) 0.01 (60) 0.01 (110) 0.02 (80) 0.02 (80) 0.02 (75) 0.07 (86)
10 h 0.01 (200) 0.01 (200) 0.02 (300) 0.08 (193) 0.18 (193) 0.0 (0) 0.14 (131)
100 h 0.00 (0) 0.01 (140) 0.02 (440) 0.08 (185) 0.22 (185) 0.0 (0) 0.05 (253)
1000 h 0.00 (0) 0.0 (600) 0.11 (600) 0.66 (105) 2.21 (105) 0.0 (0) 0.59 (125)
Shrub 0.22 (50) 2.97 (202) 0.09 (202) 0.05 (177) 0.04 (177) 0.30 (150) 0.05 (78)
Herb 0.04 (251) 0.01 (850) 0.01 (850) 0.06 (44) 0.04 (44) 0.02 (102) 0.03 (127)
Litter 0.02 (110) 0.01 (100) 0.20 (100) 0.63 (58) 0.33 (58) 0.21 (103) 0.51 (64)
Duff 0.19 (105) 0.23 (150) 1.23 (150) 1.90 (55) 5.50 (55) 0.97 (120) 4.02 (64)
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organic soil horizon and may be considered organic soil fuels. Organic soils can 
be quite deep and have high organic matter loadings that, when burned, contribute 
tremendous amounts of smoke and carbon into the atmosphere, that have important 
implications for air quality, human health, and climate change.
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A forest of these trees is a spectacle too much for one man to see
David Douglas Scottish Botanist

4.1  Introduction

The forest canopy is an amazing ecological entity consisting of a wide variety of 
suspended and interacting plants, insects, pathogens, and many other life-forms, 
essentially creating an aerial ecosystem within a terrestrial ecosystem (Nadkarni 
1994). The canopy habitat provides important food, shelter, and shade for criti-
cal wildlife species. It consists of a wide variety of life-forms, species, and plants 
(e.g., mosses, lichens, epiphytes, tree crowns) that have a wide variety of sizes, 
shapes, and other biophysical characteristics (e.g., foliage, twigs, branches, and 
boles). Interestingly, foliage is only a small fraction of the total canopy biomass; 
the woody material in tree boles accounts for over 80 % of the total canopy biomass 
(Table 4.1). Moreover, the forest canopy is constantly changing as climate, distur-
bance, and vegetation development processes interact to create unique tree crown 
and forest canopy mosaics across the landscape. Yet, even with this remarkable 
diversity of canopy species, structures, and conditions, wildland fuel science has 
described canopy biomass using only a handful of variables that relate poorly to 
many ecological processes. This chapter describes how canopy fuels are described, 
measured, and summarized for fire management and presents possible limitations 
of these approaches.

The concept of scale is again needed to fully understand current descriptions 
and quantifications of canopy fuels. Early studies often called forest aerial biomass 
“crown” fuels (van Wagner 1977). A crown is defined as the portion of a tree’s 
height that is composed of branches that support live foliage. However, tree crowns 
may also have arboreal lichens and mosses, dead branches, and abnormal growths, 
such as split boles and dwarf mistletoe infections. The height to the bottom of the 
crown (HBC) and the height to the top of the crown (tree height; HT) (Fig. 4.1) are 
often used to compute canopy fuel vertical distribution. The problem is that tree 
crown characteristics describe fuels at the fine-scale tree-level, not at the broader 
canopy or stand-level, which is the scale that best matches crown fire spread and 
fuels management. Therefore, the term “canopy” fuels was introduced to capture 
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the description of crown fuels at scales more appropriate for fire modeling. Canopy 
fuels are often described using a summary of crown fuels across all trees in an area 
from plot- or stand-level measurement techniques (Keane et al. 2005) (Chap. 8). 
One confusing conflict in terminology is fires that spread in the canopy are often 

Table 4.1  Important canopy fuel characteristics for the four US northern Rocky Mountain stand 
types and one Sierran mixed conifer type sampled by Scott and Reinhardt (2005). CBH is canopy 
base height, CH is canopy height, CBD is canopy bulk density, and CFL is canopy fuel load
Canopy fuel variable Douglas-fir 

lodgepole pine
Lodgepole 
pine

Ponderosa pine 
douglas-fir

Ponderosa 
pine

Sierran mixed 
conifer

CBH (m) 1.0 1.0 0.0 5.0 3.0
CH (m) 17.0 20.0 23.0 16.0 34.0
CBD (kg m−3) 0.26 0.11 0.09 0.17 0.10
CFL (kg m−2) 2.09 1.00 1.40 0.93 1.72
Foliage biomass 
(kg m−2)

1.59 0.80 1.11 0.88 1.48

Branch biomass 
(kg m−2)

3.26 2.77 3.18 3.66 3.80

Bole biomass (kg m−2) 11.22 13.88 10.08 16.53 18.61
Total aboveground 
biomass (kg m−2)

16.07 17.45 14.36 21.07 23.89

Fig. 4.1  The dimensions of a tree that are important in describing and calculating canopy fuel 
characteristics
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called “crown” fires, not canopy fires. And to add to the confusion, when crown 
fires occur, they can burn at various scales; passive crown fires often burn at the 
tree- and branch-scale, whereas active crown fires may burn at the canopy-scale or 
maybe even coarser scales of hillsides or topographic settings. Canopy fuels have 
their own intrinsic scale for description and measurement, and this scale is coarser 
than surface fuels and finer than active crown fires (Keane et al. 2012a). This be-
comes important when surface fuels are sampled at the same time as canopy fuels 
(Chap. 8).

Canopy fuels are probably the most misunderstood and misrepresented fuel 
type in wildland fuel science. The reason for this is that most fire behavior models 
simulate crown fire behavior for operational fire management using a simplistic 
approach (Rothermel 1991; Finney 1998). As a result, there really hasn’t been the 
need to stratify the complex forest canopy fuel properties by various fuel particles 
and components. Therefore, to fully understand the contemporary characterizations 
of canopy fuels, it is important to understand how crown fires are currently being 
simulated.

4.2  Crown Fire Simulation

In a first attempt to describe canopy fuels for operational use for rating fire hazard, 
Fahnestock (1970) created a key to rate crowning potential based on canopy clo-
sure, crown density, and ladder fuels. While effective, a more mechanistic, detailed 
approach was needed for robust applications at diverse local conditions. The first 
operational attempt at quantitative crown fire modeling was by van Wagner (1977) 
who developed a mathematical classification system to determine if a surface fire 
transitions to a crown fire, and then, once the fire was in the canopy, whether the fire 
actively spread through the crown or the crown fire was passive and merely torched 
individual trees. This basic model has since been modified (van Wagner 1993) and 
it has also been merged with other models (Scott and Reinhardt 2001) for imple-
mentation in various fire behavior prediction systems, such as FARSITE (Finney 
1998). Material presented here were synthesized from several sources (Cruz and 
Alexander 2010; Finney 1998; Alexander 1998; Scott and Reinhardt 2001).

In general, crown fire behavior is simulated by comparing fire intensity ( I vari-
ables below) and spread rates ( R variables) to critical crown fire thresholds. The van 
Wagner (1993) crown fire model simulates the intensity threshold for transition to 
crown fire Io (kW m−1) from crown foliar moisture content ( FMC, % dry weight) 
and canopy base height ( CBH, m) (van Wagner 1977; van Wagner 1993; Nabel 
et al. 2014) using the following empirical relationship:

 
(4.1)I CBH FMCo = +0 01 460 25 9 1 5. ( . ) .
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CBH was defined as the vertical distance between the ground surface and the base 
of the live crown fuels, but, many have advocated that it should be expanded to the 
canopy-scale instead of an individual tree so that it may include all types of “ladder” 
fuels including small trees, large shrubs, and attached dead branches (Alexander 
1988; FCFDG 1992). The model keys the type of crown fire depending on the 
threshold for active crown fire spread rate RAC (Alexander 1988):

 
(4.2)

where CBD is the canopy bulk density (kg m−3) and the 3.0 coefficient is an empiri-
cal constant defining the critical mass flow rate through the crown layer for con-
tinuous flame (0.05 kg m−2 s−1) and a conversion factor (60 s min−1). Van Wagner 
(1977) estimated CBD by computing canopy biomass (kg) of all trees in a unit area 
and dividing it by the canopy volume (unit area times the canopy depth defined as 
the canopy height - CH, m - minus CBH). One of three types of crown fire (passive, 
active, and independent) is then keyed using the Io and RAC values. A passive crown 
fire must meet the following conditions:

 (4.3)

where Ib is the surface fireline intensity (see Chap. 2.2) and RC actual is the active 
crown fire spread rate (m min−1) calculated from the following using the FCFDG 
(1992) approach:

 (4.4)

where R is the rate of spread (m min−1) of the surface fire (see Chap. 2.2) and CFB 
is crown fraction burned, a scalar from 0 to 0.9 computed from RAC and a critical 
surface fire spread rate ( Ro) (Finney 1998; Scott and Reinhardt 2001). The variable 
RC max is the maximum crown fire spread rate (m min−1) that many estimate using the 
Rothermel (1991) algorithm where RC max is computed from a correlation with the 
forward surface fire spread rate for the Anderson (1982) US fuel model 10 using a 
0.4 wind reduction factor ( R10 m min−1) from the following relationship:

 (4.5)

The rate of spread of a passive crown fire is assumed to be equal to that of the sur-
face fire.

If passive conditions aren’t met, then conditions for active crown fire must meet 
the following criteria:

 
(4.6)

RAC
CBD

=
3 0.

I I R RACb o C= <, but actual

R R CFB R RC actual C max= + −( )

R RCmax = 3 34 10.

I I R RACb o≥ ≥and C actual
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If conditions for active or passive crown fire are not met, then an independent crown 
fire is simulated. Linking the van Wagner (1977); Nabel et al. (2014); and van Wag-
ner (1993) crown fire algorithms with Rothermel (1972) and Rothermel (1993) sur-
face fire algorithms required many assumptions, modifications, and scaling factors 
for operational use (Finney 1998).

The final intensity of a crown fire Ic (kW m−1) is calculated using the combined 
loading of both canopy and surface fuel consumed in the flaming front along with 
the rate of spread for active crown fires ( RC actual) or for passive crown fires (surface 
fire spread rate R):

 
(4.7)

where CH is canopy height (m), CFB is canopy fuel burned (kg m−2) estimated from 
the canopy fuel load ( CFL, kg−2) assuming all is consumed, and R is substituted for 
RC actual if a passive crown fire.

Several limitations of these algorithms need mention. First, the basic relation-
ships in this model are empirical functions mostly derived from a limited set of 
vegetation types (van Wagner 1977). There has been little validation of this model 
for many fire-prone forested vegetation types of the world because of the difficulty 
of experimentation with crown fires (e.g., Stocks et al. 2004). Next, the quantita-
tive linkages between surface and crown fire simulation are difficult to implement 
because so many assumptions on the scale, behavior, and inertia of the fire had to 
be made and these assumptions often introduced additional uncertainty in crown 
fire behavior.

It is also important to note that the above crown fire model formulation only 
concerns operational fire models. More sophisticated physics-based CFD (com-
putational fluid dynamics) modeling approaches are making improvements in the 
simulation of crown fires (Linn 1997; Parsons et al. 2010), but there are still limita-
tions of this approach (Alexander and Cruz 2013; Zhang et al. 2014). CFD mod-
els simulate the behavior of a fire in three dimensions so fuels must be described 
in three-dimensional volumetric cells called “voxels.” Parsons (2006) developed a 
tool called FUEL3D that maps canopy fuel into voxels using allometric and fractal 
relationships of tree biomass to simulate crown fires in CFD models. While CFD 
modeling is mostly in the research stage with limited evaluation and most models 
haven’t yet been implemented for operational use, they illustrate the importance of 
describing canopy fuels in a three-dimensional context.

From this thumbnail summary of operational crown fire simulation, it appears 
that there are four variables in crown fire simulations that represent canopy fuels: 
CBH, CBD, CH, and CFL. Crown fire initiation is dependent on CBH and CBD 
(Eq. 5.1), while crown fire spread and intensity are dependent on CBD, CH, and 
CFL (Eqs. 5.2, 5.7). One other canopy characteristic, canopy cover ( CC, %), is also 
discussed here along with CBD, CH, CBH, and CFL because it is important in fuel 
moisture and fire effects simulation.

I
I
R

CFB CBD CH CBH Rc
b= + ( )( ) −( )





300
300 C actual
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4.3  Canopy Fuel Characteristics

Given the simplistic empirical approach in which canopy fuels are represented in 
the equations above, canopy fuels did not need the complex array of fuel com-
ponents used for surface fire simulation. A problem arose, however, when many 
observed that only the smaller canopy fuels, such as needles and small branches, 
actually burned in crown fires, and that inclusion of the larger canopy fuel (branch-
es, tree boles) was perhaps inappropriate for crown fire modeling (Call and Albini 
1997). Indeed, loadings of these smaller canopy materials are significantly less than 
unconsumed loadings of the larger branches and boles (Table 4.1). So, most canopy 
fuel descriptions today are quantified using only “burnable” canopy biomass or 
canopy fuel available for combustion.

The canopy fuel particle size range that defines burnable canopy biomass has 
been described in many studies. Brown and Reinhardt (1991) suggested estimat-
ing burnable canopy fuels as 50 % of the crown branchwood that is less than 6 mm 
in diameter and all of foliar material. Reinhardt et al. (2006b) specified burnable 
canopy biomass as all foliage and live branchwood less than 3 mm diameter, and 
dead branchwood less than 6 mm, while Keane et al. (2005) defined canopy fuels 
as all crown fuels less than 3 mm diameter. Call and Albini (1997) estimated that 
65 % of the canopy biomass less than 6 mm burned in a crown fire. Stocks et al. 
(2004) conducted one of the few studies that actually measured canopy fuel con-
sumption and found nearly all canopy material less than 1.0 cm were consumed in 
a boreal crown fires. Obviously, the amount of burnable canopy biomass differs by 
ecosystem, time of year, weather, and fire, so defining the size for burnable canopy 
material would depend on the analysis objectives. For most applications, the three 
canopy fuel characteristics needed for crown fire behavior prediction ( CBD, CH, 
and CBH) are calculated using only burnable canopy biomass, mainly so that CFB 
equals CFL in Eq. 4.7. However, to fully understand how the three canopy fuel 
characteristics are quantified, it is important to know how canopy fuel is arrayed 
above the ground using vertical distributions of canopy fuels called canopy profiles.

4.3.1  The Canopy Fuel Profile

The canopy fuel profile is the vertical distribution of burnable canopy biomass 
above the ground (Fig. 4.2). For operational uses, this can be envisioned by slicing 
the canopy into a numerous horizontal layers, and for each layer, summing all the 
canopy fuel weights within each layer and dividing by the volume of that layer to 
estimate a CBD for each layer. Plotting the CBD for each layer by the height of each 
layer gives the canopy fuel profile in Fig. 4.2. Canopy fuel profiles can be measured 
directly using destructive sampling or they can be modeled using allometric tree 
biomass estimates and the tree dimensions in Fig. 4.1 (Reinhardt et al. 2006b). 
Canopy fuel profiles can be generated for both loading ( CFL) and bulk density 
( CBD), but here CBD profiles are used because they better represent inputs into the 
fire models.
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There are four basic canopy CBD profiles that generally describe the potential 
for crown fires. Multiage, multistrata stands (Fig. 4.3a) have trees at a wide variety 
of heights with mostly shade-tolerant trees comprising the understory so canopy 
fuels are dense even at the surface-canopy fuel interface creating a high potential for 
crown fires because of the low CBH and high CBD. Two storied stands (Fig. 4.3b), 
commonly having a shade-intolerant, fire-resistant overstory with a shade-tolerant, 
fire-susceptible understory, have hourglass-shaped canopy profiles that also have 
high CBD and low CBH. These are often the profiles of stands that had frequent 
fires but recent fire exclusion has allowed increases in understory biomass. Single-
strata stands have profiles where the majority of biomass is at the top of the canopy 
creating a low chance of crown fire initiation (high CBH) but a high conditional 
probability of crown fire spread (high CBD) (Fig. 4.3c). The last profile is a forest 
stand with trees that are widely spaced and somewhat open so that the CBD rarely 
exceeds the threshold for crown fire initiation and spread creating a low chance of 
both initiation and spread of a crown fire (Fig. 4.3d). This is a typical canopy profile 
for a stand with a history of frequent fires, woodland, or perhaps a stand with recent 
insect- or disease-related tree mortality.

4.3.2  Canopy Bulk Density

As canopy fuel characteristics go, CBD is probably the most important because it 
dictates crown fire spread, potential for an active crown fire, and crown fire inten-
sity (Eqs. 4.2, 4.7). CBD is the amount of burnable canopy fuel by canopy volume 
(kg m−3) and represents the degree of packing of canopy fuels. Below a minimum 
CBD threshold value, crown fires have insufficient fuels for crown fire spread. 

Fig. 4.2  Example of a typical canopy profile where canopy bulk density ( CBD, kg m−3) is plotted 
across the vertical profile of a stand. (From Reinhardt et al. 2006b)
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There is also a maximum threshold, but this is rarely approached in nature. CBD 
values can range from zero for grasslands to over 0.7 kg m−3 for the densest cano-
pies (Reeves et al. 2009) (Table 4.1).

The two main problems with CBD are how to define it and how to estimate it. 
Cruz et al. (2003) defined CBD following the van Wagner (1977) approach where 
canopy fuel load ( CFL, kg m−2) is divided by canopy depth ( CH–CBH, m), but this 
average CBD across all canopy layers doesn’t really capture the true nature of the 
canopy profile; some canopy layers are denser thereby better facilitating the spread 
of crown fires (Fig. 4.2). However, selecting the maximum CBD value across all lay-

Fig. 4.3  Four typical canopy fuel profiles. a multiaged, multistrata stands, b two storied, c single 
strata, and d fire-dominated stands. Each stand presents a special problem in calculating CBD and 
CBH
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ers ignores the role that other canopy layers play in crown fire spread (Keane et al. 
2005) and may overestimate crown fire behavior in some canopies that have unique 
profiles because it may be incompatible with the original van Wagner (1977) model 
assumptions (Fig. 4.2a). Early attempts at rectifying this problem calculated CBD 
using a running mean of CBD across all canopy layers with the number of layers 
included in the running mean ranging from 3 (one below and one above) to 11 (five 
layers below and five layers above the evaluated layer) (Reinhardt et al. 2006a, b).

A limitation of these averaging techniques is that the mean CBD value often 
masked the great variability of canopy fuel over horizontal space (Keane et al. 
2012b). Most CBD estimates are derived from tree inventories summarized from 
plots sampled across large areas disregarding the actual locations of trees that con-
tribute to the heterogeneous distribution of canopy fuels (a summary of all canopy 
fuel sampling techniques are detailed in Chap. 7). A stand-level summary of CBD 
may be too coarse for accurately representing the spatial distribution of CBD at the 
scales that fires spread. On the other hand, plot-level summaries of CBD may match 
the scale of crown fire behavior, but assigning one plot to represent canopy fuel con-
ditions across an entire stand also ignores the high spatial variability of canopy fuels. 
There may be canopy patches that are unable to sustain crown fire spread, and the 
height of the densest CBD layers often varies across heterogeneous forests.

An accurate, scale-appropriate, and physically credible estimate of CBD is prob-
ably not a great concern right now given the coarse resolution of the current crown 
fire modeling approaches (Eq. 4.1). Users of the FARSITE model and its derivatives 
(Finney 1998) often adjust the carefully field-calculated estimates of CBD inputs to 
more realistically simulate crown fire spread due to limitations in the design of the 
fire model (Keane et al. 2006; Reeves et al. 2006). And since CBD can be estimated 
using any number of techniques, its quantification can be modified to fit a particular 
application. The CBD variable was initially selected by van Wagner (1977, 1993) to 
represent “canopy opaqueness” and perhaps there are more ecologically appropriate 
and easily measured variables that better represent this vague physical concept at 
the appropriate scale and resolution, such as Leaf Area Index (LAI). Future crown 
fire simulation systems may also find that the canopy fuel characteristic CBD could 
be replaced, modified, or redefined to fit more comprehensive spatial simulations 
(Parsons et al. 2010).

4.3.3  Canopy Base Height and Canopy Height

CBH is most important in estimating the potential of surface fires to transition to 
crown fires (Eqs. 4.1, 4.7). CH is less important because it is only used to cal-
culate crown fire intensity (Eq. 4.7). Similar to CBD, both CBH and CH are dif-
ficult canopy characteristics to describe and measure because of major conflicts 
in spatial scales. CBH is defined as the lowest height above the ground at which 
there is sufficient canopy fuel to propagate fire vertically through the canopy (Scott 
and  Reinhardt 2002). The problem is that a single sapling may provide the vertical 
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pathway or ladder fuel needed to move surface fire into the canopy under the right 
 conditions, but since many forest stands have at least one sapling reaching the can-
opy, it probably isn’t appropriate to evaluate CBH at the fine-scale tree-level. The 
spatial distribution of ladder fuel across an area is probably more important; clus-
ters of saplings and pockets of dense, low-hanging canopies better facilitate crown 
fire transitions. However, few available management-oriented sampling techniques 
record tree location. The scale of the fire is also important. Heavy surface fuel load-
ings may foster intense fires that can easily reach the forest canopy via flame or 
embers without the need for low fuel ladders, and large running crown fires may 
initiate crown fire from adjacent stand making CBH irrelevant.

Many techniques have been used to estimate CBH and CH. Some studies esti-
mated CBH and CH as an average of crown base height and tree height, respective-
ly, across all trees in the sampling frame (Chap. 8). Most studies used the canopy 
profile to estimate these two canopy parameters where CBH is estimated as the low-
est height that exceeds a threshold CBH value and CH is the highest height above 
a threshold CBD (Fig. 4.4). Threshold values are difficult to estimate since there 
has been little experimental research in this area, so most studies select a value that 
works best for a given application. Sando and Wick (1972) estimated CBH using 
a minimum CBD threshold of 0.037 kg m−3 whereas Reinhardt et al. (2006a) used 
0.012 kg m−3. Agee (1996) has suggested that a minimum canopy bulk density of 
0.1 kg m−3 is needed to ensure active crown fire spread in a horizontal dimension. 
The newest version of FuelCalc (Reinhardt et al. 2006a), a software application 

Fig. 4.4  The threshold 
method of estimating CBH 
and CH from the canopy 
profile. Here a threshold of 
0.037 kg m−3 is used to detect 
the bottom (CBH) and top 
(CH)canopy heights at which 
CBD exceeds this threshold
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specifically designed to estimate canopy fuel characteristics, computes both CBH 
and CH by multiplying the maximum CBD by 0.1 up to the CBD threshold of 
0.012 kg m−3. Since CBH and CH can be computed from so many diverse methods, 
it is important that those who use canopy fuel data to simulate fire behavior know 
how CBH and CH were calculated.

There are many aspects of the two canopy height estimates that may compro-
mise their use in fire behavior analyses. First, regardless of what method is used to 
estimate CBH and CH from the modeled CBD canopy profile, the resolution of that 
estimate is governed by the width of the horizontal canopy layer used to summarize 
CBH vertical distribution. This is somewhat of a double-edged sword in that thin 
layer widths (high resolution) rarely match the resolution of the tree input data used 
to calculate the CBD estimates, but, the thicker layer widths that better match the 
scale of the data (> 1 m) may be too coarse to recognize subtle differences created 
by fuel treatments. Input tree data often contain only heights of the tree and crown 
base, and rarely have finer crown measurement resolutions. Second, surface fuels 
may have more importance in crown fire initiation than low CBH values. A small 
fire can ignite a canopy if there are sufficient ladder fuels at a tree-level, and a large 
fire can ignite a canopy no matter the CBH. And lastly and most importantly, the 
scale of CBH and CH measurements do not match the scale of the point-scale simu-
lation models that simulate these processes, similar to CBD. The coarse resolutions 
of point-level, crown fire simulation in most fire behavior prediction systems is 
often incompatible with the fine-scale spatial distribution of CBH and CH, and the 
fine scales at which fire spreads. As a result, one can view CBH and CH as indices 
rather than actual measurements, and it is often a common practice to adjust the 
calculated or measured values to values that represent more realistic fire behavior.

4.3.4  Canopy Fuel Load

CFL (kg m−2) is used to estimate the amount of canopy material consumed in a 
crown fire ( CFB in Eq. 4.7), and it is defined as the amount of burnable canopy fuel 
per unit area. CFL is also quite useful in fire effects simulations, such as the esti-
mation of smoke emissions (Ward 1995), because it provides a somewhat accurate 
representation of actual biomass consumed in a crown fire.

CFL isn’t really related to any of the other three canopy characteristics  
(Table 4.1). While an estimate of CFL could be made by multiplying CBD by the 
difference between CH and CBH, this would assume an even distribution of CBH 
across the canopy fuel profile similar to van Wagner (1977) assumptions, but this is 
rarely observed as is evidenced by the profiles in Fig. 4.3 only a few methods cal-
culate CBD as an average across the canopy profile (Cruz et al. 2003). FuelCalc, for 
example, estimates CBD as a maximum running average (Reinhardt et al. 2006a). 
Therefore, CFL needs to be estimated and mapped directly to ensure accurate and 
consistent fire applications.
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CFL is also important because it may be linked to many other important eco-
system attributes and canopy processes, such as productivity and light attenuation 
(Keane et al. 2012b). LAI is an important canopy characteristic in forest ecology be-
cause it determines rates of photosynthesis, shading, and precipitation interception 
(rainfall that doesn’t reach the ground) (Waring and Running 1998), and it may be 
highly related to CFL because CFL is mostly foliage (Keane et al. 2005; Scott and 
Reinhardt 2005) (Table 4.1). Like LAI, CFL is often correlated to common stand 
measurements, such as basal area, tree density, and stand height (Alexander and 
Cruz 2014). The relationship of CFL to stand attributes may allow the indirect map-
ping of CFL using maps of stand variables (LAI, basal area) or using a statistical 
model that relates CFL to the stand variables developed from field data (Chap. 9) 
(Cruz et al. 2003).

4.3.5  Canopy Cover

A last canopy fuel description variable that is needed outside of crown fire behav-
ior prediction but is often used in fire behavior modeling is CC, or the vertically 
projected cover of the suspended canopy onto the ground. In many fire behavior 
modeling systems, canopy cover is used to simulate fuel drying in forested stands 
and, with CH, it is used to reduce midflame windspeeds (Finney 1998). Canopy 
cover is a canopy attribute that is used extensively in forestry and ecology, along 
with its application in fire science. It is difficult to estimate CC in field settings with 
any degree of accuracy or precision because of the wide diversity of canopy mate-
rial and the heterogeneous vertical profile of the canopy. Therefore, many estimate 
CC to the nearest 10 % using visual estimates or coarse measurement techniques 
(Chap. 8). It has all the scale and measurement problems of CBD, CH, and CBH in 
fire behavior and effects modeling.
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Water is the driving force of all nature 
Leonardo da Vinci

5.1  Background

Moisture content is the most dynamic feature of most wildland fuel types and it 
influences nearly all fire processes, especially ignition, combustion, and smolder-
ing. The amount of moisture in the fuel is called the fuel moisture content (FMC) 
defined as the mass of water per unit mass of dry material and is often expressed as 
a percent. FMC is a major factor determining the heat produced by a wildland fire 
(see Table 2.2). High fuel moistures slow the rate of burning and fuel consumption 
in a number of ways. Heat from the fire must first volatilize the water bound in the 
fuel by boiling it off as gas before it can ignite the organic fuel (Simard 1968). This 
steals heat away from ignition and combustion processes, and if there is not enough 
heat to drive off a sufficient amount of moisture, then ignition will not occur. High 
moisture values may also cause increased particle thermal conductivity (how fast 
heat can pass through an object) and volumetric heat capacity (heat output per unit 
volume of fuel) that may further dampen ignition and combustion (Nelson 2001). 
Fuel moisture also reduces flame temperature thereby increasing smoldering com-
bustion and the production of char while retarding the rate of consumption. Because 
moisture reduces both ignition potential and combustion temperatures, there is a 
corresponding increase in the time it takes a fuel particle to burn (residence time). 
Water vapor created from the heat of combustion may surround the fuel particle and 
dilute the available oxygen thereby also retarding combustion (Simard 1968). These 
complex interactions contribute to a lack of ignition, or if ignited, to lower heat 
emissions and longer burning times. This, in turn, can result in less flaming combus-
tion, decreased fuel consumption, and increased smoldering. This is why every fire 
behavior model has fuel component FMCs as input parameters (Matthews 2013).

Three significant fuel characteristics affect moisture of live and dead fuel par-
ticles (Nelson 2001). The chemical composition of the fuel dictates its ability to 
attract and hold water molecules from the surrounding environment; a fuel property 
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called hydroscopy. In general, wood is mostly composed of cellulose (~ 50 %), 
hemicellulose (~ 20 %), and lignin (~ 20 %); needles have less lignin and more cellu-
lose (Chap. 2). First, cellulose has a greater ability to hold water than lignin because 
of its chemical structure (i.e., more hydroscopic). The ability of the fuel particle to 
hold water dictates the rate of moisture loss. Second, the internal cell structure of 
the fuel strongly influences moisture dynamics and it differs for live and dead fuels. 
Cell walls of most dead fuels are hygroscopic. Water molecules that are attracted to 
and eventually adhere to cell walls become bound water and have low vapor pres-
sure (Schroeder and Buck 1970). Free water consists of those water molecules that 
are not bound to the chemical structure of the fuel. Third, the physical properties of 
the fuel ultimately control moisture retention. These include all of those properties 
described in Chap. 2, but especially particle density, size, and shape. Dense, large, 
round coarse fuels dry slower than less dense, small fuels that have high surface 
areas.

Live fuels have completely different moisture dynamics than dead fuels. In short, 
live fuel moistures are dictated by the ecophysiological processes of transpiration 
and soil water dynamics, while dead fuel moistures are driven by the physical pro-
cess of evaporation. Both live and dead fuel moisture dynamics are driven by the 
gradient of vapor pressure (humidity) from the particle to the atmosphere; water 
molecules tend to migrate to drier conditions. Dead and live FMCs also have a 
complex spatial distribution because the biophysical factors that control FMC dy-
namics vary widely across space as they interact with plants, necromass, weather, 
and topography.

Although this chapter discusses fuel moisture in the context of how it is used to 
predict fire behavior and effects, live and dead fuel moisture dynamics interact with 
many other ecological and physical processes. Moist fuels, for example, decompose 
more rapidly and are more susceptible to fragmentation than dry fuels. Dry fuels 
intercept more precipitation and reduce water availability for plant growth. The 
primary objective of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with the biophysical 
processes that control fuel moisture, how they relate to wildland fuel dynamics 
(Chap. 6), and how to measure or estimate fuel moistures. A more comprehensive 
discussion of live and dead fuel moisture dynamics for fire managers is provided in 
Schroeder and Buck (1970) and a more scientific treatment is provided by Nelson 
(2001).

5.2  Dead Fuel Moisture Dynamics

Water moves through dead wood fuel particles via three mechanisms—capillarity 
forces, infiltration, and diffusion. Capillary forces draw water through fuel particles 
via fine capillaries in cell walls and cell structure. Infiltration involves the flow of 
free water through a fuel particle via gravitational forces. The primary mechanism 
is diffusion in which water in gaseous form (vapor) diffuses into and through a 
fuel particle driven by a moisture gradient; water vapor is drawn from areas of 
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high moisture to areas of lower moisture to achieve equilibrium. Water vapor can 
either condense on cell walls or continue to diffuse through cell voids to any area 
of lower moisture. The steeper the particle water vapor gradient, the faster the dif-
fusion process. Diffusion is governed by cell structure (i.e., pore space, cell wall 
 composition), which varies by plant life-form and species of the dead particle, and 
particle age (stage of decomposition). In summary, water and water vapor move 
through a fuel particle in a progression of processes consisting of evaporation of 
water from cell walls, diffusion of the water vapor across cell voids and through cell 
walls, condensation on another cell wall, and bound water transport across a cell 
wall, all aided by capillary forces and infiltration. Eventually, water is evaporated 
from the particle surface into the atmosphere and lost from the fuel particle.

Two physical properties of the fuel represent these processes in modeling dead 
fuel moisture dynamics within a particle. Particle permeability is the ability of water 
to flow through cell cavities or how fast water can be transported across the particle. 
Cell structure, chemical composition, size, shape, and degree of decomposition all 
play a role in influencing the permeability of water through a dead fuel particle. 
Moisture diffusivity is the potential for the flow of water molecules across cell walls 
and is mostly governed by the degree of hygroscopy of the cell walls within the 
dead fuel particle.

To simplify complex physical FMC processes, dead fuel moisture dynamics is 
mostly governed by the water vapor pressure difference (dry to wet) between the 
atmosphere and the fuel particle. This difference is primarily driven by tempera-
ture, relative humidity, and the presence of water on the particle surface (Matthews 
2013). If the atmosphere–particle vapor pressure difference is positive, such as 
when the temperature is high, relative humidity is low, and fuel is wet, then water is 
lost from the particle into the atmosphere through a process known as desorption. 
The free water in the intercellular space is easily evaporated to the atmosphere, but 
the vapor pressure deficit (difference in humidity of cell spaces and the air) must be 
great to drive bound water from the cell walls. Adsorption occurs when atmospheric 
humidity increases and dry fuel particles gain moisture as water molecules adhere 
to the particle surface resulting in increasing FMC (Simard 1968). The processes of 
desorption and adsorption introduce an important aspect of dead FMC dynamics—
the FMC for any dead fuel particle is greatly dependent on its past conditions. This 
is called fuel moisture hysteresis in which today’s fuel particle’s FMC is dependent 
on past FMCs. As a result, most empirical equations that simulate fuel moisture 
include the previous days’ FMC values (Viney 1991).

If there is rain, then free water on the particle surface can be absorbed by the 
particle until either the fuel particle has reached the fiber saturation point (fully 
saturated with water) or the precipitation stops and free water on the particle sur-
face evaporates. Water absorption into fuel particles is a slow process, especially 
for large woody fuels, that depends on the many factors including initial moisture 
content, particle condition (percent rot, amount fragmentation), and type of particle 
(wood, grass, needle litter). As a result, the amount of rainfall may be unimport-
ant because, during heavy rainfall events, most of the precipitation may run off 
or evaporate from the particle before being absorbed. Therefore, the duration of 
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rainfall, not the amount, is often used in fuel moisture modeling (Viney 1991). Dew 
can also condense on a fuel particle provided that the particle’s temperature is at 
dew point and this condensed free water can be directly absorbed by the particle. 
Moisture from the ground can also be conducted to a fuel particle if the ground is 
wet, and water evaporated from the ground surface can condense on the cooler fuel 
particle (Pyne et al. 1996).

Any discussion of dead FMC dynamics requires the introduction of another term 
to illustrate how fuel dries over time. The equilibrium moisture content (EMC) is 
the final FMC of a dead fuel particle when it is exposed to constant temperature 
and humidity conditions for a period of time. When the difference in vapor pres-
sure  between air and the fuel particle is zero, the moisture of a dead fuel particle 
is in equilibrium with the constant environment (Fig. 5.1). EMC curves differ for 
each type and size of particle as well as for each set of temperature and  humidity 
conditions. Most fuel particles rarely reach EMC because the surrounding environ-
ment changes rapidly and desorption rates are slow. The process of adsorption and 
desorption can also be illustrated using the relationship of EMC to relative  humidity 
(Fig. 5.2). Low humidities allow desorption to decrease EMCs resulting in drying 
fuels (lower FMCs), while higher humidities increase adsorption to increase EMCs 
and ultimately FMCs. One application of EMC is in the construction of drying 
curves (Fig. 5.2) that show how the relative humidity affects the EMC at a constant 
temperature, in this case, of 27 °C (80 °F) of a fuel particle (needle) during both the 
adsorption (when the air is moister than the particle) and desorption processes.

Fire scientists have condensed the complex process of dead woody fuel moisture 
dynamics into the time-lag concept discussed briefly in Chap. 3. A time lag is the 
time it takes for a fuel particle to lose 63 % of the difference between its initial mois-
ture content and its EMC under constant conditions (80 °F, 20 % relative humidity) 

Fig. 5.1  Drying curve of a 
5 cm-deep litter layer under 
temperature and humidity 
conditions for which the 
equilibrium moisture content 
(EMC) is 5.5 %. (Schroeder 
and Buck 1970)
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assuming an exponential drying function. One hour (1-h) woody fuel particles, for 
example, lose approximately two thirds of their moisture in 60 min. It takes about 
four time lags to get to 95 % of the EMC, historically set at 4.5 % (Fosberg et al. 
1970). Time lags increase logarithmically with the diameter of the woody fuel par-
ticle; 10-inch diameter particles take 10 times longer to dry (100 days) than 1-inch 
particles (1 day; Fig. 5.3). Larger particles take longer to dry because diffusion 
has to pull water vapor from the wetter areas inside the wood to the drier, outside 
areas of the wood particle, which can only happen when the air is quite dry. As a 
result, the inside wood of larger particles (1000 h fuels) will often be wetter than 
the  outside wood.

Fuel moisture dynamics are quite different for duff and litter as compared to 
wood. Time lags for litter and duff are highly variable and depend on depth, type, 
stage of decomposition, and a host of other biophysical factors. A 2 -inch-deep litter 
layer in a ponderosa pine stand, for example, might have a time lag of 48 h or the 
equivalent of a 1.4 in diameter woody fuel (Schroeder and Buck).  Hydraulic proper-
ties of duff and litter mostly depend on the degree of decomposition with slightly 
decomposed material having large pore spaces resulting in increased hydraulic con-
ductivity and faster drying and wetting (Plamondon et al. 1972). As decomposition 
proceeds, the size of the organic particles decreases  resulting in smaller pores with 
higher moisture retention properties and slower  drying. Hydraulic conductivity de-
creases significantly with the degree of decomposition. Duff bulk density is a useful 
indicator of pore size distribution and hence, can represent hydraulic conductivity 
and moisture retention in organic soils. Duff layers with high bulk densities, for 
example, may take longer to dry.

Fig. 5.2  The equilibrium 
moisture content (EMC) 
of sugar maple wood at a 
constant temperature of 27 °C 
(80 °F), but different levels of 
humidity when the humid-
ity in the air is greater than 
in the dead fuel (adsorption) 
and when the air is drier than 
the fuel (desorption; Djolani 
1970)
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5.3  Live Fuel Moisture Dynamics

Unlike dead fuel moisture, live fuel moistures are dictated by the responses of living 
plants to their surrounding environment (Pyne et al. 1996). Plants grow by trans-
forming water, carbon dioxide, and the sun’s energy into biomass via photosynthesis 
(Eq. 2.1) and they maintain this living biomass through the process of respiration, 
which also uses water. Plants get the water needed for respiration and photosynthesis 
from the soil though a series of complex processes known as water transport. When 
the ambient air is dry, there is a difference in vapor pressure (amount of water in the 
air) from the atmosphere to the stomatal cavities in the plants, photosynthetically 
active biomass (foliage). This difference creates a moisture gradient that pulls water 
from the foliar cells into the cell void and then through the stomata and into the at-
mosphere via a process known as transpiration (Campbell 1977). The movement of 
water out of the cell walls and into the intercellular spaces sets up a diffusion gradient 
and provides the tensional pressure to pull water through living cells from the roots, 
through the xylem, to the foliage, and out to the atmosphere.

Three factors control water transport in plants and therefore live fuel moisture 
dynamics: (1) osmotic forces caused by diffusion of water across the plant’s cellular 
membranes, (2) capillary tension forces, and (3) diffusion across cell voids. Water 
enters the roots through diffusion when the transpirational pull, often called plant 
water potential, is greater than the soil water potential (forces that bind water to soil 
particles). Water moves through cells via osmosis and through cell voids by diffu-
sion and capillary forces. The diffused water is then pulled up to the foliage through 
xylem conductive tissue in the wood by tensional pressure caused by plant water 
potential that is driven by the vapor pressure gradient from the air to the plant. As 

Fig. 5.3  The timelags of 
different diameter woody 
fuel particles. (Schroeder and 
Buck 1970)
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the soil water becomes depleted, the diffusional gradient must become greater to 
exert more tensional pressure to overcome the tensional forces that the soil exerts on 
the bound water. The moisture content of live fuels comes from the free and bound 
water and water vapor in plant’s cellular void spaces, cell walls, and conducting 
tissue. This water is under tension due to transpirational pull and other forces such 
as capillary and surface tension. If soil water is abundant, plants open their stomata 
thereby initiating the vapor pressure gradient to pull soil water through cells for use 
in photosynthesis and respiration. However, there always needs to be some water 
within the plant to maintain respiration and keep the plant living, so live FMCs 
rarely get as low as dead FMCs. Most plants in fire environments have the ability 
to shut their stomata to control water loss that ensures the plant stays alive thereby 
keeping live FMCs high (Waring and Running 1998).

Many exogenous environmental factors control water transport in plants. As 
mentioned, humidity of the atmosphere is the primary engine that draws water from 
the soil and dictates the rates of transpiration (Campbell 1977). Soil properties, 
such as depth and percent rock, sand, silt, and clay will dictate soil water-holding 
capacity, permeability, and flow rates that then control the amount of free and bound 
water available for the plant throughout the year (Eagleson 1978). Precipitation is 
of critical importance in keeping the soil plenum full. Enough water has to fall so 
that it is not evaporated, intercepted by the live foliage, or absorbed by the ground 
fuels so that it can eventually seep into the soil and be available for plants. Increases 
in solar radiation may increase photosynthesis resulting in greater water usage and 
earlier water deficits contributing to lower FMCs. Topography is also important in 
that it will influence subsurface water flows to and away from the soil plenum, and 
it controls radiation, snowfall, and drainage dynamics.

While live fuel moisture dynamics are more complex than dead fuel mois-
ture, live fuel moistures are also more stable over longer time periods. In general, 
live fuels, especially new plant growth, have the highest fuel moistures during 
the growing season when water is abundant and the new cells consist mostly 
of water with little structural material (Fig. 5.4). As cell walls harden and cell 
growth consists mostly of structural tissue, the mass of organic matter increases 
and the mass of water remains stable. As a result, the ratio of dry matter to wa-
ter increases thereby lowering relative moisture content but not plant moisture. 
This is why moisture contents of older foliage are rarely as high as new foliage 
(Fig. 5.4). As soil water becomes scarce, water in the cells and cell voids becomes 
depleted causing major to minor decreases in live FMCs depending on the plant 
species. However, live foliar moisture rarely goes below the level at which plant 
cells would die from lack of moisture. Chrosciewicz (1986) found that  moisture 
 contents of jack pine and black spruce were approximately 120–130 % in the 
spring and fall, but dropped to 90 % in the summer. Live FMCs of actively grow-
ing foliage and branchwood can be as high as 300 % during the growing season 
when water is plentiful (Pyne et al. 1996). Conifers and many temperate shrubs 
may have live FMCs that reach a minimum of 90–100 % during the driest parts of 
the year. Some xeric shrubs, such as sagebrush, can have FMCs that are as low as 
30–50 % during the dry season. The spatial pattern of live FMCs across an area 
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can be quite heterogeneous because most forest and range communities consist 
of a wide diversity of species in different stages of development and phenology 
(curing), each having different FMC dynamics.

Plant ecology is just as important as the environment when understanding live 
fuel moisture dynamics. Phenology is important because seasonal changes in plant 
development influence live FMC throughout the year. Live plant FMCs in the grow-
ing season, for example, are always much higher than FMCs of plants in the dor-
mant season. Foliae age in conifers is also important; older needles have thicker, 
hardened cell walls (Fig. 5.4). There are also great differences among species in 
their ability to sustain foliage under low moisture conditions. Conifers, for example, 
have higher minimum foliar FMC values (> 90 % FMC) in the fire season than xeric 
shrub species (> 30 % FMC; Kauffman and Martin 1985). And FMCs can be quite 
different in a single plant; FMCs are typically higher in the upper third of a conifer’s 
crown than the lower third, which is probably because of the abundance of new 
needles in the crown top (Brown 1978). Many perennial plants, such as grasses and 
forbs, allow their foliage to die when FMCs get too low through curing, while other 
species simply close their stomata to reduce transpiration and limiting water loss 
thereby maintaining FMC values.

The influence of live fuel FMC on combustion processes is still not well under-
stood (Jolly 2007). Why do dead fuels cease burning when FMCs are above 30 %, 
while tree crowns burn when their moisture content is above 100 %? Several factors 
may contribute to this dilemma. First, water in live fuels is under tension thereby 
having a higher pressure and lower boiling point. Second, the chemical composi-
tion of live fuels is different than dead fuels and the many dissolved compounds 

Fig. 5.4  The live fuel moisture content (FMC) of new and old pine needle foliage at different 
times of the year. Old foliage moisture content does not change throughout the year. (Schroeder 
and Buck 1970)
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in the bound and free water of live fuels may influence ignition (Jolly et al. 2012; 
McAllister et al. 2012). Bulk densities and packing ratios of canopy live fuels may 
facilitate rapid ignition processes to generate great heat outputs that overwhelm 
moisture effects. Hopefully, future research will provide answers to these important 
live fuel moisture questions.

5.4  Moisture of Extinction (Mx )

The moisture of extinction ( Mx) is the dead or live fuel moisture at which combus-
tion cannot continue (Chap. 2, 3). Trabaud (1976) defined Mx as the maximum FMC 
above which a fire cannot be sustained and found 45 % as threshold value; combus-
tion did not occur above that value or it was delayed more than 15 min. In general, 
studies have found that fire spread usually stops when dead fuels have an FMC 
greater than 30 %, yet live fuels with FMCs above 100 % can support a spreading 
fire (Scott et al. 2014). Rothermel (1972) first formulated the effect of moisture 
content on the burning rate by defining a threshold Mx, above which fire cannot 
be sustained. The concept of extinction moisture is difficult to define in field and 
laboratory experiments because it varies by diverse fuel (size, shape, density) and 
environmental (temperature, humidity, wind) factors. As mentioned, FMC increases 
specific heat and thermal conductivity of fuel so that more heat is absorbed by the 
fuel particles surface layer to drive out moisture, delaying preheating and ignition of 
fuel until it reaches ignition temperature. If there is too much water, ignition will not 
occur. The most comprehensive Mx model was provided by Wilson (1985) based on 
laboratory data using milled wood sticks and shaved excelsior. Ideally, Mx should 
be an emergent property of fire models that simulate combustion using mechanistic 
physical process; simulated combustion should cease when moistures are too great. 
However, most fire models do not have the resolution and detail to accurately simu-
late the extinction of combustion due to high moistures. Instead, MEs are consid-
ered static parameters in combustion models and are assigned as properties of a fuel 
or particle (Chap. 2). Rothermel (1972), for example, used the ratio of FMC to Mx 
to calculate a dampening coefficient that reduced fire intensity (Table 2.2).

5.5  Measuring Moisture Content

The most common method of measuring FMC is called gravimetric sampling where 
fuel is dried in an oven. Fuel moisture is calculated from the difference in fuel 
weight before and after drying. In general, this method involves collecting fuels 
in the field and weighing them as soon as possible or placing them in a waterproof 
container and storing the container in a cold or cool place for transport to the labo-
ratory. Once in the laboratory, fuels are first weighed and then dried in an oven set 
at temperatures that range from 50 to 105 °C until their weight is stable, typically 
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requiring times that range from overnight to days depending on the fuel compo-
nent. The dried fuel is then weighed and the difference between field-measured 
fuel weight and oven-dried weight is the mass of water lost in the drying process. 
This water loss is usually divided by the oven-dried fuel mass to get FMC in units 
of percent (Matthews 2013). The best results for this method occur when samples 
are dried at lower temperatures (80–85 °C) for longer time periods (48–72 h), which 
prevent unwanted changes to the organic structure of the fuel particle, especially 
live fuels and litter.

There are some problems with using the oven-dry method for estimating FMC 
(Simard 1968). First, fuel samples take a long time to process, making this method 
difficult to apply in real-time fire management operations, such as prescribed fires 
and wildfire suppression, when FMCs need to be quickly estimated. Second, care 
must be taken in both the field and the laboratory to ensure accurate fuel moisture 
measurements; collected samples must be immediately put into a plastic bag and 
put in a cool environment to prevent adsorption and water loss before weighing 
in the laboratory. Drying organic materials in a hot oven may also volatilize other 
chemical constituents of the fuel particles, especially live foliage, resulting in an 
unwanted loss of organic biomass and a slight overestimate of FMC. On the other 
hand, if the oven temperature is too low, some water may be retained in the cell 
structure and FMC estimates may be underestimated. Some woody fuel particles 
are so large that it may take days to completely dry the particles, while small fuels, 
such as twigs, take only hours to dry. These disparate drying times make obtaining 
a comprehensive set of FMCs for all fuel components difficult in an operational 
setting.

Several other field methods have been used to estimate FMCs in the field. Banks 
and Frayer (1966) correlated the angle at which a pinaster pine needle broke to the 
needle’s FMC to create the “leaf-bending method” for quick and easy field use, 
albeit only for that forest type and only for needles. The “speedy moisture meter” 
used by Dexter and Williams (1976) measures the pressure of acetylene gas evolved 
from mixing finely divided fuels with calcium carbide to estimate FMC, but its 
use was limited because it required careful preparation of fuel particles (Marsden-
Smedley and Catchpole 2001). Another FMC method is to pulse an electric charge 
through the fuel particle and measure electrical signals, such as resistance, imped-
ance, or capacitance. FMC is then calculated from a calibration curve that relates 
the electric signal to FMC (Stamm 1927). The Wiltronics TH Fine Fuel Moisture 
Meter, for example, estimates FMC from the electrical resistance of a fine fuel 
sample (Chatto and Tolhurst 1997). Gravimetric sampling, however, is still the most 
common and reliable method to calculate FMC (Viney 1991; Chatto and Tolhurst 
1997).

Because FMC is difficult to conveniently and accurately measure in the field, 
it is often estimated using indirect techniques. One indirect method is to estimate 
FMC for dead woody fuels using fuel analogues or moisture indicator sticks. A set 
of four wooden dowels of standard size and weight are placed at a weather sta-
tion and weighed at various time intervals to approximate fuel moisture for 10-h 
woody fuel component. The current and past moistures of these dowels are related  
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empirically to estimate FMCs for other fuel components (Schroeder and Buck 
1970). Simulation modeling also provides an indirect way to estimate FMCs where 
computer programs are used to simulate fuel moisture dynamics from weather and 
fuel inputs (Nelson 2001). In fact, many fire managers use simulated FMCs from 
the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) models to estimate local FMCs 
for their fuels although the simulation of dead fuel FMCs is much better than live 
fuel FMCs (Anderson 1976). And, in recent years, several studies have found useful 
empirical relations between FMC and satellite-derived variables in several ecosys-
tems (Paltridge and Mitchell 1990; Chladil and Nunez 1995; Chuvieco and Martin 
1994). Dead fuel FMC estimation from remotely sensed data is complex for two 
reasons: (1) dead fuels are under the vegetation canopy and, therefore, cannot be 
directly sensed remotely, and (2) dead fuels do not show changes in green coloration 
from water variations and, consequently, are less sensitive to changes in reflectance. 
For this reason, FMCs for grasslands was more effectively estimated with higher 
precision than other fuels because FMC variations in grasslands have a greater in-
fluence on those variables that affect plant reflectance (such as chlorophyll content 
or leaf area index; Paltridge and Mitchell 1990; Hardy et al. 1999).
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The first law of ecology is that everything is related  
to everything else.  
Barry Commoner American Scientist

6.1 Fuel Dynamics

The most notable feature of wildland fuel beds is that they are always changing 
in space and time because complex ecological processes are continuously inter-
acting with the fuelbed. Live and dead biomass is constantly being added and re-
moved by various ecological processes (Harmon et al. 1986). Spring snowstorms, 
for example, may break tree and shrub branches and double fuel loadings in a few 
hours, while decomposition may take decades to centuries to reduce coarse woody 
debris (CWD) loadings. The annual shed of leaves and thousands of small woody 
twigs from trees in forested stands creates significantly different fine woody debris 
(FWD) spatial distributions than the infrequent toppling of large tree boles to cre-
ate logs or CWD fuel types. As a result, wildland fuel landscapes can be described 
as shifting mosaics of hierarchically intersecting fuel characteristics. This dynamic 
character of fuelbeds across space and time is perhaps the single most important 
fuel characteristic to understand in fire management today because it influences 
strategic fuel management considerations such as fuel treatment longevity and ef-
fectiveness, fire return intervals, and smoke potential. In fact, Anderson (1976) 
wrote, “recognizing fuel complexes as storehouses with irregular annual additions 
and withdrawals of energy provides a basis for fire and smoke management.” There 
are numerous processes that control fuel dynamics, but this chapter will present 
four of the major processes that most influence spatial and temporal distributions of 
 fuels: biomass production, deposition, decomposition, and disturbance (Fig. 6.1). In 
wildland fuel science, many have assumed that fuels are closely related to vegeta-
tion characteristics, but this only makes sense for the first two processes (production 
and deposition) and completely ignores the role that decomposition and disturbance 
play in fuel bed development.
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6.1.1 Biomass Production

Wildland fuels accumulate as a result of the establishment, growth, and mortal-
ity of vegetation. The rate of biomass development, often called productivity 
(kg m−2 yr−1), is dictated by the plant species available to occupy the area and 
the area’s physical environment (e.g., climate, soils, and topography; Waring and 
Running 1998). The total amount of light energy transformed by photosynthesis 
into organic compounds is called gross primary productivity (GPP; Waring and 
Schlesinger 1985). The actual amount of biomass (ultimately, fuel) that is produced 
is called net primary production (NPP) and it is less than GPP because some energy 
is used for plant maintenance respiration (MR), which is the energy required to 
keep living biomass alive, and also for growth respiration (GR), which is the en-
ergy required to grow new biomass (NPP = GPP − MR − GR). The sum of MR and 
GR is called autotrophic respiration (AR = MR + GR). Live biomass can accumulate 
in many forms, such as roots, leaves, stems, and reproductive organs and propa-
gules. The total amount of accumulated live biomass within an area is referred to as 
standing crop (SC, kg m−2), with the live biomass that occurs aboveground called 
the aboveground standing biomass (ASB) and the biomass that occurs in the soil 
called belowground standing biomass (BSB). Over time, portions of ASB are shed 
or die and get deposited on the ground to become dead surface fuels or necromass. 

Fig. 6.1  Interaction of the four major processes controlling fuel dynamics on the surface and 
canopy fuel strata
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Below- and aboveground necromass is eventually decomposed by microbes and 
soil macrofauna (see Sect. 6.1.3) to create duff and the expended energy during de-
composition is called heterotrophic respiration (HR). The difference between total 
productivity (GPP) and the sum of both autotrophic and HR is called net ecosystem 
production (NEP = GPP − HR − AR or NEP = NPP − AR). The annual NEP for a 
fuelbed generally hovers around zero over long time periods, but in periods when 
NEP is positive, fuels are generally accumulating. When NEP becomes negative, it 
is likely the result of a disturbance or mortality event has probably reduced GPP be-
cause of the decrease in photosynthetic potential when plants are killed or damaged, 
and increased HR through the subsequent decomposition of the recently killed plant 
material. Negative NEP can persist for months or years depending on the severity 
of the disturbance (Diffenbaugh and Field 2013).

Wildland fuels accumulate in different ways depending if they are alive or dead 
(Fig. 6.2a). Live fuels accumulate through the completion of life-cycle processes 
of living organisms, primarily plants. Plants first become established on a site via 
reproduction and regeneration; they then grow as a result of photosynthesis and 
respiration, and they then die from a number of causes but most often disturbances, 
especially in fire-prone ecosystems (see Sect. 6.1.4). Live fuel biomass accrues 
as plants become established and grow bigger and taller, thereby increasing live 
fuel loading (increasing ASB) in both surface and canopy fuel layers. Increases in 
ASB from annual NPP eventually level off as photosynthetic gains are balanced by  

Fig. 6.2  The accumulation of live ( solid line) and dead ( dashed line) fuels in the absence of 
disturbance and after various disturbances. a only succession and vegetation development and no 
disturbance (note development starts with bare ground), b after a major wind event, c after a severe 
fire event, and d after a mountain pine beetle outbreak
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autotrophic respiration losses (Waring and Running 1998) and that  balance point 
is dictated by a multitude of factors in the biophysical environment, primarily the 
interactions of plant characteristics (e.g., species, size, density) with environmental 
conditions (e.g., available water, nutrients, temperature, and sunlight; Fig. 6.2a). 
The fuelbed becomes taller as plants grow in height and expand into the canopy 
layer. And, as more plants become established, the canopy layer becomes denser 
(higher CBD). Thus, fuelbeds become heavier, higher, and denser with increasing 
time since disturbance (Keane et al. 2002). Dead fuels accumulate as live plants 
shed various parts, such as needles, branches, and fruits, or die from various mortal-
ity agents. As a result, dead fuel deposition rates will tend to increase with increas-
ing live fuels, and these deposited dead fuels will tend to be more diverse and larger 
with increasing time since disturbance (Habeck 1985; Muller 2003). Dead fuels de-
compose over time so the accumulation will eventually level off when depositional 
gains are balanced by  decompositional losses (Fig. 6.2a).

The interaction of life-cycle processes across plant species, often referred to as 
vegetation succession, also influences fuelbed characteristics. Succession is often a 
contentious term in vegetation ecology because it is generally used in the Clemen-
tsian context where vegetation communities develop along pathways of facilitation 
(i.e., one community paves the way for the next; Connell and Slayter 1977;  Clements 
1916). This book, however, uses the term to describe any form of vegetation or fuel 
development in any direction (progressive or retrogressive). In succession, species 
that have evolved disturbance adaptations, such as thick bark, sprouting, and deep 
roots, will tend to persist or populate disturbed sites by surviving the disturbance 
and/or dispersing propagules into the disturbed area from great distances (Noble 
and Slatyer 1980). These disturbance-adapted species are usually unable to grow 
in heavy shade (shade-intolerant) because they have developed adaptations to grow 
quickly and dominate disturbed areas and take advantage of the ample sunlight 
available in postburn environments. As time since disturbance increases, shade-
tolerant species often become established and grow in shaded areas because they 
have higher growth rates in low sunlight than shade-intolerant species. These shade-
tolerant species first dominate the understory and then eventually outcompete the 
shade-intolerant individuals in the overstory. There is a general increase in shade-
tolerant living biomass (ASB) with succession and this living biomass becomes 
more homogeneously distributed across all canopy layers as competition-adapted, 
shade-tolerant species replace disturbance-adapted shade-intolerant species (Keane 
et al. 2002). Some shade-tolerant species have unique morphological characteris-
tics that also influence fuelbed characteristics. Shade-tolerant species usually have 
greater leaf biomass to harvest more light under low light conditions (Bazzaz 1979) 
and this leaf biomass tends to be distributed across the entire length of the plant. 
Shade-tolerant conifers, for example, tend to have crowns that are denser and closer 
to the ground (Brown 1978). Branches on some shade-tolerant conifers tend to be 
shorter in length and smaller in diameter than those of shade-intolerant trees, espe-
cially those adapted to disturbance (Brown 1978).

Plant growth and succession cause great changes in fuelbed characteristics over 
time (Fig. 6.2a). For canopy fuels, CH, CBD and CFL will generally increase, and 
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CBH will decrease with advancing succession or time since disturbance because 
of increasing plant density, continued growth, and species compositional shifts 
( Reinhardt et al. 2006). It is more difficult to describe surface fuel layer changes 
because of the interaction of deposition with decomposition and climate, but in gen-
eral, loading for all dead fuel components will tend to increase with succession and 
plant development until decomposition rates approximately match deposition rates 
with the greatest accumulations occurring on sites with the lowest decomposition 
rates (Keane 2008b). In general, the larger the fuel component (e.g., CWD), the lon-
ger it takes for that component to reach this deposition–decomposition equilibrium 
and also the greater the variability in fuel properties, especially particle density, 
because large fuels are often in a wider range of decay stages than smaller fuels 
as a result of their slow decomposition rates. Surface fuel depth and bulk density 
also increase with succession as understories become dense with shrubs, herbs, and 
trees and dead fuels accumulate. Conversely, the low light conditions created by 
some dense shade-tolerant overstories in late successional stages may also deter 
shrub, herbaceous, tree regeneration resulting in lower surface fuel depth in some 
forested ecosystems. However, fuelbeds are rarely created solely from the processes 
of growth and succession, but instead are formed by the complex interactions of 
vegetation productivity with deposition, decomposition, disturbance and the physi-
cal environment (Collins and Roller 2013).

6.1.2 Deposition

Deposition is defined as the release of live and dead aerial biomass to fall to the 
ground to become dead surface fuels (Fig. 6.1). Many ecological studies refer to 
this process as litterfall, which is confusing because, in this book, litter is a term for 
a specific fuel component. Fuel deposition can result from normal plant ecophysi-
ological and phenological processes, such as leaf shed and turnover, and also from 
the effects of endemic and exogenous disturbances (see Sect. 6.1.4). Light winds, 
for example, may dislodge senescing biomass and cause it to fall to the ground 
close to the plant, while strong winds may detach both dead and live biomass and 
transport it great distances. The interactions of fuel particle characteristics (e.g., 
size, shape, density) with wind distributions (e.g., speed, direction, duration) create 
unique fuel component patterns across the landscape (Keane et al. 2012a).

Rates of deposition (kg m−2 yr−1) differ greatly by fuel component and ecosystem 
type. Most studies estimated only foliage or log deposition rates because they are 
the easiest to measure and comprise the majority of deposited necromass ( Harmon 
et al. 1986; Vogt et al. 1986; Table 6.1). FWD additions to the forest floor are 
rarely reported even though they may be the most important to fuels management 
and fire behavior prediction because they influence fire spread. Example deposi-
tion rates are presented in Table 6.1 for US Rocky Mountain ecosystems and other 
 ecosystems of the world. What is striking about these numbers is the great amount 
of organic material that falls to the forest floor each year. Douglas-fir stands, for  
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example, appear to deposit at least around 0.4 kg m−2 yr−1 (~0.2 kg m−2 yr−1 for 
foliage and 0.2 kg m−2 yr−1 for logs), which is about 3 % of the total aboveground 
biomass ( Table 4.1). Keane (2008b) found that foliage deposits on productive sites 
were often 10–60 % of the total litter loading. Deposition rates for logs (Table 6.1) 
are usually measured from historical tree mortality and snag fall rates over time, 
which assumes tree fall is the only input to log accumulation. Large branches and 
treetops, however, also contribute to log inputs to the forest floor in some ecosys-
tems (Harmon et al. 1986). While values in Table 6.1 provide estimates of fuel 
deposition rates, actual deposition rates are highly dependent on local vegetation 
conditions, such as species composition, stand structure, disturbance history, and 
biophysical environment (Keane 2008a).

Each fuel component has a different spatial and temporal pattern of deposition 
on the ground. The finest fuels, such as foliage and small twigs, tend to be more 
evenly distributed over time and space (Keane 2008b). This is because the foliage 
and small supporting branches are constantly shed by plants and their small size 
facilitates long distance and homogeneous dispersal by wind and gravity. Coarse fu-
els, however, have higher variability in deposition rates from year to year and from 
place to place; coarser fuels tend to fall infrequently, usually a result of extreme 
events, such as a fires, high wind, or heavy snow load. Because of their size, coarse 
fuels fall close to parent plants creating patchy patterns that often reflect the patterns 
of the live vegetation. Many years may pass before a large branch or tree bole falls 
to the ground and these fallen larger particles tend to be more scattered across the 
landscape in heterogeneous patterns.

6.1.3 Decomposition

Decomposition is the process whereby dead organic biomass on the soil surface is 
broken down into smaller particles and simpler forms (Millar 1974; Swift et al. 1979; 
Fig. 6.1). There are three main sequential mechanisms of decomposition (Marra and 
Edmonds 1996). Decomposition usually begins with leaching, where soluble carbon 
compounds are dissolved in water (precipitation) and this solution eventually seeps 
into the soil. Fragmentation then physically splits and breaks fallen plant material 
into smaller pieces, creating greater surface areas for microbial colonization and 
consumption. Fragmentation is typically accomplished by invertebrate fauna in 
the soil such as nematodes, insects, mites, and earthworms, and also by abiotic 
weathering (freezing and thawing, drying and wetting). Insects, especially termites, 
ants, bark beetles, and wood borers, play important roles in the fragmentation of 
large wood particles and they also introduce fungal decomposers to fragmented 
material (Harmon et al. 1986). Microbes, primarily bacteria and fungi, then invade 
the disintegrated plant matter, termed detritus, composed mainly of lignin and 
microbial byproducts. Microbial respiration further alters the chemical structure 
of the detritus and continues decomposition. Respiration is an oxidation process; 
much like fire (see Chap. 2), in that it transforms carbon compounds and oxygen 
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into carbon dioxide, water, and energy to sustain metabolic microbial processes (see 
Eq. 2.2).

Fuels are composed of a wide variety of organic compounds that decompose 
at different rates. Microbes decompose simple sugars to CO2 and water relatively 
quickly and completely, but the decomposition of complicated organic compounds 
in forest ecosystems is rarely complete (Meentemeyer 1978). Lignin, for example, 
has a complex chemical structure that slows the rate of microbial breakdown be-
cause it can only be decomposed by certain fungi. This recalcitrant organic mat-
ter accumulates on and in the soil as humus to become the duff fuel component 
(Chap. 3). Every dead fuel component is in various stages of decay, but once ma-
terial from a fuel particle has been broken down by leaching, fragmentation, and 
respiration to contain mostly lignin, it is mostly unrecognizable as a fuel particle 
and usually lands in the duff for the last stages of advanced decay, mainly from 
microbial respiration.

Decomposition alters fuel particle properties in a number of ways. Decay of 
woody fuel usually decreases particle densities (specific gravities), decreases heat 
content, and increases surface area to volume ratios (SAVR) as cracks develop 
(Harmon et al. 2008). As decay advances and decomposed organic material moves 
to the duff, the mineral content and moisture of extinction also tend to increase. 
Duff layers often have high mineral contents because of two factors: (1) the mixing 
of mineral soil into the duff by soil macrofauna and (2) the release of minerals into 
the duff via decomposition (Keane 2008b).

Decomposition rates are usually calculated using two approaches. In the first ap-
proach, a parameter k is used to describe rates of decomposition using the following 
formula from Olson (1963):

 (6.1)

where Lt is the loading at time t, Lo is loading at the start or when t = 0, and t is time 
(yr). The exponential function represents the effect of the remaining material ( Lt) 
having a greater content of recalcitrant lignin, making decomposition difficult and 
longer. The second approach uses a mass loss rate ( MLR, % yr−1), calculated as the 
difference in loading over a unit time period ( MLR = 100*(Lo − Lt)/Lo). MLR must 
be calculated over long time periods to ensure the estimates include both the rapid 
decay of solubles, hemicellulose, and cellulose, and the prolonged decay of lignin. 
As with deposition, studies of decomposition rates are mostly for foliage and large 
log material, especially in the western USA (Table 6.1; MLR can be approximated 
in Table 6.1 for the first 10 years of decomposition from the k value by solving 
Eq. 6.1 using t = 10 and Lo = 10).

L
L
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kt= − ,
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6.1.4 Disturbance

Disturbance dictates fuel dynamics in most ecosystems and disturbance history is 
often considered the most important factor for predicting and describing fuel char-
acteristics (Brown and Bevins 1986; Keane et al. 2012a). Disturbance is defined 
here as an event, force, or agent, of biological or nonbiological origin, that causes 
mortality to organisms and changes patterns in ecosystems (Pickett and White 
1985). Disturbances can be endogenous, originating within the area of interest, or 
exogenous, coming from outside the area. Many types of disturbances influence 
fuel dynamics and each type has its own unique impacts on fuelbed characteristics. 
Disturbances may occur over short periods of time, such as wildland fire, or over 
longer periods of years or decades, such as insect and disease outbreaks. A distur-
bance event may impact an entire stand, such as when a crown fire kills all trees or 
shrubs, or it may affect only certain species or individuals, such as when mountain 
pine beetles kill specific pine tree host species within a stand. In addition, distur-
bances may kill entire plants or simply damage parts of them. Disturbances can also 
interact with each other, such as beetles and fire (Jenkins et al. 2008), or be totally 
independent of each other, such as blister rust and beetles (Six and Adams 2007).

A disturbance regime is a general term that describes the temporal and spatial 
characteristics of disturbances. Disturbance regimes are fundamentally different 
from individual disturbance events because regimes incorporate the cumulative ef-
fects of multiple disturbances over time. Thus, fuel dynamics are governed more by 
the disturbance regimes rather than any particular disturbance event. Disturbance 
regimes can be generally described by 11 characteristics (Table 6.2; Keane 2013). 
The disturbance agent is the entity that causes the disturbance, such as wind, fire, 
or beetles. Often, disturbance agents have a source that triggers the agent. Light-
ning can be a source for wildland fire and heavy snow loads may be the source for 
avalanches. Disturbances occur at a particular frequency that is often described over 
a period of time depending on scale and objective. Point-level measures, such as 
disturbance return interval and occurrence probability, describe the number of dis-
turbance events experienced over time at one point on the landscape. Disturbance 
intensity is the level of the disturbance agent as it occurs on the landscape. Insect 
and disease intensities are often described by population levels; windthrow intensity 
can be described by wind speed. Severity is different from intensity in that it reflects 
the impact of that disturbance on the biophysical environment and it is an important 
attribute because it directly links to land management. The sizes (area) and patterns 
(spatial variability) of disturbance severity and intensity often govern landscape 
and fuelbed heterogeneity, which influences a wide variety of landscape character-
istics such as connectivity, fragmentation, and diversity (Turner et al. 1997; Knight 
1987). Pattern refers to the size, shape, and spatial distribution of disturbed patches. 
Seasonality reflects the annual time of occurrence typical of a disturbance event, 
important because it can influence plant and animal phenology, mortality, and post-
disturbance recovery. Disturbance patterns are often influenced by the duration of 
the disturbance agent on the landscape, with durations ranging from seconds (wind) 
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and minutes (avalanches) to days (fire) and years (insects). The variability of dis-
turbance characteristics such as severity, frequency, and size, coupled with their 
interaction with existing patterns, duration, and seasonality of disturbance, as well 
as climate and vegetation, govern landscape dynamics and ultimately controls wild-
land fuels (Schoennagel et al. 2004).

The following sections provide simplistic descriptions of the effects of four com-
mon western North American disturbance regimes on fuelbed properties. It is im-
portant to note that these disturbances also interact with climate, vegetation, and 
other disturbances at the landscape level to uniquely modify fuel dynamics and 
create locally unique fuelbeds (Keane et al. 2014).

6.1.4.1 Wind

Wind influences fuel deposition in most ecosystems because of its high frequency, 
variable intensity, and disparate severities (Mitchell 2013). Many fuel particles 
would eventually fall to the ground without wind, but because wind is such a 
frequent phenomena, its action often dislodges most plant material long before it 
would fall on its own and then transports the detached fuel particles various dis-
tances. Wind effects range from chronic to acute. Trees respond to chronic wind 
exposure by thickening stems and structural roots, and by reducing shoot length 
thereby resulting in shorter and thicker branches and trunks that ultimately make 
unique surface fuel particles. Moderate acute wind may cause minor acute effects 
by freeing dead or dying plant material and depositing it over small areas. Strong 
winds, however, may strip live foliage and branch material from upright plants 
and deposit them great distances from the source plant (Schoennagel et al. 2012). 
 Severe wind may also cause plant breakage or uprooting, a disturbance process 
known as “windthrow” or “blowdown,” and these major effects create significantly 
different fuelbeds (Mitchell 2013). Hurricanes and typhoons may have winds that 
are so strong that they can topple most trees thereby moving canopy fuels directly to 
the ground surface over a short time period (Busing et al. 2009; Turner et al. 1997). 
The severity and frequency of windthrow depends on many site factors including 
soils, plant conditions (health, size), stand conditions (densities, size distribution), 
topography, management history, and, of course, wind characteristics (e.g., speed, 
duration, and direction).

Windthrow disturbances generally decrease canopy fuels, increase surface fuel 
loadings, and change surface fuelbed properties (Fig. 6.2b). Wind rarely reduces 
surface fuel loading as with some other disturbances. As a result, wind serves sev-
eral ecological roles in fuel deposition. First, winds affect spatial distributions of 
fuels by blowing fuel particles either evenly or unevenly across an area, depending 
on particle size, wind speed and direction, and vegetation condition (species, size, 
morphology, health). Second, strong winds may collapse canopy fuels into the sur-
face fuel layer thereby decreasing CBH, CBD, and CC but increasing surface fuel 
component loadings, bulk density, depth, and fuel component diversity (Vihnanek 
et al. 2009). Schoennagel et al. (2012) mention that hurricane winds were important 
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historical drivers of fire regimes in the southern USA because they created con-
tinuous surface fuelbeds with heavy loadings that facilitated the spread of fire. And 
last, wind can create unique patterns of fuelbed properties across the landscape be-
cause wind events and their intensities vary spatially and temporally in forests from 
large-scale catastrophic episodes, such as hurricanes and typhoons, to landscape 
level  occurrences, such as thunderstorms and tornadoes, to fine-scale perturbations, 
such as downdrafts and microbursts (Ulanova 2000). Each of these wind events can 
cause a patchwork of effects from minor branch breakage to minor windthrow dam-
age to complete forest blowdown across landscapes.

6.1.4.2 Fire

Fire is one of the few disturbances with effects that can work both ways; fire can 
both reduce and increase fuel loadings depending on the characteristics of the 
burn, conditions of the prefire fuelbed and vegetation, and time since burn. Fire 
reduces live and dead fuel loadings by consuming them during combustion and 
smoldering phases (Chap. 3). The amount of fuel consumed by the fire depends 
on many factors, such as the bulk density and depth of the fuelbed along with the 
moistures, mineral contents, densities, and SAVRs of the various particles in that 
fuelbed (Albini and Reinhardt 1995; Call and Albini 1997; Chap. 2). Commonly, 
wildland fires consume nearly all of the fine fuels (litter, twigs, herbs, shrubs) and 
partially consume large branches, CWD, and duff (Call and Albini 1997). Fire often 
leaves a complex mosaic of residual fuel loadings because of microsite differences 
in fuel size, moisture, loadings, and weather (wind, temperature, radiation). Most 
forested ecosystems also experience decreases in CBD and increases in CBH after 
fire. Crown fires, for example, significantly reduce canopy fuels by direct consump-
tion of all crowns, whereas surface and mixed severity fires may reduce CBD fuels 
by either killing those plants that are most susceptible to fire because they were 
small or maladapted to survive fire or by directly scorching plant parts. Microsite 
differences in surface and canopy fuel consumption become greater when fire in-
tensities are low, but as deep drought, high temperatures, and strong winds increase 
fire intensity and spread, microscale consumption and plant mortality often become 
more homogeneous (Brown and Reinhardt 1991). Keane and Parsons (2010), for 
example, observed that unburned patches after low-intensity prescribed burns were 
mostly found in the shade of overstory trees where radiation was reduced so that 
fuels did not dry sufficiently to carry the fire.

Fire can also increase surface fuel loadings by killing or damaging plants but 
not consuming their biomass. The scorched, dead biomass eventually falls on the 
ground over time to increase surface fuel loadings and decrease canopy fuels (Mar-
tin et al. 1979; Fig. 6.2c). Surface fuel loadings may also increase as fires burn or 
smolder at the base of live trees and snags to consume enough stemwood so that the 
standing boles fall. Increases in surface fuel component loadings after fire have been 
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 documented for hemlock/Douglas-fir forests (Agee and Huff 1987), southeastern US 
pine savannas (Thaxton and Platt 2006), and whitebark pine ecosystems (Keane and 
Parsons 2010).

Different fuel accumulation trajectories often result as a consequence of the 
distribution of severity, intensity, and pattern of fires in a fire regime (Fig. 6.3). 
For ecosystems with frequent fire regimes, repeated fires are constantly reduce 
fuels on the forest floor thereby keeping all dead fuel loads low (Fig. 6.3a). 
However, shrub and herbaceous loadings may become the dominant surface fuel 
components because they are adapted to survive fire and all other component 
loadings are low due to consumption by fire. After stand-replacement fires in 
forests, the dead snags of the fire-killed trees eventually fall and create high log 
loads for many years or until the next fire (Fig. 6.3b). Fine woody fuels peak 
right after the fire, and then decline until established trees become large enough 
to contribute significant FWD. Shrub and herb biomass peaks in the open condi-
tions left after the fire and declines as tree density and overhead shade increase. 
Litter and duff loadings slowly increase over time; litter increases as a result of 
increased growing biomass and duff increases as deposition is greater than de-
composition over time.

Fig. 6.3  Possible changes 
in fuelbed loadings for four 
fuel components and two 
wildland fire regimes: a 
frequent low severity fires, b 
stand-replacement fires. The 
fuel components are canopy 
fuel load (CFL: thick line), 
duff and litter (DUFF: dashed 
line), fine woody debris 
(FWD: thin line), and coarse 
woody debris (CWD: dotted 
line)
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6.1.4.3 Insects and Disease

Fuel dynamics after insect and disease outbreaks will vary with the agent and the 
intensity and severity of the outbreak (Table 6.1), but in general, insects and dis-
eases kill or damage their hosts thereby reducing live canopy fuels and increasing 
surface fuels (Augusiak et al. 2013; Parker et al. 2006). Dead and damaged canopy 
material eventually falls to the ground and becomes part of the surface fuelbed, as 
has been shown after spruce budworm infestations (Azuma 2010), blister rust infec-
tions (Campbell and Antos 2000), gypsy moth invasions (Collalti et al. 2014), and 
bark beetle outbreaks (Parker et al. 2006). Unlike wind and fire, insects and patho-
gens usually target specific plant hosts and sizes for infection, and as a result, the 
distribution and abundance of host plants on the landscape becomes a major factor 
in subsequent fuel dynamics. This section will focus on the bark beetles and fungal 
pathogens as examples of two significant disturbances because it would be nearly 
impossible to cover the wide variety of insects and disease species that influence 
forest and rangeland fuel complexes throughout the world.

The insect species most extensively studied for their influence on fuel dynam-
ics are bark beetles, and more specifically, the mountain pine beetle (Jenkins et al. 
2008). Surface fuels after major mountain pine beetle outbreaks appear to change in a 
number of ways (Fig. 6.2d). First, there is a flush of fine fuels, primarily needles and 
small twigs, occurring in the few years following mortality (Hoffman et al. 2012). 
These decompose relatively quickly as the large branches and eventually the beetle-
killed snags fall over the next several decades (Page and Jenkins 2007). Klutsch 
et al. (2014) found that FWD and CWD increased by 10 % for every 1.0 m2 ha−1 
of basal area loss from endemic beetle mortality. Dead trees eventually topple as 
decomposition rots the root structure thereby increasing 100-h and 1000-h fuels.

Canopy fuel characteristics also change after a beetle outbreak. Foliage on  fatally 
attacked pine trees first turns red then falls to the ground over the next 2–5 years. 
These red needles may have lower moistures and higher flammability than green fo-
liage, possibly creating a higher potential for crown fires (Schoennagel et al. 2012; 
Jolly et al. 2012). But when these red needles fall leaving only dead pine tree bole 
and branches, which is often called the gray stage (4–10 years after an outbreak), 
the canopy characteristics of CBD, CBH, and CC decrease to reduce fire hazard, but 
the magnitude of the reduction in canopy fuels depends on the severity of the beetle 
outbreak (Hicke et al. 2012). Meanwhile, the space vacated by the beetle-killed 
trees may be quickly occupied by opportunistic herb, shrub, and most importantly, 
seedlings and saplings of shade-tolerant tree species to increase live fuel biomass 
and change canopy fuel characteristics (Kovacic et al. 1985). Many factors control 
the timing and magnitude of the live and dead fuel dynamics after beetle outbreaks. 
First, the level of tree mortality (severity) and tree species composition (pre-out-
break conditions) of the host stand dictates the potential amount of biomass that can 
be actually deposited on the ground (Hicke et al. 2012). Mixed species stands where 
50 % of the trees are pine host species and all host species were killed deposit less 
fuel than stands composed entirely of host species that experienced 100 % mortal-
ity. Second, the biophysical setting and host species characteristics often dictate the 
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timing and duration of litterfall and its subsequent decomposition. Beetle-killed 
ponderosa pine stands on dry sites, for example, may have slower deposition and 
higher snag fall rates than high elevation, cold lodgepole pine stands (Hoffman 
et al. 2012). And last, interactions with other disturbances, such as wind and fire, 
alter temporal and spatial patterns of beetle-killed fuel accumulation (Parker et al. 
2006).

Few studies have documented fuel dynamics after pathogen epidemics but the 
net effect is similar to that for insects—there is an increase in surface litter and 
woody fuels and a corresponding decrease in canopy fuel characteristics as plants 
and plant parts are killed by pathogens (Parker et al. 2006). Metz et al. (2010) found 
increases in surface fuel loads after sudden oak death in coastal California oak for-
ests, but these increases did not increase fire severity when site was burn in a wild-
fire. Root and stem rots were major factors that increased surface fuel loadings in 
ponderosa pine stands in the Black Hills of South Dakota, USA (Lundquist 2007). 
In redwood forests of California, Metz et al. (2013) found that increases in disease 
possibly caused by climate change have increased fuel loadings to foster fires that 
may not be survived by resident redwood trees. Fungal infections may alter more 
than fuel component loadings; the dead and dying trees may be composed of wood 
in advanced stages of rot so when they fall, the logs they create will probably have 
lower particle densities and higher SAVRs (Hartley 1958).

6.1.4.4 Grazing

Grazing, as it influences fuelbeds, involves the consumption of live and sometimes 
dead herbaceous, shrub, and tree fuels by native ungulates and domestic livestock. 
Grazing directly changes the surface fuel complex by reducing loadings of the fine 
herbaceous and shrubby fuel components, and possibly tree regeneration foliage 
(Zimmermann and Neuenschwander 1984) and indirectly changes surface and can-
opy fuels by facilitating increased tree regeneration due to reduced grass, shrub, and 
herb competition that in turn increases litter and woody material on the ground and 
biomass in the canopy (Miller and Rose 1999). Grazing effects on wildland fuels 
depend on many factors including the grazing species (agent), abundance, timing, 
and duration of grazing (intensity, seasonality), responses of the plant species being 
grazed (severity), and the climate (Asner et al. 2004). Grazing will tend to make 
fuels discontinuous and less connected, resulting in a more heterogeneous fuelbed 
pattern (Turner and Bratton 1987) unless areas are overgrazed.

Changes to fuelbed properties caused by grazing are unique to specific ecosys-
tems and landscapes. Bachelet et al. (2000) and Briggs et al. (2002) found that 
woody species encroachment into grasslands was enhanced by grazing and held in 
check by fires, and that fires in encroached areas were often more intense and severe 
thereby killing more trees. However, Moreira et al. (2001) found that agricultural 
abandonment and the reduction of grazing increased shrubs and trees in Portugal. 
Grazing may also facilitate the invasion of exotic plants into the ecosystems there-
by altering fuelbed characteristics and potential fire behavior (Keeley et al. 2003). 
 Areas might be grazed so intensively that little surface fuel remains to ignite a fire 
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so that they become fuel breaks thereby impeding the spread of fire, but as less pal-
atable woody plants become established in heavily grazed areas, canopy and surface 
FWD may increase, and fire spread may eventually be possible, and the subsequent 
effects may be more severe than a grassland fire.

6.1.4.5 Disturbance Interactions

While effects of individual disturbances may be important to fuelbed characteristics 
in some ecosystems, it is really the interaction of disturbances that most influences 
fuel dynamics (Schoennagel et al. 2004; Bigler et al. 2005). These interactions may 
be direct and immediate, such as trees surviving mixed severity fire becoming more 
susceptible to subsequent windthrow because of their increased wind exposure, or 
they may be indirect and long term, such as mountain pine beetle mortality in pine 
forests allowing shade-tolerant species in the understory to increase CBD and lower 
the canopy layer (CBH), thereby creating the potential for more severe and intense 
crown fires. Interactions can be simple, such as where grazing reduces flashy fuels 
and thus limits fire spread and decreases fire intensity (Bachelet et al. 2000), or 
they can be quite complex, such as increases in woody plant density and size as a 
result of fire exclusion, which then increases transpiration to reduce water avail-
ability making the ecosystem more susceptible to tree mortality from insects and 
pathogens in heavy droughts that then fosters more intense fires (Bigler et al. 2005). 
The origin, condition, and future dynamics of most fuelbeds can only be under-
stood by addressing the multiple interactions of disturbances with the biophysical 
 environment.

There are many interesting examples of multiple disturbance interactions that 
influence fuel dynamics (Keane et al. 2014). Bark beetles and the fungus Phaeolus 
schweinitzii may interact with fire to alter lodgepole pine fuel dynamics in Oregon, 
USA (Geiszler et al. 1980). Windthrown trees may facilitate an increase in Ips spp. 
beetle populations that then kill surrounding live trees resulting in even heavier 
loadings and deeper fuelbeds (Goheen and Hansen 1993). Trees that remain after 
fuel reduction treatments may be more prone to wind damage that results in canopy 
fuel decreases and surface fuel increases (Reinhardt et al. 2008). Matson and Bart 
(2013) noted that root disease of spruce caused by Inonotus tomentosus may con-
tribute to increased mortality from the spruce beetle ( Dendroctonus rufipennis) in 
boreal and subboreal spruce forests of British Columbia but the interaction is highly 
governed by the condition of the vegetation. Bachelet et al. (2000) found that the 
interaction of fire with grazing maintained the pine savanna in the Black Hills of 
South Dakota USA. In southwestern US ponderosa pine forests, dwarf mistletoe 
( Arceuthobium vaginatum) weakens pine trees making them more susceptible to 
mountain pine beetle attack thereby increasing tree mortality and surface fuels that 
will then tend to foster more intense wildfires that will kill even more pines (Parker 
et al. 2006).
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6.2 Landscape Ecology

The landscape ecology of wildland fuels is the interaction of the above processes 
across multiple space and time scales to create shifting mosaics of fuel conditions. 
Understanding the spatial and temporal distributions of fuels may provide a bet-
ter understanding of the impact of various wildland fuel management activities on 
fuel properties and it also might help explain unexpected fire behaviors and effects 
(Parsons et al. 2010). It can also aid in developing effective fuel applications that in-
tegrate spatial variability in their design such as new fuel classifications (Chap. 7), 
sampling methods (Chap. 8), and geospatial data (Chap. 9). Patterns of fuel charac-
teristics will be important inputs to the fire effects and behavior models of the future 
(Parsons et al. 2010; King et al. 2008).

While many have extensively studied the landscape ecology of fire (McKenzie 
et al. 2011), few have looked at the spatial and temporal relationships of the wild-
land biomass that fuels these fires. Reich et al. (2004) evaluated the spatial vari-
ability of several fuel components over a large landscape in the US Black Hills and 
found that the variability was correlated to topography and vegetation. Hiers et al. 
(2009) measured small-scale variations in surface fuel using LiDAR and found that 
fuelbed depths become spatially independent after small distances (0.5 m2). Spatial 
variability of grasslands have been described in the context of population dynam-
ics and restoration potential but have not been related to fuel characteristics (Peters 
et al. 2006). Theobald (2013) found that while fine-scale variation in fuels dictated 
fire behavior, the distribution of CWD dictated germination in longleaf pine eco-
systems. While some studies have described fuel distributions across landscapes 
( Ferrari 1999; Jin 2004), few have actually quantified the variability of fuel proper-
ties across space (Jia et al. 2006; King et al. 2008; Miller and Urban 2000). And, 
while many have identified fuel continuity as a major spatial characteristic of wild-
land fuels (Knapp and Keeley 2006; Jenkins et al. 2012), few studies have evaluated 
fuel patterns using landscape metrics.

Several landscape metrics are important in describing fuel patterns. Contagion 
is the probability that a pixel, patch, or polygon will be adjacent to a pixel, patch, 
or polygon of the same attributes, such as the same fuel complex, while disper-
sion is the inverse of contagion. Patch density is the number of patches (area of 
homogeneous fuel characteristics) per unit area that indirectly represents patch size. 
Landscape shape indexes measure the irregularity of patch shapes using perimeter 
to area ratios. Few studies have described landscape pattern and patch dynamics 
of wildland fuels. Sturtevant et al. (2004) used proportion of the landscape, mean 
patch size, nearest neighbor distance, and juxtaposition as metrics to describe con-
nectivity of high-risk fuel types in Wisconsin, USA. A major limitation of most 
landscape metrics is that they were designed for mapped categorical variables, such 
as categories in a fuel classification (Chap. 8), but variables to describe fuel prop-
erties are continuous variables and there are a limited set of landscape analyses to 
describe spatial distributions of continuous fuel properties and landscape metrics 
for continuous variables are more complex and difficult to interpret.
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Spatial variability is an important landscape characteristic for describing land-
scape structure in continuous wildland fuel variables. It is often described using 
semivariograms; a descriptive technique that graphically represents the spatial con-
tinuity and autocorrelation of a spatial data set (Bellehumeur and Legendre 1998; 
Townsend and Fuhlendorf 2010). Semivariogram range, the distance where the 
variance curve first flattens (Fig. 6.4), is important in landscape ecology because it 
represents the spatial scale at which the entity of concern is best described in space, 
often called the inherent patch size (Fortin 1999). Using semivariograms, Keane 
et al. (2012a) estimated the spatial scale of individual fuel components on several 
US Rocky Mountain landscapes. They found that the smaller the fuel component, 
the finer the scale of spatial distribution. FWD varied at scales of 1–5 m, depend-
ing on the fuel particle, but CWD varied at 50–150 m and canopy fuel characteris-
tics varied at 100–400m scales. This limited study shows that each fuel component 
has its own inherent scale and that this scale varies by biophysical environment, 
vegetation structure and composition, and time since disturbance. The implications 
of these findings are found in nearly all chapters of this book. Fuel classification 
effectiveness can be compromised because the variability of loadings across the 
unique spatial scales overwhelms the ability of the classification to uniquely iden-
tify disparate fuel classes (Chap. 7). Fuel sampling must account for the diverse 
scales of distribution between fuel components in sampling designs (Chap. 8), and 
fuel mapping must match the scale of mapping approaches and imagery to the scale 
of the fuel components being mapped to create accurate and consistent fuels layers 
(Chap. 9) (Fig. 6.4).

Another finding of the Keane et al. (2012b) study was the high spatial vari-
ability of a number of fuel properties within a site. The variability in loading for 
any fuel component was often twice the mean, even within a small homogeneous 
sampling area, and most other fuel properties, such as particle density, bulk density, 
and mineral content, also exhibited high variabilities (Table 3.2). They also found 
that this variability was not normally distributed but instead highly skewed towards 
the lower fuel values. Other findings were that this high variability could not be 
explained by any vegetation-based measurement or fuel loading estimate from any 
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other fuel component; standard silvicultural measurements, such as basal area, tree 
density, and DBH, were not correlated to fuel component loadings, and none of 
the eight surface fuel components were correlated with each other. These findings 
provide valuable insight into why it is so difficult to create fuel applications and 
products that accurately predict fuel loadings—the high variability within a fuel 
component coupled with the fact that each component loading is independent of 
other component loadings and the spatial distribution of that variability is different 
for each fuel component often overwhelms statistical analyses (Keane et al. 2013).

The spatial variability of wildland fuel components over time directly impacts 
the fire regime, which in turn, has major ramifications for fire management. Land-
scape patches that have insufficient fuels to sustain fire spread, such as recently 
treated or burned patches, form fuel breaks that limit fire growth, reduce fire in-
tensity, and minimize fire severity (Agee and Skinner 2005). The extent and spa-
tial distribution of these burned patches on the landscape modify growth of future 
fires. This self-organizational property of wildland fire will be incredibly important 
in predicting future fire dynamics under climate change (McKenzie and Kennedy 
2011; McKenzie et al. 2014). Fire frequencies, for example, may increase under 
warming climates only to a point when postburn patches limit fire growth. Even-
tually, dynamics of the fuel mosaic interact with fire to create landscapes that are 
self-organized and exhibit a unique fire regime (McKenzie et al. 2011). Fire and 
fuel management can use this ecological theory to develop management plans that 
effectively integrate wildfires, controlled wildfires, prescribed fires, and fuel treat-
ments to minimize firefighting costs and maximize ecosystem resilience while still 
protecting homes and people (Reinhardt et al. 2008).
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Science is the systematic classification of experience 
Philosopher George Henry Lewes

7.1  Introduction

Wildland fire scientists and managers use classifications of fuelbeds for a number 
of reasons. Most importantly, classifications provide a means to easily enter fuelbed 
properties into fire management software. Fire managers often have insufficient re-
sources to directly measure or sample fuel component characteristics in the field, so 
using a classification to quantify fuel characteristics is an appealing option. Second, 
many use classifications to communicate fuelbed characteristics to other profes-
sionals because most fuelbeds are highly complex and diverse (Chap. 2), and this 
complexity often limits effective technical exchange, especially in operational fire 
management planning and tactical firefighting. Third, the categories in some fuel 
classifications may be used as mapping units in the development of digital fuel 
maps over large areas (Chap. 9). Finally, some classifications can be used in the 
field as an alternative fuel inventory and monitoring protocol for assessing fuel 
loadings (Sikkink et al. 2009) (Chap. 8).

Classification is often defined as the process in which objects are recognized, 
differentiated, and understood. In this chapter, fuel classification is defined as the 
process of identifying unique fuelbeds and quantifying their component attributes. 
People differentiate fuelbeds in a number of ways. Some assume vegetation serves 
as an acceptable surrogate for differentiating fuelbeds, so they use vegetation 
classifications as de facto fuel classifications (Keane et al. 2013). Others classify 
fuelbeds by the way they might burn in a severe fire (Burgan 1987; Hornby 1935). 
While some subjectively evaluate the representativeness of a fuelbed through field 
reconnaissance (Ottmar et al. 2007), others use extensive field data to systemati-
cally classify fuelbeds using advanced statistical techniques (Lutes et al. 2009). 
Fuel classifications may use any number of variables to describe and quantify fuel 
component attributes, such as heat content, mineral content, and particle density, 
depending on the fire software application, but the most common variable used 
across fire management classifications is fuel loading (Weise and Wright 2014).
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7.2  Classification Approaches

Several fuel classifications are currently used by land management agencies across 
the globe, and most of these systems appear quite similar because they have com-
parable categories, components, and description variables (Anderson 1982; Keane 
2013; Sandberg et al. 2001; Weise and Wright 2014). The main distinction between 
most existing fuel classification systems is in the approaches used to create them 
(Keane 2013). Although it would be much easier if there was only one fuel classifi-
cation for all fire science and management applications, multiple fuel classification 
systems exist today because each fire modeling system requires a specific set of fuel 
inputs and its own unique classification input scheme. Fire behavior fuel classifica-
tions, for example, include fuel component attributes, such as fuel depth, that may 
not be needed in fire effects prediction systems.

Effective biological classifications are designed to be systematic (well organized), 
practical (easily identified using a key), singular (uniquely identifies a class), and 
comprehensive (the key can be used across a broad range of fuelbeds). This usually 
implies that the classes that comprise them are mutually exclusive, and a change in 
the value of an attribute of one class usually affects the values of the same attribute 
in other classes (Gauch and Whittaker 1981). However, many of today’s fuel clas-
sifications were not created using systematic classification procedures that group 
fuelbeds based on statistical and ecological differences. Because of this, the fuel 
classifications in this chapter will be summarized by the four broad approaches used 
to create them: (1) association, (2) opportunistic, (3) classification, and (4) abstrac-
tion (Table 7.1). Of course, some of the fuel classifications presented as examples 
were created using a combination of approaches.

7.2.1  Association

Many have associated or linked fuel component information, such as loading, to 
the categories of other extant classifications commonly used in natural resource 
management (Keane 2013). This is often accomplished by summarizing field-col-
lected fuels data by extant classification categories. For example, Reinhardt et al. 
(1997) average field-measured fuel loadings for eight fuel components across the 
vegetation-based categories of both the Eyre (1980) forest cover type classification 
and the Shiflet (1994) range cover type classification to facilitate input to the First-
Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM). In Canada, Hawkes et al. (1995) assigned fuel 
loadings to various categories of vegetation and timber type classifications, and the 
Canadian Fire Behavior Prediction System contains fuel input types that are associ-
ated with major forest vegetation types (FCFDG 1992). Poulos et al. (2007) created 
vegetation composition and structure layers from environmental gradients, satellite 
imagery, and forest inventory data, then scaled fuels information to the resultant 
biophysical classification for Texas fuelbeds. The fuel type group classification was 
created by summarized Forest Inventory and Analysis georeferenced fuels data by 
forest type groups (Keane et al. 2013).
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There are many advantages to linking fuels to vegetation-based classifications 
that make this approach quite attractive to a number of researchers and managers 
(Bailey and Mickler 2007). Many vegetation and natural resource classifications 
are well known to fire managers and have a long history of use in land manage-
ment because they are easy to learn and contain proven keys for quick and objec-
tive identification of vegetation categories in the field. Vegetation characteristics 
used in classification keys, such as composition, structure, and successional stage, 
are easily identified in the field with minimal training. Moreover, a vast array of 
ancillary land management analyses can be done by linking vegetation information 
with fuels data, such as predicting future fuel conditions using vegetation succes-
sion models (Davis et al. 2009), linking canopy fuels with surface fuels (Keane 
et al. 2006), creating fuel maps (Reeves et al. 2006), and prioritizing areas for fuel 
treatment (Hessburg et al. 2007). Finally, additional fuel components and character-
istics can be added with little effort; canopy fuels, for example, can be summarized 
by vegetation type along with surface fuel loadings.

There are some major problems with the association method of linking fuel char-
acteristics to existing classification categories that might limit the application of this 
approach in the future (Table 7.1). First and foremost, fuel characteristics are rarely 
correlated to vegetation attributes and categories, especially at fine scales, because 
they also depend on decomposition and disturbance (Chap. 6) (Keane et al. 2012b; 
Keane and Gray 2013). Brown and Bevins (1986) found that fuel loadings did not 
correlate with cover type or habitat type and speculated that stand disturbance his-
tory had more influence on fuelbed loadings than vegetation. One reason for this 
lack of relationship between fuels and vegetation might be that vegetation attri-
butes, such as species cover and height, vary at coarser scales than wildland fuels 
(Chap. 6). Wildland fuel loadings are also highly variable across a vegetation type 
category (Chap. 6). As a result, many disparate fuelbeds may be represented within 
one vegetation type, and conversely, many vegetation types may have the same 
fuelbed description. This redundancy is also related to the fact that the resolutions 
of most vegetation classifications (e.g., species taxa) do not match the resolution of 
those fuelbed characteristics that foster unique fire behavior and effects (fine-scale 
fuel components) (Keane et al. 2012a). For these reasons, vegetation-based fuel 
classifications often have poor accuracies and low precisions (Keane et al. 2013). 
Accuracies of the vegetation classifications for which fuels are associated do not 
reflect the true accuracy of the fuel information. For example, a 90 % accuracy 
of a vegetation map does not translate into 90 % accuracy for the fuels data. The 
associated fuels information must be compared with field-collected fuel data to de-
termine fuelbed accuracy, and often, these analyses show poor agreement (Keane 
et al. 2013). Moreover, since fuel component properties are independently averaged 
across somewhat broad vegetation categories, the resultant set of fuel component 
properties may represent a summarized fuelbed that may be rare.

Another problem with the association approach is that it is difficult to refine 
the fuel descriptions to improve classification accuracies. If classified fuel loading 
accuracies are low, as is often the case, there is little recourse to improve the accuracy 
without changing the original vegetation classifications by adding, modifying, or 
deleting categories, or by adding additional classifications to the already complex 
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associative approach (e.g., combine a classification of stand structure with a cover 
type classification). The addition of new classifications or classes exponentially 
increases the amount of fuel data needed to cover all combinations of the merged 
classifications; so many combinations might be missing valuable fuel data to 
quantify fuel information.

7.2.2  Opportunistic

In the opportunistic approach to fuel classification, unique fuelbeds are subjectively 
identified in the field and selected as a new category to include in the classifica-
tion based on their representativeness for a region, vegetation type, or fuel type. 
The newly identified fuelbed becomes a new class in the classification once the 
fuel component properties are measured and assigned to this fuelbed. Keane (2013) 
called this a “bottom-up” indirect classification approach where there are an infinite 
number of classes possible in this ever-expanding classification method.

Two fuel classifications provide excellent examples of this opportunistic 
approach: the photo series (Chap. 8) and the Fuel Characteristics Classification 
System (FCCS). In both, new and unique fuelbeds can be added as they are identified 
by managers, scientists, and resources specialists in the field for local, regional, or 
national applications (Berg 2007). When new fuelbeds are sampled, the resultant 
data become attributes of the new class in the classification (Riccardi et al. 2007b). 
The photo series is a set of photographs of fuelbeds where fuel component loadings 
have been measured (Fig. 7.1). These photographs are usually described and strati-
fied by vegetation characteristics, such as cover type or species composition. Each 
photo in the series becomes a category in the classification and many have used 
photo series photos to describe and quantify fuel characteristics (Keyes 2002). The 
FCCS is a more formal adoption of an opportunistically derived fuel classification 
(Ottmar et al. 2007). In the FCCS, unique fuelbeds are identified, either in the field 
or office, and then directly or indirectly sampled to populate a database that links 

Fig. 7.1  A picture from the 
Fischer (1980) photo series
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fuel component properties with the identified FCCS “fuelbed.” This fuelbed then 
becomes a category in the classification. The system uses ecoregion, stand structure, 
and site history classification variables to identify fuelbeds in the field (Riccardi 
et al. 2007a). FCCS is also somewhat special in that it also contains its own fire 
behavior model tuned for the FCCS fuel components (Sandberg et al. 2007).

The advantage of developing opportunistic classifications is that new fuel com-
ponents and properties can be added to the classification with little effort. The 
FCCS has quantified over 20 fuel properties for several fuel components in each 
fuelbed in the classification (Fig. 7.2). Opportunistic classifications can be used to 
represent fuels at any scale; FCCS classifications have been developed for small 
areas, such as plots and treatment units, and for large regions, such as the entire 
USA (McKenzie et al. 2007). These classifications are also easy to understand and 
build, and they can be modified and revised by anyone with any level of experience. 
In addition, the classes represent actual fuelbeds that are extensively documented 
in the field.

There are some shortcomings in the opportunistic approach that may limit their 
application. Few opportunistic classifications are able to consistently and uniquely 
identify a fuelbed in the field (Ottmar et al. 2007). Most rely on the expertise of the 
fuel sampler to match the observed fuelbed conditions to the categories in the classi-
fication, or to identify a class based on the ancillary vegetation and site classification 
criteria used to describe the fuelbed (e.g., photo series). The FCCS, for example, 
does not contain a key to directly identify a fuelbed from fuelbed characteristics. 

Fig. 7.2  A general description of the elements in the FCCS. (Ottmar et al. 2007)
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Instead, it uses a set of ecological descriptions mostly based on vegetation and stand 
history to aid in fuelbed identification (Ottmar et al. 2007). As a result, there is 
often redundancy across many fuel classification categories; the properties of one 
fuelbed may be quite similar to other fuelbeds sampled in another part of the coun-
try or for another vegetation type, especially for the fine woody debris components. 
Linking opportunistic classification categories to spatial data layer attributes is also 
problematic because it is difficult to consistently validate an assigned class in the 
field because there is no fuel classification key. Another problem is that since the 
variation across fuelbeds is not incorporated into the classification design, there can 
be an infinite number of possible categories (fuelbeds), and conversely, there can 
be many locally relevant fuelbeds that are missing in the final classification. Keane 
et al. (2006), for example, mapped FCCS categories across central Utah but found 
that over 30 % of the land area had vegetation attributes that did not match sampled 
FCCS classes. This issue makes opportunistic classifications somewhat difficult to 
learn because it is always changing and new classes are always being added.

7.2.3  Classification

Classification, as previously mentioned, is the process of systematically and com-
prehensively clustering items (fuelbeds) into unique groups based on selected attri-
butes—mainly loading by fuel components. Usually, this involves numerical clus-
tering and complex statistical techniques that attempt to directly identify unique 
groups based on the variation of the attributes selected to develop the classification 
(Gauch and Whittaker 1981; Orloci 1967). Once unique groups are identified, a 
comprehensive key based on the analysis variables (e.g., loading) can be devised to 
objectively identify the classification category for a field-assessed observation. This 
approach partitions the variation in the field data to reduce redundancy and produce 
a singular classification.

Few existing fuel classifications were built using this direct, top-down classifi-
cation approach. In perhaps the first effort at directly classifying fuels, Fahnestock 
(1970) developed two keys that evaluated various fuel attributes, including particle 
size, compactness, vertical position, and horizontal continuity, to key to unique spread 
rate and crowning potential classes. Dimitrakopoulos (2001) created a fuels classi-
fication for Greece by clustering flammability variables, such as heat content, ash 
content, and particle density, into unique groups using hierarchical cluster analysis 
and canonical discriminant analysis for Mediterranean shrublands. The fuel loading 
models (FLMs) of Lutes et al. (2009) is distinctive in that field-collected fuel loading 
data were used to simulate smoke emissions and soil heating, and these simulation 
results, along with loading, were used to create unique classes using advanced clus-
tering and then a unique key was created using regression tree analyses. As a result, 
this classification effectively integrated the resolution of the fire models for which 
the FLMs would eventually be used into the classification design (Fig. 7.3).

An advantage of the direct classification approach is that resultant classifica-
tions are fully supported by the data that were used to create them, and therefore, 
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represent actual fuelbeds with measured loadings. As such, these classifications can 
be used as (1) inventory techniques to quantify fuel characteristics (Sikkink et al. 
2009); (2) descriptors of unique fuel types to facilitate communication between 
managers, scientists, and other professionals (Sandberg et al. 2001); and (3) map 
units in fuel mapping efforts (Keane et al. 2001). Effective classified fuel systems 
contain dichotomous keys that can uniquely identify a class on the ground based on 
qualities of the fuelbed (Sikkink et al. 2009). The loading information for a clas-
sified category can be used in fire applications, such as simulating fire effects and 
validating fuel maps, and the variability of loadings within a category can be incor-
porated into the analyses. And since statistical classifications have low redundancy 
between classes, class attributes may be used for quantifying loading in fire models, 
as a field inventory technique (Chap. 7), and for identifying possible thresholds in 
fire behavior and effects modeling (Lutes et al. 2009).

Directly classified fuel classifications, such as FLMs, also have drawbacks. All 
fuel classifications, and especially those developed from direct classification tech-
niques, require extensive data sets to fully represent the diversity of fuelbeds in the 
analysis. As a result, the depth, scope, and quality of the data sets used to create  
the classification system are rarely comprehensive enough to represent all possible 

Fig. 7.3  The classification diagram showing the clustering of fire effects groups (e.g., EG1) on 
gradients of smoke emissions production and soil heating. These fire effects groups were then 
divided into finer groups to create the FLMs. (Lutes et al. 2006)
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fuelbeds that exist across the target area. While FLMs were developed using exten-
sive data collected across the entire USA, the analysis data set was missing critical 
data from several major US fuelbeds that were unsampled at the time of FLM devel-
opment, including many non-forest rangeland types, and therefore, these categories 
are missing in the classification (Lutes et al. 2009). Another limitation is that the 
parameters used in the clustering algorithms, such as the desired number of clusters, 
have a major influence on the classification, yet they are often subjectively esti-
mated based on the objectives of the analysis. Finally, it is quite difficult to modify, 
add, or remove new categories or components as new data become available with-
out completely redoing the entire classification.

7.2.4  Abstraction

Some fuel classifications were created using abstraction where the qualities of a 
fuelbed are related to abstract evaluations of fire behavior (Muraro 1965). Hornby 
(1936), for example, subjectively described western US fuelbeds using two fire 
behavior attributes: resistance to fire control and fire spread (Chap. 1). Most US fire 
behavior predictions systems were built using the Rothermel (1972) model, and the 
fuel classifications used as inputs to this model are often called fire behavior fuel 
models (FBFMs) that are essentially abstractions of expected fire behavior. Each 
FBFM is described by a set of fuel characteristics (e.g., loading, SAVR, mineral 
content, heat content) for each of the input fuel components required by the fire 
behavior modeling systems (Burgan and Rothermal 1984). However, the FBFM 
fuel characteristics are quantified to represent “expected” fire behavior and, as such, 
can’t be used to describe actual fuel characteristics. To create FBFMs, fuel input 
parameters for each FBFM, including loading, are adjusted to reflect realistic fire 
behavior under known fuel moisture and weather conditions by comparing model 
results with observed fire behavior or expert opinion (Burgan 1987). This is because 
the inherent complexity of the quasi-mechanistic Rothermel (1972) fire behavior al-
gorithm makes it difficult to predict realistic fire behavior from actual fuel loadings 
(Burgan 1987). As a result, a somewhat complicated procedure has been developed 
to create new FBFM models, called “custom” fuel models, where fuel loadings and 
other fuelbed characteristics need to be adjusted to achieve a realistic and believ-
able fire simulations based on observations of fire behavior in the field. As a result, 
FBFMs are actually classifications of expected fire behavior. They were included 
in this chapter because they are perhaps the most used fuel classification in fire 
management. FBFMs have been used in the USA for over 30 years, and they have 
been broadly accepted by managers as a viable method of describing fuels for fire 
behavior modeling. The development and use of FBFMs are taught to fire managers 
in a wide variety of fire management courses throughout the world.

Most abstract fuel description systems today are FBFMs created for use in fire be-
havior applications that contain the Rothermel (1972) spread model as implemented 
in BEHAVE (Andrews 2008) and FARSITE (Finney 1998) systems. In the USA, 
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the most commonly used FBFM classifications are the (1) 13 FBFMs described 
by Anderson (1982), (2) 40 + models of Scott and Burgan (2005), and (3) 20 fire 
danger fuel models used in the National Fire Danger Rating System (Deeming et al. 
1977). Others have created new sets of custom FBFMs to these classifications. 
Reich et al. (2004), for example, created several new BEHAVE custom fuel models 
using field loading data that were then mapped to a South Dakota US landscape, and 
Cheyette et al. (2008) created custom fuel models for the wildland urban interface 
lands around Anchorage, Alaska, using a supervised vegetation-based classification 
of 13 cover types. In Greece, Dimitrakopoulos (2002) created seven FBFMs by 
synthesizing fuel data from 181 natural fuel complexes described by vegetation. In 
Corsica, Santoni et al. (2011) developed two fuel models for a spatially explicit fire 
model built to simulate fire behavior for maquis and juniper shrublands. To evalu-
ate fire hazard in Portugal, Fernandes (2009) developed a suite of 19 fuel models 
based on the dominant vegetation structures and complexes in mainland Portuguese 
forests.

The main advantage in creating abstract fuel description systems is that, ideally, 
the resolution of fuel classes (FBFMs) match the resolution of the fire models for 
which the classes will be used as inputs. Another words, each FBFM represents a 
major change in predicted fire behavior in the Rothermel (1972) model. This means 
that the uncertainty and error in model predictions may be minimized from inaccu-
rate and inappropriate fuel inputs because the fuel models were calibrated to actual 
fire behavior observations (Burgan 1987). Another advantage is that new custom 
fuel models can be developed for unique local situations or for broad use across 
large regions (Burgan and Hardy 1994).

The biggest drawback to the abstraction classification approach and their prod-
ucts, such as FBFMs, is that without prior knowledge of fire behavior in local fuel 
conditions, it is nearly impossible to accurately and consistently identify, use, and 
interpret most of the abstract classes. Identification of FBFMs in the field, for exam-
ple, is highly subjective because it is based on an individual’s perception of how fire 
will burn the fuelbed under severe weather conditions, rather than on actual mea-
surements of fuel loadings. There are no standardized keys to consistently identify 
FBFMs for either the Anderson (1982) or Scott and Burgan (2005) FBFM classifica-
tion systems. Because abstract classifications are inherently subjective and difficult 
to use, most fuel mapping efforts based on abstract classification products must rely 
on expert knowledge and past experience (Keane and Reeves 2011). FBFMs are also 
difficult to create because their development requires a delicate balance of parameter 
adjustments to match observed fire behavior with fire weather and fuel properties 
that should only be done by experienced analysts and fire managers (Burgan 1987). 
These limitations may preclude the use of FBFMs in the future as new fire behav-
ior simulation models are developed, as novel fuelbeds are created from innovative 
fuel treatments, and as abundant fuel input data become available for describing 
fuelbeds.

Abstract fuel classifications can only be used for fire behavior prediction and are 
rarely used in other areas of fire and land management. FBFMs, for example, don’t 
include loadings for some major fuel components, such as logs and duff, which are 
critical for computing smoke emissions, simulating post-frontal combustion, and 
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evaluating wildlife habitat. FBFMs can only be used in the fire behavior model for 
which they were created; it is inappropriate to use existing fire behavior or danger 
fuel models in other fire simulation systems (Alexander 2013; Sandberg et al. 2007). 
Similar to opportunistic classification approaches, there can be an infinite number 
of abstractions to account for an infinite number of possible fire behaviors, making 
FBFMs that represent unique fire behaviors difficult to build, especially given the 
coarse resolution of the fire models. And because FBFMs indirectly represent the 
resolution of the fire behavior prediction systems, it is difficult to evaluate the effect 
that subtle changes in fuel characteristics brought about by fuel treatments have on 
fire behavior, especially if there are small changes in fuel loadings that are too fine 
for the resolution of the FBFM.

7.3  Challenges

Classifying wildland fuelbeds has always been difficult because of the highly vari-
able composition, distribution, and arrangement of fuel particles in space and the 
dynamic changes in particle characteristics over time (Chaps. 2, 3, and 5). Spatial 
and temporal variability of fuel properties directly influences fire behavior (Par-
sons et al. 2010; Bachmann and Allgower 2002), controls fire effects (Reinhardt 
et al. 2001), confounds fuel sampling (Keane and Gray 2013), confuses mapping 
efforts (Keane et al. 2001), and complicates fuel classification (Keane 2013). Fuel 
properties are highly variable across space and can even be highly variable within 
individual fuel particles (Keane et al. 2012b). This variability is scale dependent 
with variability of smaller fuel particles distributed over smaller scales than large 
fuels (e.g., twigs vary at smaller scales than logs). Any fuel classification system 
that does not incorporate this variability into its design may be highly redundant and 
ineffective for some fire applications.

Fire managers and researchers are often frustrated by all these seemingly 
redundant classifications and may desire a single fuel description system that can 
be used across all software platforms and prediction systems. This would simplify 
fuel sampling, mapping, and input into the numerous fire management applications. 
This chapter presents several reasons why today’s fuel classifications often have in-
sufficient scope, quality, resolution, and accuracy to serve as the primary fuel clas-
sification in fire management. Several major advances in technology and research 
need to be made before a universal fuel description system can be created. It will 
be difficult to develop any new fuel description system without knowing what the 
new fire models need for fuels inputs. While the next generations of fire behavior 
and effects simulation models are being developed, it is critical that both new fuel 
classification systems be built to balance ecological understanding of fuel dynamics 
with both old and new input model requirements. It is also critical that future fire 
behavior models be implemented in three dimensions (3D) to account for the spatial 
distributions of fuel and its effect on fire behavior, especially those models used in 
fire research (Krivtsov et al. 2009). And, each of these characteristics must have an 
associated sampling method for accurate quantification, and these methods must 
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account for the wide diversity of fuel particles comprising the fuelbed (Chap. 8). 
And last, the development of new comprehensive fuel classifications will need high 
quality data across large geographical areas, diverse ecosystems, and complex fuel-
beds to ensure effective and robust applications (Conard et al. 2001).
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Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything 
that counts can be counted 
Albert Einstein

8.1  Background

Directly measuring fuel properties in the field is the most accurate and consistent 
method for fire managers and scientists to collect the inputs needed for fuel descrip-
tion and fire behavior and effects simulation, especially when compared to fuel 
classification approaches (Chap. 7). Quantification of these properties is generally 
accomplished by field sampling; measuring fuel characteristics in situ to estimate 
fuel properties. And since there is a great diversity of fuel components (Chap. 3), 
coupled with a large number of fuel characteristics (Chap. 2), there are numerous 
sampling designs to estimate fuel properties at the particle, component, and fuelbed 
scale. Here, field sampling is a general term used to describe the wide range of ap-
proaches for measuring fuel properties for fuel components, including designing 
sample projects, conducting measurements in the field, and creating databases from 
measured information. Sampling design is easily the most important aspect of field 
sampling and it includes deciding on the sampling intensity (e.g., number plots), 
sample locations (e.g., random, stratified random), methods (e.g., planar intercept, 
fixed area plots), protocols (e.g., size classes, plot sizes), and techniques (e.g., cali-
per measurements). And since the majority of operational and research fuel sam-
pling methods were designed to estimate loading, this chapter will focus on those 
sampling methods that estimate loading for a variety of surface fuel components. 
Methods, protocols, and techniques for estimating other fuel properties, such as 
mineral contents and particle densities, were mostly developed for research so they 
are difficult and costly to employ under operational sampling efforts and therefore, 
are not discussed here. This chapter also includes a general description of the com-
mon methods used to measure canopy fuel characteristics in the field.
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Sampling designs can be stratified into two broad categories—inventory and 
monitoring. Inventory techniques are used to quantify fuel characteristics for one 
point in time, usually for planning and designing fuel treatments and describing fuel 
hazard and fire risk (Sampson and Sampson 2005). Monitoring involves sampling 
to estimate current status and detect change over time, such as that resulting from 
fuel treatments or fuel accumulation. There are usually two or more measurements 
at the same exact place but at different times (e.g., pretreatment, 1 year post-treat-
ment, and at 5 year intervals after treatment). Monitoring protocols are often quite 
rigorous because they must detect subtle changes over time, sometimes across mul-
tiple spatial scales, so more plots and more detailed measurements are sometimes 
necessary. Both inventory and monitoring are critical tasks for fire management, 
yet there are few standardized efforts to collect field data on fuel properties across 
nearly all fire management agencies. To implement effective fuel treatment pro-
grams, which cost millions of dollars, and to assess the efficacy of these treatments, 
a comprehensive, standardized fuel sampling program is a critical tool to facilitate 
enlightened and adaptive fire and fuel management.

Inventory and monitoring fuel sampling methods are often designed for one of 
two broad objectives—research or management. Research sampling techniques 
are usually uniquely specialized to quantify some set of fuel properties with high 
precision and accuracy to satisfy research objectives. They are often tailored to 
answer a specific research question, and because of this, these methods are usu-
ally quite intense (large samples, many plots), highly localized, time-consuming, 
costly, and often requiringe highly skilled personnel and specialized equipment. 
Since most research sampling techniques were designed around specific study 
objectives and study areas, they are often difficult to apply in broader situations, 
such as operational fire management. There are many physical fuel properties 
measured in research studies, such as heat content and specific gravity, which 
change little across fuel particles relative to particle abundance, so these research 
results are often used IN many management applications (Nalder et al. 1999).

Management-oriented or operational sampling is often done to facilitate the 
planning, design, and eventual implementation of a fire management project. Often, 
these sampling designs do not require the same degree of accuracy as research sam-
pling, so they are often less intensive, not as costly, and easier to implement (Lutes 
et al. 2006). Management sampling efforts are often designed to be applied across 
large areas by field technicians with little to high levels of training in fuel sampling. 
Sampling techniques designed for managers are also often highly generalized so 
that they can be applied across diverse areas and situations. This may result in the 
application of sampling techniques or protocols that may be inappropriate for a 
particular ecosystem or treatment area. Logs, for example, may be sampled using 
an insufficient number of transects to meet a desired level of accuracy, especially in 
those ecosystems where logs are scarce (Sikkink and Keane 2008). The main topic 
of this chapter is how to sample fuel biomass for each fuel component. However, 
knowledge of the basics of fuel sampling is first needed to fully understand the use 
of the methods presented here.
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8.2  Sampling Basics

The first and most important step in any fuel sampling effort is to clearly articulate 
a sampling objective. Many fuel sampling efforts were unsuccessful because there 
never was a comprehensive statement of the purpose for the sampling. A well-writ-
ten sampling objective will guide all other decisions involved in designing sampling 
projects (Lutes et al. 2006). Sampling objectives should follow the S.M.A.R.T. 
guidelines: Specific, Measureable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-based (Lutes 
et al. 2006). Many people make the mistakes of (1) using goals instead of defining 
objectives (not specific), (2) failing to mention what is being sampled (hard to mea-
sure), (3) specifying too many objectives for a sampling effort (not achievable), (4) 
including aspects that are unrelated to the sampling effort (irrelevant), and (5) for-
getting to add deadlines and scheduling concerns (not time-based). Without doubt, 
a well-stated objective is the keystone of a successful sampling design.

Many fuel loading sampling efforts estimate loadings for a defined area (target 
population) using a set of opportunistically, randomly, or systematically located sam-
pling units. Sampling units, such as fixed-area plots (FAPs) or planar intercept (PI) 
transects, are used to sample the target area. Measurements taken within the sampling 
units that are distributed across the sample area are then summarized to compute an 
estimate of loading for the sample area. The first step in fuel sampling is delineating 
the sample area and then deciding on a sampling unit (Catchpole and Wheeler 1992). 
Sampling unit selection is important because it will dictate the logistics of sampling 
design. The sample unit can be FAPs, transects, planes, or points. FAP sampling 
units, for example, can vary in size from macroplots (generally 100–1000 m2) to mi-
croplots (~1–100 m2) to nanoplots (~0.1–1 m2) to dimensionless points, depending 
on the fuel component sampled, available resources, and the stated objective. Each 
sampling effort employs a unique design developed specifically to meet sampling 
objectives while considering important sampling constraints, such as time, cost, and 
available expertise.

All ecological sampling projects, but especially wildland fuel loading sampling 
efforts, are designed using a delicate balance between ecological, logistical, and 
resource concerns. The most important factor in operational management fuel in-
ventory and monitoring projects is the amount of resources available for sampling. 
In the end, most field fuel sampling efforts reflect a compromise in some resource 
limitation. The most important resource is funding because with adequate funding, 
most of the other resource limitations can be mitigated (e.g., hire more people, buy 
more equipment). The next valuable resource is time. Many sampling efforts were 
unsuccessful because it was impossible to both collect and report the critical data 
in the time frame allowed. The number of qualified people available to assist in the 
sampling effort may also dictate sampling designs. And last, transportation, safety, 
and equipment resources are also important to consider in sampling designs. Vehi-
cles to get crews to remote locations on rough gravel roads may be a limiting factor, 
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as is the lack of sampling equipment required for fuel measurement, including the 
critical gear that ensures crew safety such as radios, first aid kits, and cell phones.

Expertise of the field crew and the people that will ultimately analyze and inter-
pret the data is important in fuel sampling. Inexperienced field crews will require 
intensive training that may reduce the time available for sampling. And similarly, 
inexperienced analysts may produce inappropriate statistical summaries and come 
to the wrong conclusions, while inexperienced managers may use completed analy-
sis results in inappropriate contexts that don’t fit sampling objectives or sampling 
designs. Fuel sampling personnel may be highly experienced, who can easily adapt 
to any challenge in the field without significant changes in productivity and quality, 
to novice student summer temporary hires, who have difficulty navigating in the 
field let alone accurately measure fuel characteristics. Effective training is the only 
remedy for inexperienced sampling crews.

The last important factor is the level of statistical rigor demanded by the sam-
pling project, which should always be determined in the context of the sampling 
objective. One of the most important parameters in the sample design is the number 
of sample units ( n) to establish in the sample area to obtain a statistically credible 
loading estimate, often called the sampling intensity. This is done using the follow-
ing formula:

 
2

,zn
E
σ =   

 (8.1)

where E is the difference between the sampled mean value (i.e., loading) and 
the population mean loading value, σ is the population variance, and z is the z 
value for tail of the t distribution for a selected probability value α often selected 
as α = 0.05 for most sampling projects. E is estimated by how close the sampler 
wants to be to the population mean (e.g., 20 % of the population mean). To cal-
culate n, most sampling projects need an a priori (beforehand) estimation of the 
loading variability ( σ) and the population mean to compute the number of sam-
pling units needed for a statistically credible estimate. The problem is that the 
statistical parameters ( E, σ) for fuel loading depend on the fuel component, and 
the variability of each fuel component loading is highly localized and is differ-
ent by region, ecosystem, topographic setting, and time since disturbance (Keane 
et al. 2012a). Therefore, a priori population mean variabilities by component are 
difficult to estimate from past projects. Moreover, the factors mentioned above 
(resources, expertise) may often overwhelm requirements for statistical rigor in 
some sampling projects. Requiring an unachievable number of sample units given 
resource limitations to satisfy a statistical requirement may be counterproductive. 
Likewise, executing a sampling program that cannot hope to address the project’s 
objectives because of inadequate precision also makes poor use of available re-
sources. Statistical rigor must be balanced with the other factors to construct a 
successful sampling design.

In summary, there are usually several tasks that must be done to design an ef-
fective sampling projects: (1) identify the number of people available and assess 
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their expertise, (2) estimate the time allowed to conduct the sampling, (3) delin-
eate and describe the sample area(s) that need sampling, (4) select an appropriate 
sampling unit to get the project done on time and with the people and resources 
available, and (5) decide on the equipment required for sampling. This informa-
tion can then be used to design a sampling approach using the following example. 
Assume there is a 100-ac treatment unit that will be monitored for changes in fuel 
loading and potential smoke emissions and there is only 1 month (20 working 
days) to accomplish the initial measurements of the monitoring project. By select-
ing the First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM) program to estimate emissions 
(Reinhardt et al. 1997), the set of surface fuel components that need loading esti-
mates are identified as litter, duff, 1, 10, 100, 1000 h, shrub, and herb (Table 3.1). 
A 0.1 ac circular macroplot is selected as the sampling unit because protocols for 
measuring all eight surface components and canopy fuels are easily nested in this  
FAP. Assuming a two-person crew and a 1-h sampling time to measure loading for 
all eight components including travel to the next plot, and assuming 1 h in each 
8-h day is used for transportation to and from the site, we can then estimate the 
potential number of plots for this project as 140 (seven plots per day, 20 working 
days). This means that approximately 14 % of the project area may be sampled for 
those fuel components (140 plots × 0.1 ac = 14 ac of 100 ac). Estimates of variabil-
ity for each fuel components obtained from other projects or from the literature 
(see Keane et al. 2012b) can be used to compute the number of plots needed for 
a statistically credible sample (see Eq. (8.1) or Lutes et al. 2006). The statistical 
estimate can be compared with the 140 plots to adjust the design criteria to create 
a successful sample design, such as adding more people, increasing sampling time 
(work 10 h days, add 10 days), reducing number of fuel components measured, 
or modifying the sample design (e.g., distribute plots systematically or among 
strata). The last important sampling item to be selected is the surface or canopy 
fuel sampling technique to use at each of the plots. The next two sections detail the 
diverse methods often employed by fuel specialists to sample fuel characteristics.

8.3  Surface Fuel Loading Sampling

Numerous techniques and methods have been developed to estimate surface fuel 
loading for both research and management to allow for greater flexibility in match-
ing available resources with sampling objectives and constraints (Catchpole and 
Wheeler 1992). These techniques are arranged below in order from easiest to most 
difficult with a corresponding gradient from most to least uncertain (Table 8.1). The 
first set of indirect methods is not recommended, but many fire managers have used 
these methods in the past to estimate fuel loadings when no other information is 
available and there aren’t resources for other alternatives.
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8.3.1  Indirect Methods

These methods involve quantifying fuel loadings using techniques that do not di-
rectly involve measuring the fuel property, but rather, use other references or sourc-
es to quantify loadings. This usually involves subjectively assigning loadings by 
comparing with existing data (association), inspecting fuel conditions and visually 
comparing to reference conditions (visual), or correlating with remotely sensed im-
agery (imagery).

8.3.1.1  Associative Techniques

The most common associative technique involves using existing data or informa-
tion, often collected by someone else from somewhere else, to estimate loading 
values for the area of concern or project area. Fuel loading data collected for an-
other area, for example, may be assigned to the area in question if the two areas are 
deemed similar, perhaps based on vegetation composition, disturbance histories, 
and biophysical site conditions. Catchpole and Wheeler (1992) call this approach 
the comparative yield method and mention that they could be improved by using 
statistics, photos, and expertise to aid in the data assignment. The problem with this 
technique is that each site and project area is ecologically unique and the extrapola-
tion of loadings from one site to another might ignore those important but subtle 
factors that have influenced component loadings, such as differences in basal area, 
tree density, disturbance history, topographic setting, and stand structure.

Another commonly used associative technique is to assign fuel loadings to a 
sample area based on the sampled area’s vegetation characteristics, similar to asso-
ciation approach used in fuel classification (Chap. 7), except, in this case, it is used 
to assess actual loadings in the field. Several fuel classifications were built by sum-
marizing plot-based fuel component loadings across categories in vegetation and 
related classifications such as structural stage, cover type, and potential vegetation 
type. The FOFEM program, for example, includes loading defaults as a summary 
of fuel loadings across legacy plots within SAF (Society of American Foresters) 
and SRM (Society of Range Management) cover type categories (Reinhardt et al. 
1997). Many people have used these defaults as a fuels inventory when conducting 
various analyses. The Fuel Characteristics Classification System (FCCS) (Ottmar 
et al. 2007) was specifically designed so that fuel loading data collected for one area 
could be used for other areas based on a set of seven vegetation and disturbance-
related stratifications. This indirect method assumes that fuel component loading 
values, either individually or as a collective group, correlate to vegetation char-
acteristics. However, as in fuel classification development (Chap. 7), studies have 
found that fuel loadings correlate poorly to vegetation types, especially at the fine 
spatial scales of project and treatment areas (Brown and Bevins 1986; Keane et al. 
2012b, 2013). Vegetation classification categories may correlate to fuels at coarser 
scales (e.g., lifeforms, large regions), but the high variability of fuels at fine scales 
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often overwhelms differences across broad vegetation types (Keane et al. 2012b). 
Disturbance history (e.g., time since disturbance, severity) is more important than 
vegetation to predict fuel loadings (Brown and Bevins 1986), but few studies have 
explored this relationship. Some have found that a variation of this vegetation as-
sociative technique is useful to create predictive loading equations from measured 
vegetation characteristics using statistical methods (Catchpole and Wheeler 1992). 
Fuel loadings can be correlated to various stand-related characteristics, such as 
basal area, Leaf Area Index (LAI), and stand height. Keane et al. (2012b) found 
that stand attributes were poorly correlated to surface fuel loadings but were highly 
correlated to canopy fuel variables.

Another associative method is using mapped loading values from readily avail-
able digital geospatial products as fuel loading estimates (Chap. 9). The LAND-
FIRE National Project, for example, mapped four fuel classifications across the 
United States using satellite imagery (Reeves et al. 2006) and many have used the 
loading values from these classifications to quantify loadings for a specific project 
area. However, Keane et al. (2013) found low accuracies for fuel loadings from 
LANDFIRE fuel maps. Therefore, this practice, while inexpensive, quick, and easy, 
is not recommended for fine scale, project-level applications until existing fuel 
maps are much improved. Locally created fuel maps may have sufficient quality, 
but regional and national maps should only be used for fuel analyses at broad scales, 
not at the project level. Depending on the resolution, fuel maps could still be useful 
for stratifying the sample area (or target population) into more homogeneous sub-
units to make sampling efforts more efficient.

8.3.1.2  Visual Techniques

Visual techniques involve assessing the loading of fuel components from ocular 
estimates. Some fuel specialists feel they can accurately estimate loadings by eye 
without any guides or references. This level of resolution and accuracy may be ac-
ceptable for some fuel applications, such as describing fuels to other professionals. 
However, it is rare that anyone can accurately and consistently estimate the loadings 
of all fuel components by eye, especially for FWD, duff, and litter. One reason for 
this is that fuel loadings have high spatial variability over small areas (Chap. 6) and 
the ocular estimate is often biased toward smaller portions of the project area; it is 
difficult to evaluate a large, heterogeneous area to obtain a truly integrated visual 
fuel loading estimate (Sikkink and Keane 2008). While visual estimation by eye is 
preferable to some of the associative methods presented above providing there is a 
high expertise and confidence in the sampler, it is rare that a person can accurately 
estimate fuel component loadings across diverse fuelbeds at the same detail. There-
fore, many have resorted to using pictures as guides and references for comparing 
loading estimations.

Perhaps the most popular comparative visual technique is the photo series, 
which is both a classification (Chap. 7) and a fuel assessment technique. Using 
photo series sampling methods, surface fuel loadings are ocularly estimated using 
a set of photos that present stand conditions for various vegetation types and site 
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conditions (Fig. 7.1). Photos were taken of representative fuel types in a particu-
lar geographical region, and then fuel component loadings were measured for the 
photo footprint and the summary of those loadings is reported next to the photo in 
the photo series publication. These photo series publications are taken to the field 
and the observed conditions in the field are visually matched to the best photo and 
the loading measured for the photographed stand are used for the loadings of the 
matched stand. A different photo can be used to estimate each of the various fuel 
components. Often, photo series fuel types are stratified by vegetation conditions 
(cover type, structural stage).

The photo series was introduced by Maxwell (1976), improved upon by Koski 
and Fischer (1979) and Fischer (1981), and then extrapolated across the USA 
(http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/fera/research/fuels/photo_series/). Many have taken 
the photo series concept and applied it to areas that have been treated (Koski and 
Fischer 1979), experienced severe disturbances (Vihnanek et al. 2009), contain 
special vegetation types (Ottmar and Vihnanek 2000), and found in other countries 
(Morfin-Ríos et al. 2007). Others have adapted the photo series concept to use 
three-dimensional stereoscopic photos (Vihnanek et al. 2009). Photo series data 
comprise the majority of the national fuelbeds in the FCCS database that have 
been mapped across the USA by McKenzie et al. (2007) and Reeves et al. (2009). 
A list of completed photo series for the US Rocky Mountains is presented in Baker 
(2009). 

And most importantly, photo series have been developed for many local settings 
to be applied at fine scales within a small geographical region. One highly valuable 
aspect of the photo series is that the fire behavior fuel model (FBFM, Chap. 7) is 
often documented along with fuel loadings so that FBFMs can be more easily as-
sessed in the field.

Despite its huge popularity, the photo series sampling technique has yet to be 
comprehensively evaluated across many vegetation types or environmental condi-
tions. Sikkink and Keane (2008) found loading estimated using photo series ap-
proaches were often inaccurate and difficult to repeat across observers, albeit there 
were some limitations in the training of the crews. Many photo series photos em-
phasize stand-level differences with oblique photos, and, as a result, some fine fuel 
components, such as FWD, litter, and duff, may be hidden by the vegetation in the 
photo or are undetectable because of their small size. Additionally, the photo series 
cannot be used to assess the loading of duff or litter because the photos do not show 
their profile depth. While photo series may give loading estimates to the resolution 
needed for management decisions, other uses of loading estimates, such as predict-
ing smoke emissions and carbon inventories, may demand a more accurate and 
repeatable method of loading estimate.

A new method of visually assessing fuel loading has been developed to improve 
on photo series techniques and to compete with other direct sampling methods 
(Sect. 8.3.3). The photoload method uses calibrated, downward-looking photo-
graphs of known fuel loads for woody, shrub, and herbaceous fuels to compare with 
conditions in the field (Keane and Dickinson 2007a, b). These ocular estimates can 
then be adjusted for diameter, rot level, and fuelbed height. There are different pho-
toload methods for logs, FWD, shrubs, and herbaceous material, but there are no 
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photoload methods for measuring duff and litter loading. The photoload technique 
differs from photo series in that assessments are made by comparing field fuel con-
ditions to smaller-scale downward-pointing photographs of graduated fuel loadings. 
Photoload methods are much faster and easier than more complicated techniques 
(Sect. 8.3.2) with comparable accuracies (Sikkink and Keane 2008), and they can 
be used in multistage sampling strategies where a fraction of the total plots are also 
destructively sampled and correlated to photoload samples to develop a means for 
correcting all photoload estimates (Keane et al. 2012b). However, Keane and Gray 
(2013) found the photoload technique requires extensive training to be used ef-
fectively; inexperienced users often could not consistently and accurately estimate 
high fuel loads.

Fuel classifications can also be used as an inventory and monitoring method 
(Chap. 7). In this technique, a fuel classification class is visually identified in the 
field, and the loadings assigned for that class are used as the sampled loadings. 
Those fuel classifications that use vegetation to classify fuelbeds are probably the 
most suspect, while classifications that contain dichotomous keys for identifying 
classes based on fuelbed properties, such as the Fuel Loading Model (FLM) clas-
sification (Lutes et al. 2009b), are best for fuel assessment because they can be used 
in the field by inexperienced crews to estimate fuel loadings with moderate accura-
cies (Keane et al. 2013).

Another effective visual fuel sampling method uses fuel hazard assessments 
across different fuel strata to obtain loading estimates for various components in 
the fuelbed. Originally developed by Gould et al. (2008) for Australia, this method 
involves making hazard assessments for the overstory and intermediate canopy lay-
ers, and then elevated, high, and low surface fuel layers. Each layer is given a score 
from 0 to 4 based on a variety of fuelbed attributes including percent canopy cover, 
presence of stringy bark, and suspended dead material. These scores are then sum-
marized and the summaries are correlated to actual fuel loadings using statistical 
techniques (Gould et al. 2011). This rapid technique produced moderately accurate 
loadings with minimal training. Techniques that successfully link visually distinc-
tive signatures, such as canopy cover, with fuel component loadings might be effec-
tive for operational fuel sampling in the future because it balances and integrates the 
elements of hazard assessment into the sampling design.

One last visual technique involves using cover-volume methods to calculate 
loadings from visually estimated canopy cover and height. In this technique, can-
opy cover is estimated by eye for those components with small and variable fuel 
particles that are grouped together into one component, such as shrubs, herbs, and 
trees, and an estimate of measured or ocularly estimated height is also made in a 
fixed-area sample unit for those components. Some fuel sampling packages, such 
as FIREMON (Lutes et al. 2006), describe how to estimate canopy cover in 10 % 
classes (e.g., 1–5, 5–15, 15–25 %, and so on) and how to visually estimate height. 
Volumes of the assessed components (volume includes air pockets) are then cal-
culated by multiplying the proportion cover (percentage cover divided by 100) by 
height (m) and sampling area (m2). Fuel loadings are then estimated by multiplying 
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volume (m–3) by bulk density estimates (kg m–3) for the sample unit. Bulk densities 
for litter, duff, shrub, and herb components can be found in the literature (Brown 
1981; Keane et al. 2012b) or destructively sampled for a small proportion of the 
plots. This is often the only operational method for estimating fuel loadings for 
these complex fuel components. Sneeuwjagt (1973) used a variation of this ap-
proach when he developed equations that predicted loading from height for both 
litter and shrubs. While canopy cover is used extensively in plant ecology studies 
(Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974), it requires extensive training to visually 
estimate cover of multiple, overlapping fuel components to the accuracy and preci-
sion needed for fuel sampling.

8.3.1.3  Imagery Techniques

Imagery techniques involve using advanced statistical analysis to correlate fuel 
loadings to the digital signatures in the digital imagery. This imagery is taken in 
the field and is different from the airborne or satellite imagery used for fuel map-
ping (Chap. 9). A potentially useful imagery technique is the quantification of fuel 
loads using image processing techniques or software. Many years ago, Fahnestock 
(1971) calculated loading for several fuel components using a dot grid projected 
on color photographs of a cross-section of bayberry shrub fuel layer. Today, there 
are more sophisticated image processing approaches that use computer software. 
The stereoscopic vision technique (SVT), for example, involves taking stereoscop-
ic photos of the fuelbed in the field then inputting the digital photos into comput-
er-image recognition software to identify woody fuels and then compute loading 
volume (Arcos et al. 1998; Sandberg et al. 2001). Others have taken pictures of 
the fuelbed and then attempted to quantify loading using advanced image process-
ing techniques (Jin 2004). Photographic methods are still under development and 
there needs to be major gains in image processing to discriminate between fuel 
components and compute volumes. Its primary use is in quantifying CWD loading 
(Arcos et al. 1998), but it may find some eventual use for measuring FWD, shrub, 
and grass loading.

Another emerging technology is the use of ground-based LiDAR to estimate fuel 
loads for some fuelbeds (Loudermilk et al. 2009). Here, a terrestrial scanning Li-
DAR (TSL) unit is mounted on a truck or some other vehicle to obtain scan distanc-
es for ground fuels at subcentimeter scales. The LiDAR signal can then be related 
to loading by constructing statistical models where destructively sampled loadings 
for various components are correlated to the LiDAR imagery scan distances. It is 
sometimes difficult to differentiate between fuel components using TSL in hetero-
geneous fuelbeds, but it is still possible. This technique may only be possible for 
research purposes in the near future because the TSL instrument is rather expensive 
(> $ 40,000), demands a high level of expertise to use and analyze, and it is also dif-
ficult to transport and use in complex terrain.
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8.3.2  Direct Methods

These methods involve directly sampling or measuring characteristics of fuel par-
ticles to calculate loading. This usually involves direct contact with the fuel, such 
as measuring dimensions of particles using calipers, estimating depths of duff and 
litter using rulers, or collecting particles for drying and weighing in the lab.

8.3.2.1  Planar Intercept (PI)

PI techniques are the most commonly used sampling methods for sampling downed 
woody fuels for both management and research (Catchpole and Wheeler 1992; 
Dibble and Rees 2005) and both inventory and monitoring projects (Busing et al. 
2000; Waddell 2001). PI sampling involves counting woody fuel particles by di-
ameter size classes, or by directly measuring individual particle diameters, as they 
intercept a vertical sampling plane that is of a fixed length and height (Brown 1970, 
1974; Fig. 8.1). These intercepts are then converted to loadings using standard for-
mulae (Brown 1974). There are correction factors for the slope of the sampling 
plane and orientation of the fuel particles. One major parameter for computing load-
ing is the particle density (specific gravity) of the particles (Table 2.1; Chap. 2).

PI is the operational version of the line transect method originally introduced by 
Warren and Olsen (1964) and made applicable for measuring CWD by Van Wagner 
(1968). The line transect method is founded in the probability-proportional-to-size 
concepts and several variations of it have been developed since 1968, including 
those that vary the transect arrangements and directions, and those that apply the 
technique using different technologies (Hansen 1985; Nemec-Linnell and Davis 
2002; Vries 1974). Brown (1971) modified the line transect method so that particle 
intercepts are measured in a two-dimensional plane rather than a one-dimensional 

Fig. 8.1  Illustration showing the sampling of fuel particles using the planar intercept method
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line for operational sampling of FWD and CWD in forests (Brown 1974; Brown 
et al. 1982). Many still locate the bottom of the plane using a line transect that is 
often represented by a cloth tape.

The advantages of the PI method are that it is easy to use and easy to teach 
(Lutes et al. 2006, 2009a). Novice field technicians can be taught this method in 
a short time (1 h) to achieve moderately repeatable measurements. The method 
can also be easily modified to adjust for local conditions, available expertise, and 
sampling conflicts, such as long plot times, scattered woody fuels, and slash. The 
sampling plane can be any size, shape, or orientation in space and samples can be 
taken anywhere within the limits set for the plane (Brown 1971). It also requires few 
specialized equipment; often a plastic ruler and cloth tape are the only gear needed.

However, there are some problems to the PI method. First, it only can be used for 
estimating downed dead woody loading; loadings for other fuel components, such 
as canopy fuels, litter, and duff, must be estimated with entirely different methods. 
This is somewhat problematic because the sampling unit for PI (transect) does not 
always scale to the FAP methods used for sampling other components or used in 
other forest and range inventories (Keane and Gray 2013). The CWD transects, for 
example, are usually too long to fit within the area of standard fixed area plots. PI 
sampling designs are also difficult to merge with other sampling designs because 
the PI was designed to sample entire stands, not FAPs. PI methods also require a 
large number of transects under highly variable fuel conditions, which may be time- 
and cost-prohibitive for operational sampling efforts. Keane and Gray (2013) found 
that over 200 m of transect were needed on a 0.05 ha plot to sample FWD within 
20 % of the mean. Moreover, some feel that it is difficult to repeat particle intercept 
counts with any degree of reliability (Sikkink and Keane 2008). Particles are often 
hidden by other fuels often partially buried in the litter and duff making repeatabil-
ity across and within observers difficult.

8.3.2.2  Fixed-Area Plots (FAP)

In contrast to unequal probability strategies (e.g., PI), FAP are based on equal prob-
ability sampling methods and have been adapted from vegetation composition and 
structure studies to sample fuels (Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974). In FAP 
sampling, a plot of any geometric shape, often round or square, is used as a sam-
pling unit and all fuels within the plot boundary are measured using any number of 
fuel measurement methods including destructive collection (cut, dry, and weigh fu-
els; see Sect. 8.3.3.5), volumetric measurements (measure diameter, length to com-
pute volume, then use density to estimate weight), vertical depths of duff and litter 
layers (measure thickness of duff and litter layer), and particle counts by size class 
(count particles, assume standard length, diameter, then compute weight) (Keane 
et al. 2012b). FAPs can be any size, and the most effective sampling efforts scale 
the size of the FAP to the fuel being measured. Because FAP approaches require 
significant investments of time and money, they are more commonly used to an-
swer research questions rather than to monitor or inventory fuels for management 
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planning. However, new methods have been designed to use FAP in operational 
sampling projects (Keane and Gray 2013).

The FAP method may be a preferable and more appropriate method for obtaining 
accurate fuel loading estimates for many surface fuel components. Most impor-
tantly, FAP techniques tend to give a better representation of the actual variation 
observed in the field for surface fuel components (Keane and Gray 2013). FAP sizes 
and number can be adjusted to reduce sampling times but may result in reduced 
precision of fuel loading estimates. FAP size can also be adjusted to account for 
the spatial scaling of loading by fuel size. Larger fuels (CWD), for example, can 
be sampled with larger plots to fully account for spatial distributions in sample es-
timates. Moreover, FAP sampling is easily adapted or merged with other protocols 
that are commonly used to sample other fuel components or other ecosystem at-
tributes. Microplots used to sample FWD, for example, can also be used to sample 
tree seedling densities, herbaceous biomass, and duff depths. Large macroplots 
(~400 m2) can be used to sample both logs to compute CWD loading and trees to 
compute canopy fuels. Sampling times can be shortened by employing an easier 
technique for estimating loading; the photoload method, for example, can be used 
to estimate loadings rather than actually measuring particle dimensions or destruc-
tively collecting fuels for weighing. Or, PI techniques can be used to estimate FWD 
on transects within a macroplot. And last, it may be more practical to sample fuels 
using FAP methods because many fuel components can be linked together in the 
same sampling unit.

The main limitation of the FAP sampling method is that there has yet to be a set 
of standardized operational FAP protocols for surface fuel sampling. Many fuel 
professionals are unfamiliar with the FAP technique and do not have the knowledge 
and expertise to create their own FAP methods. Moreover, FAP estimates tend to be 
unbiased but imprecise; variabilities of the loading estimates are often quite high. 
While sampled high variability often reflects realistic field conditions, it makes the 
detection of change across time or difference between areas using statistical tech-
niques difficult, especially when compared against PI methods. Another limitation 
is that many fuel particles may extend to outside microplot boundaries making it 
difficult to cut particles without disrupting other fuel particles. And, unlike PI, it 
may take a high number of FAP microplots to obtain a reliable measure of loading 
(Keane and Gray 2013).

8.3.2.3  Distance Sampling

Another new method is perpendicular distance sampling (PDS) which samples logs 
using probability proportional to volume concepts (Ducey et al. 2013; Gove et al. 
2012; Williams and Gove 2003). With PDS, the total volume of the logs on a land-
scape can be estimated from counts of logs at various sample points. Loading can 
then be estimated by multiplying volume by particle density (kg m−3) estimates. 
PDS is named because a log is selected to the sample if a line from a sample point 
intersects the central axis of the log at a right angle and the length of this line is less 
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than some limiting distance that changes along the log length in a manner that is 
based on the sampling design. There are many variants of PDS including the dis-
tance-limited protocol for PDS, which uses a fixed distance from the perpendicular 
line to estimate volume then loading (Ducey et al. 2013). Transect relascope, point 
relascope, and prism sweep sampling use angle gauge theory to expand on the PDS 
and line-transect method for sampling CWD (Bebber and Thomas 2003; Gove et al. 
2005; Stahl 1998).

This method is most effective for measuring only one fuel component, CWD 
(Gove et al. 2012), but Ducey et al. (2008) demonstrated how PDS can be used to 
estimate other ecological attributes, perhaps finding a future use in FWD loading 
estimation. Several studies have compared traditional sampling techniques and PDS 
methods and variants to evaluate their performance, accuracy, and bias in measur-
ing CWD (Bate et al. 2004; Delisle et al. 1988; Lutes 1999; Jordan et al. 2004; 
Woldendorp et al. 2004). Gove et al. (2013) compared PDS variants using simula-
tion modeling and found unbiased estimators of CWD using all variants and the 
differences in variances were small across all variants so selection of the most ap-
propriate variant depends on field conditions. Affleck (2008) merged PDS with PI 
sampling to create line intercept distance sampling to improve fuel sampling and 
got similar performances to PDS. Ståhl et al. (2010) merged critical length methods 
with PDS which appears to have improved CWD sampling. However, few studies 
have yet examined the performance of various sampling techniques for measuring 
across multiple fuelbed components, such as combinations of FWD and CWD, live 
and dead shrubs, and herbs on the forest. Because of this, there are few operational 
protocols that use PDS methods or variants for fuel inventory and monitoring.

8.3.2.4  Cover and Volume Sampling

An alternative to the above direct methods that measure fuel particle dimensions is 
applying the abundant methods that directly measure canopy cover in vegetation 
sampling efforts to fuel sampling, as opposed to visually estimating canopy cover as 
presented in Sect. 8.3.1.2. Canopy cover is directly measured using a suite of meth-
ods, techniques, and protocols for ecological inventories and research efforts (Krebs 
1999; Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974), and some of these may potentially be 
applied to measuring fuel loading. Point sampling, for example, involves using a 
vertically placed rod of a small diameter to determine the particle that it contacts, 
and the number of contacts per particle type (i.e., fuel component) is then used to 
estimate cover. If applied to fuel sampling, the number of contacts can be correlated 
with the destructive sampling estimates of biomass. Measures of the height of each 
contact can be augmented with number of contacts to associate both cover and aver-
age height with loading (Catchpole and Wheeler 1992). Axelson et al. (2009), for 
example, used point and height methods to estimate shrub biomass for the western 
Australian karri forest. Line intercept techniques, where the length of intercept of 
plant parts are used to estimate cover, can also be used to estimate fuel loading. 
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Many other cover sampling techniques, such as relative frequency, could be modi-
fied for certain sampling environments to quantify loading (Lutes et al. 2006).

The problem with the modification of cover methods to estimate loadings is that 
canopy cover, regardless of how it’s measured, may be poorly correlated with fuel 
loadings (Catchpole and Wheeler 1992). The depth of the litter layer, for example, 
is more correlated with loading than litter ground cover. Woody particle diameters, 
especially log diameters, are more important for computing loading than their pro-
jected cover. Many of these cover methods provide repeatable estimates with low 
bias compared to visual techniques. However, the use of cover methods to assess all 
fuel component loadings would not be recommended.

The volume method involves sampling the dimensions of a fuel particle or com-
ponent to compute volume then multiplying volume by particle density or bulk 
density to get loading. An advantage of the volume method is that it can be used at 
particle, component, and fuelbed scale. Fuel component volume can indirectly cal-
culated as discussed in Sect. 8.3.1.2 where the proportion measured cover (percent-
age cover divided by 100) is multiplied by height (m), sampling area (m2), and bulk 
density (kg m−3). Hood and Wu (2006) used the cover-volume approach to calculate 
loadings of masticated fuelbeds. Fuel component or particle dimensions can also be 
measured to directly estimate volume. Litter loading, for example, can be estimated 
by (1) measuring litter depths within a 1 m2 microplot, (2) computing an average 
depth (m), (3) multiplying by sample unit FAP area (1 m2) to calculate volume, and 
(4) calculating loading by multiplying volume (m3) by bulk density (kg m−3) and 
dividing by area of microplot (m2). However, volume can also be used to estimate 
the mass of a fuel particle by (1) measuring particle dimensions (length, width, and 
depth), (2) estimating a volume by multiplying length, width, and depth, and then 
(3) multiplying particle volume by particle density to get dry weight. Loading can 
then be calculated by summing all particle dry weights over sample unit (FAP) area. 
As mentioned, bulk and particle density estimates for many fuel components can be 
found in the literature (Brown 1981; Keane et al. 2012b) or it can be estimated by 
destructively sampling a small proportion of the plots.

8.3.2.5  Destructive Sampling

As mentioned, destructive sampling involves removing fuel by clipping and col-
lecting, drying the material, and weighing the dry mass of material. An alterna-
tive is to (1) collect and weigh the wet fuel in the field; (2) subsample that fuel 
to dry and weigh to estimate a moisture content, and then (3) use the subsampled 
moisture content to adjust the wet field weight to dry weight. Destructive sampling 
can be scaled for any sampling design or objective. Fuel particles can be collected 
individually, as a group (shrub or tree), or on FAPs. Destructive sampling almost 
always involves subsampling a fuel component or fuelbed so statistical methods are 
often required to summarize subsampled estimates to describe the sampling area. 
Often, destructive sampling is used to create predictive biomass equations for a fuel 
component or entity, such as a tree or shrub. This predictive equation can then be 
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applied to inventory data to compute loading. Most destructive sampling is done for 
research rather than operational management inventory and monitoring.

8.3.3  Integrated Surface Fuel Sampling

Sampling projects are rarely designed using only one sampling approach or 
technique. The diversity of surface fuel components coupled with the constraints of 
limited resources always result in project-level sampling designs that compromise 
statistical rigor to ensure success by integrating the above techniques and approaches. 
Conventional standardized surface fuel sampling protocols nearly always 
recommend using PI techniques for woody fuel loading and volume approaches 
for litter, duff, shrub, and herb (Lutes et al. 2006). The photoload approach has 
been augmented with PI, fixed-area log sampling, and volume estimates for duff 
and litter (Keane et al. 2012b). Catchpole and Wheeler (1992) mention a sampling 
technique called “double sampling” where destructive techniques are used on a 
subsample of FAPs to calibrate loading estimates from visual techniques. Keane 
et al. (2012b) used double sampling for another reason—to adjust visual estimates 
using statistical regression. This melding of approaches, techniques, and intensities 
may aid in successful sampling designs, but the resultant loading estimates have 
different error distributions, variability, and usefulness for each fuel component. 
This makes evaluating fire model performance difficult when the uncertainties of 
loading estimates are different across fuel components.

8.4  Canopy Fuel Sampling

The five canopy fuel characteristics ( canopy base height ( CBH), canopy height 
( CH), canopy bulk density ( CBD), canopy fuel load ( CFL), and canopy cover ( CC) 
in Chap. 4) can be estimated using any of four approaches. The first approach in-
volves the destructive sampling of the canopy in vertical layers within a FAP ( de-
structive canopy methods). Here, all canopy biomass is cut, dried, and weighed 
within a canopy layer for the plot area. This usually involves climbing or cutting 
trees, clipping their branches within a given canopy layer, clipping and sorting 
branch material into fuel components (needles, wood by diameter size class), and 
then drying and weighing the fuels in a laboratory. Reinhardt et al. (2006b), for 
example, sampled five forested stands in the western USA using this technique to 
describe CBD and CFL vertical distributions. This is obviously a time-consuming 
and costly method and is only done for research studies.

The second approach involves using various instruments or sampling schemes 
to indirectly measure canopy fuel variables ( indirect canopy methods). In this 
approach, various specialized equipment or protocols are used to measure stand 
characteristics, such as gap fraction (percent of vertically projected canopy cover 
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not containing canopy biomass), LAI, and canopy cover, and these simple mea-
surements are then correlated to canopy fuel variables. Keane et al. (2005), for ex-
ample, measured gap fraction using five different instruments for the destructively 
sampled plots of Reinhardt et al. (2006b) and then developed statistical models that 
predicted CBD from gap fraction for each instrument. These predictive relation-
ships were then used by Poulos et al. (2007) to estimate CBD for stands in Texas, 
USA. Another alternative to this approach is using simple stand-level measure-
ments to estimate canopy fuel variables. Alexander and Cruz (2014) created tables 
that show values for the five canopy fuel variables for various stand basal area and 
tree density classes for four western US forest types. These indirect techniques are 
relatively quick and cheap, but the instruments may be expensive, especially a ter-
restrial scanning LiDAR. However, the statistical models that predict canopy fuel 
characteristics from indirect measurement are generally not robust and are most 
accurate for stand types that are similar to the ones destructively sampled (Keane 
et al. 2005).

The most commonly used canopy sampling approach is estimating the canopy 
fuel variables using stand inventory data and modeling canopy biomass using al-
lometric relationships ( allometric methods). This technique uses an inventory of 
trees in a stand to compute the five canopy fuels variables. The inventory is often 
represented by a “tree list,” which is a list of tree cohorts in the stand on a per area 
basis. Six attributes are usually measured for each tree cohort in most stand inven-
tory protocols: tree density (trees per unit area), species, condition (live vs. dead), 
diameter breast height (DBH), height, and height to live crown base. There can be 
any number of tree cohorts in the tree list. The tree list is then used to compute the 
amount of canopy material in vertical canopy layers of specified thicknesses. This 
is often done by first computing burnable canopy biomass from the empirically de-
rived allometric biomass equations for each crown fuel component (Brown 1978). 
This burnable canopy biomass is then distributed across the vertical crown length 
for each tree by assuming a crown shape and then using tree height and live crown 
base height to allocate biomass into each layer based on geometric analysis. The 
biomass is then summed across all trees for each layer and this sum is then divided 
by the volume of that layer (plot area multiplied by layer thickness) to calculate 
CBD. CBH and CH are calculated as the layer height at which the CBD exceeds 
or goes below a threshold value (Chap. 4). CFL is simply the sum of all burnable 
biomass over all layers divided by plot area. This technique is programmed into a 
computer application called FuelCalc (Reinhardt et al. 2006a).

One great advantage of the allometric method is that it can be used with any of 
the diverse stand inventories commonly conducted by natural resource manage-
ment agencies. Moreover, the sampling techniques and methods for measuring 
trees using timber inventory techniques are widely known and many field crews 
are familiar with the protocols so training may be minimal. There are also many 
databases that contain tree lists that can be used to quantify canopy fuels char-
acteristics; the US Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and Analysis program has 
tree lists for thousands of plots across the USA. However, while this technique 
has been used for many fuel projects (Keane et al. 2006; Reeves et al. 2006) and 
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is easily the most popular for sampling canopy fuels, there are some limitations. 
First, there are precious few studies that developed biomass equations for each of 
the crown fuel components (burnable canopy fuels; < 3 mm), and most canopy 
biomass equations are for mostly western US forest species. Second, many of the 
assumptions in the method, such as crown shape and crown fuel distribution, may 
not be appropriate for some ecosystems and stand conditions. Third, some tree 
lists were created using stand inventory techniques that may be at an inappropri-
ate scale. Plot-less sampling, for example, uses a prism or limiting distance sam-
pling to determine which trees to sample, and these trees are usually above a cer-
tain breakpoint diameter resulting in few of the understory trees being sampled. 
The resultant tree list typically underrepresents the understory canopy biomass 
important to crown fire transition (Chap. 2). This means that overstory conditions 
will be summarized independently of understory conditions at stand level which 
ignores the importance of spatial autocorrelation in canopy fuel characteristics at 
smaller scales (Keane et al. 2012a). Sampling trees inside a FAP to create a tree 
list, and then using this plot-level tree list to compute canopy fuels provides for a 
better representation of canopy fuels than computing canopy fuels from averaged 
stand conditions.

The last canopy fuel sampling approach involves using a set of photos to visu-
ally estimate canopy fuel variables ( visual canopy methods). Scott and Reinhardt 
(2005) developed a set of stereo photos of canopies from five western US sites in 
four different stand densities and calculated canopy fuel variables from destructive 
sampling at each site. These photos can then be compared to canopy conditions ob-
served in the field to estimate the five canopy fuel variables along with other stand 
variables (basal area, tree density). Many of the newer photo series publications 
mentioned in Sect. 8.3.1.2 now have canopy fuel characteristics as attributes to the 
photos that are used to match with field conditions.

Estimating canopy fuel variables using field methods poses a dilemma to the 
fuels manager. The coarse resolution of crown fire modeling (Chap. 4) is often at 
odds with detailed sampling of canopy fuel characteristics. The coarser methods of 
indirect and visual canopy fuel sampling may provide sufficient resolution for the 
canopy fuel variables, and the more accurate and precise measurements gathered 
from the destructive and allometric methods may not match the coarse resolution 
of the canopy biomass in fire models. In fact, Reeves et al. (2006) created canopy 
fuels maps by quantifying canopy fuel variables from the allometric approach using 
the FuelCalc model but then had to adjust these precise measurements to use in the 
spatial fire prediction packages.

8.5  Challenges

The main challenge in fuel sampling is obtaining precise estimates of loading for 
each fuel component given the enormous spatial and structural variability across 
the different surface fuel components. With limited resources, it is simply impos-
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sible to sample to the same level of precision for all fuel components, and for some 
fuel components, it is incredibly difficult to obtain a precise estimate of loading 
without extensive sampling. The problem is that fuel component properties have 
unique spatial distributions that dictates the size and shape of the sampling unit. 
Small woody fuels (FWD) vary at scales that are much smaller than logs (CWD) 
(Keane et al. 2012a). Therefore, sampling designs must accommodate these spatial 
distributions along with the properties of the fuel component by using hierarchi-
cally nested sampling unit designs (e.g., nanoplots nested within microplots nested 
within macroplots).

Some fuel types are often ignored in most sampling projects for logistical, cost, 
and time reasons. Conifer seedling loading, for example, may comprise a signifi-
cant portion of the fuelbed and contribute to fire ignition and spread (Fig. 3.4), yet 
few sampling designs include effective methods for sampling seedlings (Riccardi 
et al. 2007). Squirrel middens, animal scat, and pollen cones (Chap. 3) are other 
examples of fuel types that have few sampling methods and are rarely tied to fuel 
components (Ottmar et al. 2007).

Woody fuel loading should be stratified in statistically and ecologically appropri-
ate size classes that still provide value in predicting fire behavior. Keane and Gray 
(2013) found the highest sampling uncertainty occurred when FWD were strati-
fied by the conventional, nonuniform time-lag moisture sizes (e.g., 1, 10, 100, and 
1000 h) rather than actually measuring particle diameters or measuring diameters to 
1 cm size classes. As mentioned in Chap 3, the unbalanced Fosberg et al. (1970) size 
classes that get wider with larger particle diameters ignore subtle but important dif-
ferences between species, degree of rot, and stand structure. Moreover, aggregating 
loadings of all log sizes into one class makes accurate decomposition predictions 
nearly impossible because of the great ecological importance of log size in various 
ecosystem processes (Harmon et al. 1986).

Four major biological factors are responsible for high levels of uncertainty in 
most sampling methods. First, wood density is highly variable both within and 
across the fuel particles, so the assumption of a constant density across all particles 
may be flawed. An assessment of density during sampling might improve loading 
estimates, but it would be difficult at this time to expect sampling crews to estimate 
particle density because there isn’t any technology or standardized method as yet. 
Keane et al. (2012b) found high variability in wood density within a woody fuel 
component and an even higher variability within a sample site. Some woody fuel 
sampling protocols use the decay classes of Maser et al. (1979) to key to different 
wood densities (Lutes et al. 2009a; Lutes et al. 2006), but rarely are estimates of 
wood density actually measured in the field along with loading and rarely is the 
Maser et al. (1979) key applied to FWD. Second, woody fuel particles are not cyl-
inders, but rather complicated volumes of highly variable cross-sections and con-
torted lengths (Chap. 3). Therefore, assumptions that woody fuel particle shapes 
can be approximated by frustums or cylinders using diameters and lengths may be 
oversimplified and techniques for measuring fuel diameters using rulers and gauges 
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may be too coarse. Next, the high variability in fuel properties, specifically loading, 
within an area may often overwhelm targeted sampling precision. Often it is dif-
ficult to estimate fuel loading for coarser woody fuels to within reasonable targets 
without an impractical number of sample units. And last, fuelbeds are constantly 
changing over time; live fuels are constantly growing and depositing dead biomass 
on the decomposing necromass on ground (Chap. 6). The rates of biomass produc-
tion, deposition, and decomposition change throughout the year because of plant 
phenology, climate, and disturbance. Sampling live fuels before the growing sea-
son, for example, may result in an underestimation of fuels that will burn during 
the fire season. Moreover, dead woody diameters are not static and change with 
weather conditions, often becoming thicker when wet, and cracked when dry, mak-
ing diameter measurements difficult and further complicating the geometry used to 
estimate volume.
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Knowing where things are, and why, is essential to rational 
decision making 
Jack Dangermond, ESRI

9.1  Introduction

Since 1990, major advances in computer software and hardware have enabled 
development of spatially explicit fire growth models, thereby revolutionizing fire 
management decision support systems (Xiao-rui et al. 2005; Ball and Guertin 1992; 
Keane et al. 1998b). However, these complex spatial models demand detailed, 
high-resolution digital maps of surface and crown fuel characteristics to generate 
accurate and consistent fire behavior predictions (Pala et al. 1990). The commonly 
used FARSITE fire growth model, for example, requires five fuel layers to simulate 
surface and crown fire growth and intensity (Finney 1998). Early efforts at map-
ping fuels did not describe the physical aspects of the fuelbed, but rather interpreted 
resultant fire behavior if the fuels burned and how difficult it would be to suppress 
that fire, then mapped those attributes (Hornby 1936). With advancing computer 
technology, most fuel maps were developed to meet the input requirements of fire 
models (Keane et al. 1998a).

Fuel maps are now used in nearly all phases of fire management from planning 
to operational analysis at multiple organizational and spatial scales (Rollins 2009). 
Coarse scale fuel maps are integral to global, national, and regional fire danger 
assessment to more effectively plan, allocate, and mobilize suppression resources 
at weekly, monthly, and yearly evaluation intervals (Burgan et al. 1998; De 
Vasconcelos et al. 1998). Regional fuel maps are also useful as inputs for simulating 
regional carbon dynamics, smoke scenarios, and biogeochemical cycles (Kasischke 
et al. 1998; Leenhouts 1998; McKenzie et al. 2007), while finer scale subregional 
fuel layers are critically needed to rate ecosystem health (Keane et al. 2007), identi-
fying fuel treatment locations (Agee and Skinner 2005), evaluating fire hazard and 
risk for land management planning (Hessburg et al. 2010), and aiding in environ-
mental assessments and fire danger programs (Chuvieco and Salas 1996). However, 
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most fuel maps are used at finer scales, primarily for landscape assessments, be-
cause this is the scale at which most fires can effectively be simulated and managed 
(Heyerdahl et al. 2001). Landscape fuel maps are used to predict future spread of 
wildfires (Finney 2005), describe fire hazard and risk (Finney 2006), and portray 
fire severity (Karau and Keane 2010).

Creating wildland fuels maps is quite difficult, especially at landscape to region-
al scales, for a number of reasons (Arroyo et al. 2008; Keane et al. 2001). The lack 
of critical resources, such as limited geo-referenced fuel data and inadequate fuel 
classifications, coupled with a variety of ecological concerns, such as fuelbeds be-
ing hidden by the canopy and scale mismatches in field data, imagery, and analysis 
techniques, often complicate fuel-mapping efforts. Accurate fuels layers are costly 
to build because they require abundant field data, extensive expertise in a wide 
variety of spatial fields (remote sensing, geographic information system (GIS), fire 
and fuel modeling, image processing, vegetation mapping), and of course, a com-
prehensive knowledge of fuels (Keane et al. 2001). But most importantly, fuels 
are notoriously difficult to map because of their high variability and disparate spa-
tial distributions across components (Chap. 6). This chapter first summarizes some 
critical mapping resources needed for nearly all mapping projects and then presents 
some general approaches used to map fuels for fire management at multiple scales. 
The challenges of fuel mapping are presented last to explain why most of today’s 
fuel maps have some major limitations.

9.2  Fuel-Mapping Resources

9.2.1  Field Data

Field data are the most critical resource for mapping fuels, and collecting enough 
appropriate field data is often the most costly and time-consuming part of any 
mapping effort (see Chap. 8). Ground-based fuel sampling is literally the only way 
to realistically, accurately, and consistently describe the fuel characteristics being 
mapped (Keane et al. 2013) and it would be imprudent to attempt to map fuels 
without extensive field sampling. Geo-referenced field data are important for many 
reasons. First, field data provide important references for the mapped fuels classes 
because the data provide the only detailed descriptions of fuels (loading, classifica-
tion category). Field plot data can also be used to describe polygons that can then be 
used as training areas in supervised classifications, or they can be used to describe 
unique clusters in unsupervised classifications (Verbyla 1995). More importantly, 
field data allow the development of statistical models for predicting fuel character-
istics over space using ancillary biophysical spatial layers. Field data also provide a 
means for quantifying accuracy and precision of not only the fuel map but also the 
classification whose categories are being used as mapping units (Keane et al. 2013; 
Burgan and Hardy 1994). Plot data can be used to design and improve keys for 
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the vegetation and fuels classifications being mapped. And most importantly, field 
data provide a means for interpreting fuel maps; inaccuracies or inconsistencies in 
mapping results can be explored using detailed plot data. A mapped shrub–herb 
category, for example, might be poorly mapped because the sampled cover of bare 
soil and rock was high on field plots.

9.2.2  Ancillary Spatial Data Layers

Fuel maps can be dramatically improved if supplementary spatial data are integrated 
into the mapping process (Keane et al. 2001). These ancillary spatial data often 
describe the biophysical environment to provide ecological context to the mapping 
process and to represent those processes that control fuel dynamics to increase pre-
dictive potential (Chap. 6). The most important ancillary GIS layer is the digital 
elevation model (DEM) that is used to describe the topography (e.g., slope, aspect, 
position) and indirectly represent the biophysical environment (e.g., climate). Many 
important topographic products can be derived from the DEM, such as slope posi-
tion, stream corridors, and drainage basins (Skidmore 1989), to use as independent 
variables in statistical predictive models that create fuel maps. Moreover, it is possi-
ble to use the DEM as input to simulation models to create other biophysical layers, 
such as radiation, exposure, and microsite temperatures, and these new biophysical 
layers can be used to developed predictive relationships for mapping fuels (see 
Sect. 9.3.4). The DEM also is useful in delineating broad biophysical settings that 
can be used to stratify statistical modeling and fuel-mapping processes.

Perhaps the next most used ancillary data layers are digital maps of potential and 
existing vegetation classification systems, such as cover type, potential vegetation 
type, and structural stage maps (Menakis et al. 2000). Even though fuel loadings are 
rarely correlated to vegetation (Chap. 6), these maps are be important because they 
provide valuable context for assigning fuels to known settings, information on bio-
physical environment, and important linkages to other land management concerns. 
Vegetation layers are most useful if they were created across multiple scales using 
standardized, hierarchical classifications so that categories can be merged or split 
based on the ability of remote sensing to discriminate differences (Loveland et al. 
1993; McKenzie et al. 2007). The most commonly used vegetation maps are ones 
that describe species composition (cover type), structure (vertical canopy layers), 
and some expression of potential vegetation (i.e., biophysical site; Menakis et al. 
2000) because these three maps can be used to simulate vegetation development 
and therefore possibly fuel succession (Keane et al. 2006b).

Many other existing data layers have been used to map fuels. Spatial chronose-
quences of ecosystem characteristics, such as leaf area index (LAI), created from 
updated satellite imagery (e.g., MODIS), can be integrated in map development to 
quantify available biomass, represent fuel models, and correlate to many other fuel 
attributes (Rollins et al. 2004). Climate layers that integrate long-term weather into 
quantitative summaries that relate to fuel dynamics are also valuable ancillary layers 
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(Keane et al. 2001). Spatial soils data can also be used to describe the biophysical 
environment that can then be statistically related to fuel loadings or used in simulation 
models to create ancillary biophysical layers. Digital maps that describe social con-
text (population density), transportation routes (roads, trails), utilities (power lines, 
gas lines), political (land ownership, management units), and ecological (stand maps, 
values at risk) resources can be used as references to characterize local to regional 
fuel differences and to stratify fuel assignments (Krasnow 2007).

The last set of ancillary data layers are those that are created from simulation 
modeling (Rollins et al. 2004; Keane et al. 2006a). Simulation modeling provides 
a platform to integrate disparate ancillary biophysical variables, such as climate, 
topography, and soils, into one comprehensive, integrated variable that may be 
more related to fuel attributes than the other variables separately. A potential evapo-
transpiration (PET) layer, computed from soils and climate data layers using an 
ecosystem model, may have a better relationship to fuel loading than the soils or 
climate data alone or together (Rollins et al. 2004). This simulation approach is 
discussed extensively in Sect. 9.3.4.

9.2.3  Fuel Classifications

A comprehensive fuel classification system is indispensable in fuel mapping be-
cause the classification’s categories can serve as mapping units in the fuel map 
(Chap. 7). It is difficult to map loading, or any other fuel property, for each of 
the fuel components because of the high number of components and the fact that 
most components are difficult to map remotely, such as duff and litter, because 
they are hidden by higher fuel strata such as the forest canopy (see Sect. 9.4). Fuel 
classifications simplify the mapping process by providing a means to map all fuel 
components at once. Since most classifications were developed for specific fire ap-
plications, creating a map using a classification ensures that it will be useful in fire 
management. Finally, most fire managers are somewhat familiar with most exist-
ing fuel classifications, so mapping existing classifications eliminates the need for 
additional training to learn newly developed map units.

An ideal fuel classification for mapping should quantify a myriad of fuel charac-
teristics (e.g., loading, size, bulk densities) for all fuel components at the appropriate 
mapping scale and resolution (Chap. 7). Fuel classification categories should be 
easily, accurately, and consistently identified in the field with comprehensive keys, 
and the classification should be related to other standardized vegetation and bio-
physical classifications (Keane 2013). The fuel classification should uniquely iden-
tify fuel types based on fuelbed characteristics, not on vegetation attributes or envi-
ronmental descriptions, because the mapped categories must be easily validated in 
the field or using existing fuel data (Keane et al. 2013). Moreover, the classification 
structure should allow hierarchical aggregation and division so fuel categories can 
be tailored to match the strengths of the mapping approach, attributes of the re-
motely sensed products, resolution of available field data and imagery, and scale 
of eventual fire application. A link to other historical and current land-use maps is 
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also desirable. Another desirable trait of useful fuel-mapping classifications is that 
the categories in the classification are easily and effectively discriminated by the 
diverse approaches used to map fuels (see Sect. 9.3).

Nearly all the fuel classifications mentioned in Chap. 7 have been used in fuel-
mapping efforts. Perhaps the most mapped classifications are the fire behavior fuel 
models (FBFMs) which are needed to simulate wildfire in the USA. Reeves et al. 
(2009) created fine-scale (30 m) FBFM maps for both the Scott and Burgan (2005) 
and Anderson (1982) classifications for the contiguous USA. Root et al. (1985) 
mapped FBFMs for North Cascades in the US Pacific Northwest, while Peterson 
et al. (2012) produced FBFM maps for Yosemite National Park and Falkowski et al. 
(2005) for northern Idaho. McKenzie et al. (2007) mapped FCCS fuelbeds at 1 km 
for a national US scale and at 30 m for the Wenatchee National Forest, Washington, 
USA. Hawkes et al. (1995) mapped the fuel types in the Canadian Fire Behav-
ior Prediction system for landscapes in British Columbia, Canada. The National 
Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) fuel types were mapped at a coarse scale by 
Burgan et al. (1998) for the USA and by Chuvieco and Salas (1996) for Spain.

There is a fundamental problem with using FBFMs as mapping units. The iden-
tification of FBFMs in the field is entirely subjective because it is based on an in-
dividual’s perception of fire behavior under assumed weather rather than on actual 
measurements of fuel loadings (Chap. 7). Many field technicians find it difficult to 
consistently identify FBFMs on the ground because it requires knowledge of the 
fuel characteristics important to fire behavior, expertise in forecasting fire behav-
ior in the field, and familiarity with the FBFMs. Even more important is that it is 
impossible to uniquely identify a FBFM from extant or legacy field data because a 
visual inspection of the fuelbed is absolutely essential for evaluating potential fire 
behavior (Anderson 1982). The FuelCalc program (Reinhardt et al. 2006) contains 
a routine that attempts to assign a FBFM from fuel loading data, but the routine 
has never been evaluated for accuracy and consistency. As a result, it is impossible 
to assess map accuracy for any of the FBFM classifications; one would have to 
observe fire behavior at a burning pixel to properly evaluate FBFM map accuracy. 
Reeves et al. (2009) addressed this subjectivity by holding calibration workshops 
attended by fire behavior specialists to evaluate fuel maps and adjust values where 
needed (Keane and Reeves 2011). And since most FBFMs quantify only a fraction 
of all dead and live biomass pools, they are rarely useful for most other fire applica-
tions such as smoke estimation and carbon cycling simulation.

9.3  Fuel-Mapping Approaches

Today’s fuel maps are created by a complex merging of technologies and integra-
tion of analysis techniques (Arroyo et al. 2008). In general, there are four general 
approaches used to map fuels at multiple scales: field assessment, association, 
remote sensing, and biophysical modeling (Table 9.1). Early attempts at mapping 
fuels often used only one or two of these approaches, but as computing resources 
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improved, mapping expertise increased, and extensive spatial ecological data sets 
became available, most of today’s fuel-mapping efforts integrate these multiple 
technologies to get the best possible fuel maps (Keane et al. 2001). Therefore, these 
approaches should not be considered methods per se, but rather a set of general 
strategies to map fuels.

Several analysis methods were not included as approaches in this chapter 
because they are used across most of the four mapping approaches. The most 
important and most commonly used analysis method is statistical modeling, where 
advanced statistical techniques, such as multiple regression analysis, generalized 
linear modeling, and regression trees, are used with field and spatial data to create 
empirical models that are then employed to build fuels maps (Miller et al. 2003). 
Another exciting branch of spatial analysis is the integration of expert knowledge 
into numerical analysis to develop fuel maps (Keane and Reeves 2011); the vast 
knowledge and expertise of fire professionals can be used to develop and test fuel 
maps using a wide variety of computing technology, such as expert systems, neural 
networks, and artificial intelligence (Krivtsov et al. 2009).

9.3.1  Field Assessment

Field assessments involve traversing a landscape on the ground and recording fuel 
conditions using data recorders, notebooks, or paper maps (Arroyo et al. 2008). 
Conditions in the field are assessed using a diversity of methods that include actual 
sampling of the fuel (Chap. 8), recording a category in a fuel classification cat-
egory (Chap. 7), or describing the fuel type using vegetation, disturbance, and site 
characteristics. The observed conditions are then assigned to polygons on a photo 
or map. Few fuel maps were created using this approach, and of those that were, 
they were mostly for fine-scale, small-area projects. The exception was Hornby 
(1936), who remarkably mapped more than 6 million ha in the northern Rocky 
Mountains using more than 90 Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) workers. These 
crews walked, rode, or drove through national forests in Montana and Idaho of the 
USA and described fuel conditions by coloring polygons on maps. But, instead of 
actually recording fuels loadings, the CCC crews mapped two categorical fire be-
havior descriptors that were inferred from the fuel conditions: resistance to control 
and rate of fire spread. The fuel classification used by Hornby (1936) was only 
useful for one fire management purpose, suppressing wildfires. Many employed the 
Hornby (1935) methods to other parts of the country (Abell 1937; Banks and Frayer 
1966; New Jersey Department of Conservation and Development 1942) (Chap. 1).

The primary advantage of the field survey strategy is that fuels are mapped from 
actual conditions observed on the ground (Table 9.1). Mapping error is limited to 
erroneous fuel-type assessments or improper stand delineations on paper maps and 
no error is introduced from inappropriate statistical modeling or data analysis. Fuel 
assignments can be subjectively adjusted based on the observers’ knowledge of the 
fuel complex, of how fire burns the fuel complex, and of how fire behavior models 
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simulate burning in the fuel complex. Observers are easily able to visually assess 
highly variable fuel conditions across large areas to estimate an average or represen-
tative value providing there is extensive training. Any special conditions that arise 
in the field, such as the identification of a new fuel type or the elimination of a rare 
fuel type, can be easily integrated into the mapping scheme. And this approach can 
easily be augmented with field sampling to increase accuracies and map detail. It 
can also be scaled to specific projects creating anywhere from high-resolution maps 
for small areas to coarse-resolution maps for large regions.

The great amount of effort involved in a successful field approach would 
probably preclude its use in most large-scale operational fuel-mapping projects 
today. The majority of time and money spent on any fuel-mapping effort is usually 
in field assessments of fuel conditions so assessing the entire map area would be 
impractical. Another drawback is that there are always inconsistencies between field 
observers because of differences in their expertise and knowledge of fuels and fire 
(Sikkink and Keane 2008). And there is a sampling bias toward mountainous terrain 
since most of the reconnaissance mapping efforts are done from observation points 
on high, burned-over vistas, so locations not directly seen from these observation 
areas were probably mapped with less accuracy (Brown and Davis 1973). This 
approach would be more valuable if it were integrated with field sampling to create 
the field reference datasets to augment with other fuel-mapping approaches.

9.3.2  Association

In the association approach, fuel maps are developed by assigning fuel attributes 
to the categories or mapping units of maps of other land classifications, similar to 
the associative fuel classification (Chap. 7) and associative fuel-sampling (Chap. 8) 
approaches. There are a number of readily available, well-known spatial data lay-
ers of vegetation, topography, and land use that can be used either alone or in 
combination to associate fuel characteristics to each classification category or com-
bination (McKenzie et al. 2007). In the association process, fuel attributes are usu-
ally quantified or selected from a synthesis of field data across extant classification 
categories. These fuel attributes are then assigned to that category to create the fuel 
map from the existing map. Satellite imagery and other remotely sensed products 
are better suited for differentiating between vegetation types than fuel types (Keane 
et al. 2001). Keane et al. (1998a), for example, overlaid maps of vegetation and 
topography classifications with plot-level geo-referenced FBFM assessments and, 
for each vegetation and topography class combination, they assigned the modal 
FBFM of all field plots within that combination. A fuel type group map was created 
by averaging fuel loadings for each of eight fuel components for all USFS Forest 
Inventory and Analysis plots in each forest-type group category (Keane et al. 2013). 
This approach may also be used with expert knowledge techniques that assign fu-
el-classification categories to other map categories using the experiences of fire 
professionals (Keane and Reeves 2011) or statistical analysis of field data to build 
empirical models that assign fuel characteristics to other classification categories 
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(Reeves et al. 2009). The associative approach is easily the most commonly used 
approach for developing fuel maps.

Examples of this approach can be presented by spatial scale. Coarse-scale im-
agery is often used to discriminate broad vegetation types or land cover classes, 
and these classes sometimes correlate with fuels because vegetation categories are 
so broad they generally have unique fuel characteristics. Burgan et al. (1998) used 
Omernik (1987) ecoregions and the Loveland et al. (1991) AVHRR land-cover 
classification to develop an NFDRS fuel model map of the conterminous USA. 
Landsat imagery was used to map vegetation on 100 million ha in Alaska, and then 
fuel models were assigned to each vegetation category (Willis 1985). McKenzie 
et al. (2007) mapped FCCS fuelbeds to vegetation and disturbance classification 
categories, and the FCCS fuelbeds of Ottmar et al. (1994) were assigned to combi-
nations of vegetation cover and structure types for the Interior Columbia Basin Eco-
system Management Project (Quigley et al. 1996). Menakis et al. (2000) expounded 
on the “vegetation triplet” approach where fuel models or classes are assigned to 
categories in three classifications: potential vegetation, vegetation composition, and 
vegetation structure. Jain et al. (1996) intensively sampled fuels for all categories 
of a forest-type map created from Linear Image Self Scanning (LISS II) imagery to 
create a fuel map for Rajaji National Park in India. In Canada, the Canadian Forest 
Fire Behaviour Prediction System (FBP, Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group 1992) 
fuel types were assigned to vegetation categories on maps created from Landsat 
Multi-Spectral Scanner (MSS) data for Wood Buffalo National Park (Wilson et al. 
1994), Quebec (Kourtz 1977), British Columbia (Hawkes et al. 1995), and Mani-
toba (Dixon et al. 1985).

The association approach is used for many reasons. The most common reason is 
that it is relatively easy, quick, and economical to create fuel maps from other maps 
because they can be done by anybody for any location where there is an associative 
map. There are many vegetation classification maps available to associate fuel char-
acteristics (Anderson et al. 1998; Grossman et al. 1998), and most people can easily 
identify the vegetation-type categories of these classifications in the field. There 
are also many field data sets that contain assessments of these extant classification 
categories at the plot level that can augment fuel mapping. Since extant classifica-
tion maps are used extensively in resource management, the assignment of fuel 
attributes are easily understood by managers, and the resultant fuel maps can be 
linked to other resource concerns. Many fuel attributes can be assigned to an extant 
category allowing the creation of many types of fuel maps, such as surface fuel 
maps and canopy fuel maps (Keane et al. 2000). Finally, associative maps often pro-
vide a context for interpreting fuel distributions across a landscape. For example, it 
is helpful to know that a polygon was assigned a needle and litter FBFM because it 
was a ponderosa pine stand.

The major disadvantage of association in fuel mapping is that fuels are not 
always correlated with vegetation characteristics or land-use categories so statistical 
relationships between fuel and the associated layers may be too weak to develop 
useful predictive models (Chap. 6). An example of this lack of relationship is the 
redundancy of fuel classes across the associated mapped classification classes. For 
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example, there were as many as four different FBFMs found in the many of the 
combinations of vegetation structure, species composition, and topographic set-
tings classes for maps of the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness Area, USA. (Keane et al. 
1998a). Stand disturbance history, biophysical setting, and vegetation structure are 
significant factors governing fuel characteristics so they should be incorporated into 
the fuel model assignment protocols. Also, the scales of the base classifications 
may not match the scale of the fuels being mapped or the sample design of the field 
data used in the mapping (Keane et al. 2006a). The vegetation categories in the 
Society of American Foresters (SAF) cover-type classification used in the FOFEM 
model, for example, are so broad for some cover types that they encompass a wide 
variety of fuelbed conditions that overwhelm important local differences (Schmidt 
et al. 2002). Other disadvantages are compounding errors occurring when the error 
inherent in the original base classifications is combined with errors in the fuels clas-
sifications and errors in fuel class assignment (Keane et al. 2013).

9.3.3  Remote Sensing

Remote sensing approaches attempt to correlate remotely sensed imagery with fuel 
characteristics using statistical modeling to create a fuel map (Keane et al. 2001; 
Lanorte et al. 2011). The imagery can be from any number of passive and active 
sensors. Passive sensors include digital aerial photography (Oswald et al. 1999), 
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM; Brandis and Jacobson 2003), Advanced Space-
borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER; Falkowski et al. 
2005), and hyperspectral (Jia et al. 2006), while active sensors are usually LiDAR 
(Andersen et al. 2005) and radar (Bergen and Dobson 1999). These sensors can be 
mounted on any number of platforms including fixed wing aircraft, helicopters, 
and satellites to obtain a wide range of resolutions and detail (Xiao-rui et al. 2005). 
Passive sensors usually measure the reflectance of light in a narrow band of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, and some of these sensors, such as Landsat’s TM with 
a 30 m pixel size, create multiple data layers that represent the reflectance from 
multiple spectral bands. Hyperspectral imagery, such as Airborne Visible InfraRed 
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), Hyperion, and HYDICE, may have more than 50 
different spectral reflectance layers. Active sensors, such as LiDAR, consist of a 
cloud of point measurements of return times and signal strengths that are then used 
to statistically model height and loading (Riaño et al. 2003).

The central assumption of the remote sensing approach is that there is a cor-
relation between fuel characteristics and the remotely sensed data signal. Fuel at-
tributes, such as loading, canopy bulk density ( CBD), or classification categories, 
either computed from legacy plot data or measured directly on geo-referenced plots, 
are related to the reflectance values of the plot location using simple to complex 
statistical modeling. Two general statistical methods are used to create fuel maps. In 
the supervised classification technique, statistical models that directly predict fuels 
information are built from the reflectance values of the imagery and the field data. 
Then, fuel maps are then created by employing the developed predictive relationships  
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across all pixels. In the unsupervised classification technique, the reflectance values 
of all pixels are used in advanced statistical clustering methods to create unique 
spectral “signatures” and then various statistical techniques are used to assign the 
geo-referenced plot information to the mapped spectral signatures. Numerous other 
data layers and spatial information can be augmented with the spectral imagery to 
improve both the unsupervised and supervised statistical analyses (see Sect. 9.3.2).

Many types of fuel maps have been created using passive satellite imagery, 
mainly from Landsat satellite sensors. The majority of fuel-mapping efforts used 
from Landsat MSS and TM imagery to map surface fuel classification categories. 
Kourtz (1977) used Landsat MSS data to map fuel models in Canada. Salas and 
Chuvieco (1994) classified Landsat TM imagery directly to 11 of Anderson’s (1982) 
fuel models, then assigned vegetation categories to each fuel model to compute fire 
risk on a large landscape in Spain. An Anderson (1982) FBFM map was classified 
directly from TM imagery of Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, for simulating pre-
scribed fires with FARSITE (Campbell et al. 1995). However, the highest successes 
are when total living and dead biomass were directly mapped to spectral signatures. 
Direct biomass imagery mapping is more accurate for grasslands and shrublands 
(Chladil and Nunez 1995; Millington et al. 1994; Friedl et al. 1994), but less cer-
tain when assessing surface fuels in forested ecosystems because of the canopy 
obstruction problem (Elvidge 1988; see Sect. 9.4). Merrill et al. (1993) estimated 
living grassland biomass in Yellowstone National Park using regression models on 
bands 4, 6, and 7 from Landsat MSS) imagery. Using TM imagery, Peterson et al. 
(2012) directly mapped 1-, 10-, and 100-h loadings in Yosemite National Park USA 
and Brandis and Jacobson (2003) mapped total fuel loads in Australia. Large-scale 
aerial photography and aerial sketch mapping have been used successfully to esti-
mate natural and slash fuel distributions in a variety of forested settings in Canada 
(Belfort 1988; Morris 1970; Muraro 1970).

Other imagery has been successfully used in fuel-mapping efforts. At fine scales, 
Lasaponara and Lanorte (2007a) used QuickBird high-resolution imagery (2.9 m) 
to map fuel types in Italy. ASTER imagery, having higher spectral (15 bands) and 
spatial (15 m) resolution than Landsat TM (7 spectral plus a panchromatic band, 
30 m spatial resolution), was used to map Mediterranean fuel types in southern 
Italy (Lasaponara and Lanorte 2007b) and the 13 Anderson (1982) FBFMs in Idaho, 
USA (Falkowski et al. 2005). Root and Wagtendonk (1999) used hyperspectral im-
agery to map fuels in Yosemite National Park, USA, while Jia et al. (2006) used 
AVIRIS hyperspectral imagery to map canopy fuels. Active remote sensors such as 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) that propagate pulses of electromagnetic radiation 
and detect the reflective backscatter have shown promise for mapping stand bio-
mass (Rignot et al. 1994) so they may be useful for estimating surface fuel models, 
crown bulk densities, and canopy dimensions. In Yellowstone National Park in the 
USA, Saatchi et al. (2007) mapped canopy fuel characteristics and Huang et al. 
(2009) mapped CWD using SAR and other ancillary data layers. Keramitsoglou 
et al. (2008) fused hyperspectral imagery with ASTER to map fuel types in Greece.

Airborne LiDAR appears to be the most promising remotely sensed product for the 
mapping of fuel properties, especially canopy fuel attributes, because it describes the 
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vertical profile of the fuelbed. LiDAR estimates distance to an object by measur-
ing the time delay between the transmission of a pulse of light and the detection of 
the reflected light from a target. This process, in a vegetative setting, can result in 
millions of points in an area that describe the fuel strata. The point distances can 
be used to calculate elevations to map a fuelbed in three dimensions if the spatial 
density of laser measurements is high. The distribution of elevations can be used 
as a signal to map fuels and the strength of the return signal is also useful for deter-
mining the surface condition that may be related to certain fuel types. Some have 
used LiDAR to map surface FBFMs with some success (Mutlu et al. 2008), but the 
real strength of LiDAR is in the mapping of canopy fuels (Andersen et al. 2005; 
Erdody and Moskal 2010) because the number of LiDAR distance measurements 
within the canopy profile is often correlated to CBD and canopy base height (CBH; 
Riaño et al. 2003). However, LiDAR also has its problems. While it can accurately 
produce a canopy height profile, it has limited ability in differentiating the material 
that reflected the laser intercept; it is difficult to tell if the piece of biomass hit by the 
laser was a leaf, twig, or log. The canopy obstruction problem is also a factor in that 
upper canopies obscure lower canopy strata and thereby collect a disproportionate 
number of LiDAR hits. Loadings for those fuel components that contain the major-
ity of dead biomass, logs, litter, and duff are also difficult to sense from LiDAR 
because their size or depth is nearly impossible to measure using LiDAR.

There are advantages to using a remote sensing approach (Arroyo et al. 2008). 
First, unlike all other approaches, remotely sensed data provide a spatial description 
of existing landscape conditions and act as a snapshot of the landscape. As such, 
these data can be useful for the detection of changes in fuel conditions through time 
and space. Most imagery products are easy to obtain but their cost is highly variable 
ranging from free to quite expensive. Remotely sensed imagery can be obtained for 
a wide variety of resolutions allowing appropriate scaling of the imagery to fuel 
component distributions.

Logistical concerns, however, may limit many remotely sensed fuel-mapping 
projects. Expertise in image processing, GIS analysis, and statistical modeling is 
rare and expensive, and combined with expertise in fuel science and fire behavior 
modeling, the number of people qualified for fuel-mapping projects are scarce. Ab-
solutely critical to remotely sensed fuel-mapping projects are surface and canopy 
fuel data which are often limiting in most areas. The analysis of the imagery also 
demands high computing resources which may be restrictive for many fire manag-
ers. Finally, many of the remotely sensed products, such as LiDAR, ASTER, and 
SAR, may be too expensive for operational fuel mapping across large domains and 
require specialized expertise in data processing.

There are also important ecological limitations of remote sensing approaches for 
fuel mapping. As mentioned, some fuel component attributes, such as CBH, FWD, 
and herbs, are obscured by the canopy in most forest and some shrubland ecosystems 
(Keane et al. 2001). Even if the fuel components were visible from above, the remote-
ly sensed imagery probably would probably have low correlation to many attributes 
that are being mapped, such as loading, because of the mismatch in scales. Logs and 
FWD are too small to be sensed by most imagery products with 30-m pixel resolution, 
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yet they comprise the majority of loading in some environments. Duff and litter 
loading, as another example, depends on their depth on the ground, and this depth 
is rarely correlated to imagery signals (Asner 1998). Most imaging sensors were 
designed to differentiate vegetation characteristics, so vegetation conditions may 
often overwhelm any fuel signal, and most fuel components, such as woody fuels, 
have similar reflective properties making it difficult for their differentiation.

Another limitation is that it is often difficult to quantify fuelbed characteristics 
for each component with only one unique spectral signature, unless, of course, a 
fuel classification is being mapped, but then few fuel classifications are highly cor-
related to imagery (Keane et al. 2013). Conversely, if fuel components are mapped 
separately, there is a good chance that each component map will be spatially in-
congruent or inconsistent, and impossible combinations may result. And, since fuel 
components are spatially distributed at different scales, using only one imagery 
product with one resolution ensures some fuels may always be mapped at an inap-
propriate scale (Keane et al. 2012a; Chap. 6); fine fuels important for fire spread 
are too small to be detected accurately by most passive imagery products. It is also 
difficult to detect the vertical distribution of fuels with passive imagery; the sensed 
FWD might actually be suspended above the ground.

9.3.4  Biophysical Modeling

This last approach relates fuel attributes to measured or simulated biophysical gra-
dients using statistical modeling. Biophysical gradients describe those ecological 
phenomena that may directly or indirectly influence fuel dynamics (Chap. 6), such 
as climate, productivity, and disturbance. Spatial data representing these gradients 
can be (1) measured directly, such as climate, soils, and topography, (2) measured 
indirectly by correlating with imagery, or (3) simulated using biophysical models. 
The direct and indirect gradients are often used as inputs into biophysical models to 
create additional gradients.

Ecosystem models have vastly improved over the past two decades and there 
are a wide variety of models for application at coarse (e.g., MAPPS, Lenihan et al. 
1998), regional (e.g., BIOME-BGC, Thornton et al. 2002), and fine scales (e.g., 
FireBGCv2, Keane et al. 2011). These models simulate those ecosystem processes 
known to govern fuel dynamics and these simulated processes can then be mapped 
and used to predict fuel characteristics across space. Relationships between biophysi-
cal processes and organic matter accumulation and decomposition, for example, can 
be used to predict fuel characteristics (Gosz 1992; Ohmann and Spies 1998). Rollins 
et al. (2004) developed a prototype system to link remote sensing, gradient model-
ing, and ecosystem simulation into a package for mapping those characteristics im-
portant to land management, and then used the system to map FBFMs (Keane et al. 
2006a). Biophysical layers can be topographical (e.g., elevation, aspect, slope), bio-
logical (e.g., successional stages), geological (e.g., soils, landform), or biogeochem-
ical (i.e., evapotranspiration, productivity, nutrient availability). Kessell (1976) 
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used seven biophysical gradients based on topography and vegetation to spatially 
predict fuel models and loadings in Glacier National Park, Montana. Habeck (1976) 
sampled fuels and vegetation in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness Area of Idaho and 
related fuel loadings to stand age and moisture–temperature gradients. Keane et al. 
(1997) developed a protocol for mapping surface fuels from several biogeochemical 
and biophysical variables using an extensive network of field plots, and later used 
those techniques for mapping canopy fuels (Keane et al. 2006a).

The value of this approach is that simulated environmental gradients provide an 
ecological context in which to understand, explore, and finally, predict fuel dynam-
ics. Low fuel loadings in a stand, for example, may be explained by low precipi-
tation, high evapotranspiration, and low productivity. Furthermore, environmental 
gradients can quantify those important ecosystem processes that correlate with fu-
els, such as decomposition, to provide a temporal and spatial framework for creat-
ing dynamic fuels maps. Climate change effects on spatial fuel loadings can be 
easily computed by evaluating changes in environmental gradients under the new 
climate (Keane et al. 1996). Most environmental gradients are scale-independent, 
meaning the same gradients might be useful to predict fuel characteristics across 
many spatial scales, but the range, distributions, and strengths of the relationships 
might change. These models can also be used to update fuel maps by simulating 
deposition and decomposition processes to see how the fuels have changed over the 
life of the map. And once biophysical layers are developed, they may be used by 
land management agencies for many management applications (Keane et al. 2002).

One major problem with this approach is that biophysical gradients do not pro-
vide a comprehensive description of existing biotic conditions so remotely sensed 
data are often needed to spatially portray the current fuel conditions. Another 
disadvantage is that this approach requires abundant field data, complex ecosystem 
models, and intensive statistical analyses requiring extensive expertise in ecological 
sampling, simulation modeling, and statistical examination. Ecosystem models de-
mand comprehensive initialization, parameterization, calibration, and validation to 
be useful, and this often requires extensive data, time, expertise, and computing re-
sources. Biophysical settings are inherently difficult to map because they represent 
the complex integration of long-term climatic interactions with vegetation, soils, 
fauna, and disturbance (Barrett and Arno 1991; Habeck 1976; Keane et al. 1996b). 
Moreover, identification of those biophysical processes critical to fuel dynamics 
is difficult because most are unknown or unquantifiable, and they are difficult to 
identify in the field because of their temporal aspect. Many biophysical layers may 
have limited value for mapping fuels because of interacting factors and they are of-
ten correlated with other biophysical processes. And last, all biophysical gradients 
affect fuel processes at different scales so it is important that the biophysical layers 
are created at the most appropriate scales that influence fuel properties.
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9.3.5  Integrating Approaches

Most mapping projects integrate all approaches to create state-of-the-art fuel maps. 
Peterson et al. (2012) statistically modeled live and dead woody fuel component 
loadings using regression classification procedures with a suite of climate, topog-
raphy, imagery, and fire history-independent variables. Varga and Asner (2008) 
merged LiDAR with hyperspectral imagery to map surface fuels in Hawaii. A 
knowledge-based system of neural networks was used to search for unique fuel 
patterns on a large landscape in Portugal from land-use, vegetation, satellite im-
agery, and elevation information (Vasconcelos et al. 1998). Pierce et al. (2012) 
used intensive field sampling to describe surface fuels for spectral clusters in an 
unsupervised approach and correlated canopy fuel characteristics to topography 
(elevation, slope, aspect) and Landsat TM imagery using Random Forests statisti-
cal modeling. And, in the most extensive fuel-mapping effort in the USA, Reeves 
et al. (2009) mapped canopy fuel attributes ( CBD, CBH) for the contiguous USA 
by creating regression models from Landsat TM reflectance imagery, biophysical 
gradients simulated by an ecosystem process model, and topographic variables cal-
culated from the DEM. They also mapped four surface fuel classifications using an 
associative approach where categories were assigned to combinations of vegeta-
tion cover, structure, and biophysical classifications using statistical modeling and 
expert opinion. The merging of multiple approaches has resulted in some of the 
most useful and accurate fuel maps.

9.4  Challenges

The accuracy of fuels maps varies widely, but generally, most fuel maps have 
low accuracies. When accuracy assessments were reported, they usually ranged 
between 5 and 85 % correct, regardless of fuel-mapping approach or integrative 
strategy (Keane et al. 2013). Fuel map accuracies often reflect the approaches used 
to create the maps; maps created with the associative approach, for example, tend 
to have the same accuracies as the core maps used to associate fuel attributes. Low 
map accuracies, however, don’t always mean the fuel map is worthless, especially 
considering the high variability and complexity of fuels. Alternative management 
strategies can be effectively compared by assessing the relative differences in fuel 
conditions between sites in fuel maps with precision. Low fuel map accuracies may 
be a result of a number of inherent sampling and analysis errors that are out of 
the mapper’s control, such as (1) scale differences in field data and mapped ele-
ments, (2) improper geo-registration, (3) erroneous field identification or measure-
ment of a mapped attribute, (4) improper use of vegetation or fuels classifications, 
(5) mistakes in field data entry, (6) differences in sampling error across fuel compo-
nents, and (7) inappropriate fuel-sampling methods and designs. However, the main 
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reason for low fuel map accuracies probably lies in the ecology of fuels rather than 
in the limitations of the approaches and data used to map them.

Several ecological reasons are to blame for the low accuracies in most fuel maps. 
As with other fuel applications, the high variability of fuel characteristics in space 
and time across the diversity of components compromises most fuel-mapping ef-
forts (Chap. 6). In a validation of the LANDFIRE fuel maps, Keane et al. (2013) 
found that the inability of a fuel classifications’ category to uniquely quantify fuel 
loadings was the biggest reason for poor mapping results. This inability to predict 
fuel loadings was mainly because of the high variability of loadings across compo-
nents within a classification category (Chap. 6). High variability of loadings across 
classification categories is often because fuel components vary at different scales 
and are uncorrelated with each other (Keane et al. 2012b). Keane et al. (2000) hi-
erarchically assessed accuracy of vegetation and fuel maps by quantifying error in 
the field data, vegetation and fuel classifications, and found more than 20 % of map 
error resulted from the inherent variability of fuel components attributes sampled 
at the stand-level. This high loading variability is also because fuel components are 
spatially distributed at different scales and accumulate at different rates (Chap. 6). 
In summary, the high variability of fuel attributes, especially loading, often over-
whelms any spectral or biophysical signal used for mapping, resulting in inadequate 
discrimination of fuel classification categories and attributes.

Stand disturbance history, expressed as time since last fire for an example, is 
perhaps the single most important factor dictating fuel bed characteristics (Chap. 6) 
yet there are few ancillary spatial data sources that describe stand history that can be 
used in fuel mapping. Vogelmann et al. (2011) use fire severity maps to update the 
LANDFIRE vegetation and fuels data layers, but there are few comprehensive maps 
of other disturbances. Past fires both reduce fuel component loadings by consump-
tion and increase loadings by causing plant mortality (Chap. 6). Insects, diseases, 
and wind often increase fuel loadings disproportionately across components. With-
out a spatial description of the timing, severity, and extent of past disturbances, it 
will always be difficult to map fuels.

There may be other logistical reasons for poor map accuracies. The biggest 
limitation in most fuels mapping is the lack of timely, dependable, geo-referenced 
field data describing existing fuels conditions. Few comprehensive standardized 
fuel-sampling efforts have created the databases needed for fuel-mapping efforts. 
For those projects where fuels were actually measured, inadequate training in fuel 
model assessment and fuel measurement techniques resulted in questionable field 
estimates (Keane et al. 1998b). Fuel characteristics (e.g., surface fuel model, crown 
fuels, stand height) should not be mapped independently or illogical combinations 
will inevitably result. All fuel layers must be developed and mapped in parallel so 
they are spatially congruent and consistent.

Low fuel map accuracies may be improved by employing newer methods and 
better technology, but there are more fundamental challenges in fuel mapping that 
need to be addressed first before accurate fuel maps are possible. As mentioned, we 
need to view fuels as biomass and understand those ecological processes and condi-
tions that influence biomass properties over time and space. Once we understand 
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fuel dynamics, we can then develop standardized sampling methods that describe 
fuels at their appropriate scales for quantifying reference conditions and select 
biophysical layers that represent those ecological processes that most influence fuel 
dynamics (Chap. 8). Spatial fuels databases containing all collected geo-referenced 
field data that is appropriately scaled to each fuel component can then be created 
so that spatially explicit fuels data can be accessible to everyone. Comprehensive, 
robust, and flexible fuel classifications can then be developed from these data 
(Chap. 7) that incorporate and account for the high variability in their design (Keane 
2013). Categories in these new classifications can then be mapped using a fusion of 
the technologies mentioned here and any new technologies developed in the future. 
A new approach to fuels mapping is needed for enlightened fire management.
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Sometimes a concept is baffling not because it is profound but 
because it is wrong 
E.O. Wilson, American ecologist

10.1  Introduction

As detailed in this book, wildland fuels are defined, described, and quantified based 
on their use in fire behavior and effects applications, which often ignore the great 
biological complexity and rich ecological context needed to fully understand them. 
Woody fuels, for example, are separated into size classes based on rate of moisture 
loss (Fosberg 1970) rather than based on rates of decomposition or deposition. The 
fire behavior context may also limit or compromise fuel management concepts, 
applications and actions. This chapter presents a set of common fuel concepts used 
in fire science and management that need further qualification if they are used cor-
rectly in an ecological context.

10.2  Important Fuel Concepts

10.2.1  Flammability

Flammability is not a useful concept without considering a myriad of combus-
tion qualities and their distribution across multiple spatial and temporal scales. 
Gisborne (1947) noted that most fuels are similar chemically and the major dif-
ferences in burning of different kinds of wood, brush, or grass are mainly due to 
variations in physical properties rather than chemical composition. Differences 
in how fuels burn are typically referred to flammability. The concept of flam-
mability is interpreted differently all over the world. It is often defined as the 
relative ease at which fuels ignite but the causal mechanisms of flammability are 
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interpreted differently. Anderson (1966) characterized fuel flammability by three 
criteria:

1. Ignitability. Ability to ignite at the lowest temperature with the least energy input
2. Sustainability. Ability to continue flaming combustion when heat source is 

removed
3. Combustibility. Ability to facilitate combustion to have short burn times and the 

highest proportion of consumption

These characteristics can be evaluated at particle, component, layer, and fuelbed 
scales. However, the metrics used to rate these criteria can rarely be measured in 
absolute terms (Mak 1988). Most assessments inevitably use the components of 
combustion to rate flammability (Dimitrakopoulos and Papaioannou 2001), such as 
measuring time to ignition at a standard temperature or heat flux. Dimitrakopoulos 
(2001), however, rated flammability based on five fuel characteristics including 
heat content, ash content, silica-free ash content, surface area-to-volume ratios and 
particle density. Liodakis et al. (2002) found that flammability (ease of ignition) was 
insensitive to the inorganic concentration of the fuel, but rather was closely tied to 
rates of cellulose decomposition. Dimitrakopoulos and Papaioannou (2001) found 
moisture content was the overriding factor dictating the flammability of Mediterra-
nean fuels. Many believe that the chemical compositions of live and some dead fu-
els are important to flammability because of the presence of resins, crude fats, oils, 
and other volatile substances might facilitate ignition and consumption (Jolly et al. 
2012; Philpot 1969). In most cases, however, fuel differs in flammability because 
of physical, morphological, and ecophysiological characteristics, and less because 
of chemical characteristics. For example, some species (e.g., sagebrush, saltbrush) 
have ecophysiological adaptations to allow them to survive when their foliar mois-
ture is low (< 50 %) thereby making them more flammable. Because flammability 
cannot be objectively assessed using standardized tests, the concept is best used in 
a relative, qualitative sense.

The problem with flammability is that it must be interpreted across many spa-
tial and temporal scales and across many combustion qualities to be useful for fire 
management. Some shrub species may be highly flammable because of small, dense 
foliage, but their foliage may be flammable for only a small portion of the year 
because of high live fuel moistures. Grasses are highly flammable when cured, 
but if they are not connected in space, or if they exist in communities that contain 
abundant inflammable species, then their flammability at broader stand scales may 
be lower. Some fuel types, such as resin-saturated wood, may have higher heat 
contents contributing to high flammability, but they may also have a low SAVR that 
serves to decrease flammability. Rotten wood has low particle densities that may 
increase the potential for ignition at higher moistures over sound wood, but rotten 
particles also have lower heat contents, that might decrease flammability at the 
particle level, and the rotten particles may be widely scattered across the landscape 
thereby decreasing flammability at coarser spatial scales.

A more current example of the challenges involved in evaluating flammability 
concerns the extensive areas across North America that have been killed by pine 
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beetles (Jenkins et al. 2012). The dead, red foliage in pine stands killed by the bark 
beetles appear highly flammable and studies show that the suspended dead foli-
age is generally more flammable than green needles (Jolly et al. 2012). However, 
these red needles fall to the ground in 1–3 years, leaving a stand of dead trees with 
significantly reduced crown fire potential. Further, beetles rarely kill all trees in 
a stand; patchworks of 10–90 % beetle mortality in outbreak stands are common 
(Schoennagel et al. 2012). The green pine needles may be just as flammable as red 
needles at the height of an extreme fire season, especially in high wind. Without 
spatial and temporal context, it will be always difficult to rate the flammability of 
fuels.

10.2.2  Fuel Treatments

Management activities aimed at reducing fuels should always consider ecology first 
to increase treatment effectiveness in the long run. A fuel treatment is defined as the 
manipulation, modification, and/or removal of wildland fuels to reduce the likeli-
hood of ignition, to reduce potential fire intensity and spread rates, and/or to lessen 
potential damage and resistance to control (NWCG 2006). However, Reinhardt 
et al. (2008) caution that the primary purpose of fuel treatments should rarely be 
to reduce burned area or limit fire growth. Rather, fuel treatments should be imple-
mented to reduce fire intensity and severity, so that if an area burns, the fire will 
have minimal impacts on the ecosystem and it will have a lesser chance of harming 
people and property. Fuel treatments should also allow firefighters to safely and 
effectively fight fire to prevent the loss of property or life, even though fighting the 
fire will probably increase future suppression efforts. So the question facing fire 
managers is how to treat fuels to accomplish these multiple and sometimes conflict-
ing objectives.

The problem in designing fuel treatments that don’t consider wildland fuel ecol-
ogy is that those treatments will probably be ineffective and even counterproductive 
in the long run. Fuel treatments should also restore ecosystems to make them effec-
tive at both reducing fuels and useful for other land management objectives. Imple-
menting treatments for the sole purpose of reducing fuels ignores decades of re-
search on the benefits of an ecosystem management approach (Crow and Gustafson 
1997). It makes little sense to modify fuels with a treatment that creates unconven-
tional stand structures that will quickly compromise the efficacy of the treatment 
and will contribute to declines in ecosystem health. Many mechanical canopy fuel 
treatments, for example, remove trees to reduce canopy bulk density (CBD) and 
increase canopy base height (CBH) without regard to the shade tolerance and fire 
adaptations of the residual species. Leaving shade-tolerant, fire-sensitive species 
may create stand structures that are highly susceptible to future fire and have low 
resilience to other disturbances (Agee and Skinner 2005). Moreover, shade-tolerant 
residual species can quickly regenerate in treated areas thereby rapidly lowering 
CBH and quickly rendering the primary treatment ineffective. When the residual 
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stand inevitably does burn, it may have a higher probability of experiencing exten-
sive fire-caused mortality because it is composed of fire susceptible species.

Mastication is a mechanical treatment that uses specialized equipment to shred, 
chip, or break apart dead and live trees to raise CBH, decrease CBD, and reduce 
fuelbed depth. This treatment is amenable to many managers because it is rela-
tively cheap and poses little risk when compared with prescribed fire. However, 
the tremendous amount of shattered fuel left on the forest floor may cause adverse 
ecological consequences to the treated stand, such as increased rainfall interception, 
reduced plant regeneration, altered nutrient cycling, and increased soil insulation 
(Kane et al. 2010). Moreover, plant mortality may be high when masticated stands 
eventually burn in wildfires because of deep soil heating from smoldering combus-
tion of the thick duff and litter layers and high fire intensities from burning the 
dense surface fuels (Kreye et al. 2014). Short-term decreases in fire hazard may be 
eventually overwhelmed by long-term declines in ecological integrity for those fuel 
treatments that don’t address ecological concerns.

Current efforts in the restoration of fire-prone ecosystems often design treat-
ments to create stands that, when burned by wildfire, will experience fire effects 
that were common historically and that will leave the landscape with much of the 
prefire character. Restoration actions in frequent-fire ecosystems, such as ponder-
osa pine forests, often retain large, relic individuals that are able to survive future 
wildfires (Agee and Skinner 2005). Retaining large trees that have survived many 
disturbances and have lived through many climate fluctuations will ensure high 
survival rates for future disturbances and offer the best genetic sources for the fu-
ture. Ecosystems with long fire return intervals, such as the Canadian boreal or the 
Rocky Mountain lodgepole pine forests, experience primarily high-intensity crown 
fires so the goal of keeping large trees may not be a concern. Instead of emphasizing 
reducing fuels, an approach that balances what can survive a wildfire with what fire 
behaviors and effects are acceptable both ecologically and socially will often result 
in both fuel reduction and beneficial ecological restoration.

Another important factor in designing fuel treatments is the condition of the 
vegetation being treated. Most fire-prone ecosystems need fuel treatments because 
fire has been excluded from them for decades. As a result, plants are highly stressed 
because competition for light, water, and nutrients has been amplified due to both 
increased number of individuals and high surface fuel buildups that may have al-
tered water and nutrient cycling (Chap. 6). Moreover, trees that haven’t experienced 
fire in the past are not well equipped to survive fire in the future. Trees that have 
been burned with low-severity fire, for example, often develop resin ducts needed 
to compartmentalize injury and survive fires in the future. And because of competi-
tion for soil moisture, trees tend to concentrate fine roots in the thick duff and litter 
layer that has accumulated in the absence of fire, so when fires do occur in these 
fire-excluded stand, trees may experience high root and plant mortality. Fuel treat-
ments that fail to recognize initial stand health in their design may cause additional 
mortality that result in even greater posttreatment surface fuel loadings and unsus-
tainable ecosystems.
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Obviously, the best fuel treatment option for both reducing fuels and restoring 
fire-prone ecosystems is fire implemented as prescribed burns or controlled wild-
fires (allowing wildfires to burn). Fire has shaped past landscapes so it can best 
be used tomorrow for restoring the fire-excluded ecosystems of today. It performs 
many attractive actions such as (1) reducing canopy fuels by killing fire-susceptible 
trees and dense regeneration, (2) creating heterogeneous patches and landscapes, 
(3) consuming fuels, (4) facilitating nutrient and water cycling, and (5) favoring 
fire-adapted vegetation leading to more resilient landscapes. The dilemma facing 
most fire managers, however, is how to reintroduce fire into areas that now have 
such great buildups of canopy and surface fuels that any fire may kill large trees 
and cause uncharacteristically high plant mortality. Burning fire-excluded areas with 
prescribed fire is difficult because weather conditions that are needed to achieve 
targeted fire intensities may be rare and the risk of damaging ecosystems, burning 
property, or harming people may be great. The successful reintroduction of fire will 
take multiple treatments staggered in time. In the first entry, mechanical treatments 
may be needed to reduce canopy fuels so that fire treatments can follow to consume 
surface fuels and lower residual tree regeneration without high tree mortality (North 
et al. 2012). Further, it will take several entries into treated stands over time to obtain 
the stand structures that will be resilient in the face of climate change and resistant 
to future disturbance events. Some estimate it will take three to seven burns to return 
landscapes to a semblance of the historic past. Irrespective of treatment strategy, 
wildfires will eventually burn most areas regardless of the level of fire suppression 
so designing effective treatment regimes that protect and restore ecosystems while 
reducing fuels will need to balance society’s tolerance for fire with an ecosystems’ 
ability to accumulate fuels using enlightened fire management that fully integrates 
mechanical treatments and prescribed fire with the eventual wildfires.

10.2.3  Fuel Treatment Longevity

Treatment longevity depends on the highly variable fire and fuel characteristics be-
ing used to evaluate it and has little meaning without considering space and time. 
Since most fuel treatments are costly, it is important to know how long they will 
last before another one is needed. The time over which fuel treatments are effec-
tive is often called treatment longevity. Longevity is important for planning and 
scheduling future fuel treatments, but, similar to flammability, assessing treatment 
longevity is difficult because of the temporal and spatial complexities of fuelbed 
dynamics. The wide ranges of measurements that can be used to assess longevity 
coupled with the incredible variability and complexity of fuelbeds as they interact 
with the biophysical environment make estimating longevity nearly impossible.

The most important challenge in quantifying longevity is deciding which suite of 
fire and fuel variables to use to assess how long treatments are effective. An objec-
tive of a fuel treatment, for example, might be to reduce surface fuel loadings or 
decrease CBD below a threshold value, or to create fuelbed conditions, that when 
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burned, exhibited fire behavior below some threshold parameter. If fuel loadings are 
used as measures of longevity, then the length of time the treated stand stays below 
a threshold fuel loading might be used as a measure of longevity. Alternatively, if 
fire behavior attributes are used, then the measured fuel conditions can be input to 
fire behavior models, such as BEHAVE or NEXUS, to compute fire behavior met-
rics, such as rate of spread, fire intensity, and torching index, that are then used to 
estimate longevity by comparing against a corresponding threshold value.

The problem is that countless fire behavior and fuel characteristics can be used 
to evaluate longevity, and among them they have different (1) rates of change over 
time, (2) threshold and importance values to management, (3) degrees of correlation 
with each other, and (4) spatial distributions. Commonly used canopy fuel treat-
ments involve removing trees (reducing CBD and increasing CBH), but this may 
open the stand to increases in incipient herbaceous vegetation resulting in a flashy 
surface fuel layer that has a higher rate of spread than the previous fuelbed (Kane 
et al. 2010). An example of this dilemma concerns the treatment of ponderosa pine 
ecosystems that historically experienced frequent fires, but as a result of fire exclu-
sion, these forests are now densely populated with trees (high CBD, low CBH) that 
heavily shade the forest floor making it mostly devoid of shrub and herbaceous fu-
els with thick duff and litter layers and high accumulations of woody fuels. If spread 
rate were used as a measure, then the spread rates before the treatment might actual-
ly be lower than the spread rates in the herbaceous-dominated posttreatment stand. 
In other treatments, tree removal may result in slash that increases surface woody 
fuel loadings creating conditions where decreases in crown fire potential from CBH 
reductions may be offset by the increases in surface fire intensities and concomitant 
deeper soil heating (Pollet and Omi 2002). Moreover, the use of multiple fire behav-
ior and fuels measures to evaluate longevity might produce contradictory results. 
Values of one fire or fuel metric might always exceed threshold values even though 
the values of other fire and fuel metrics remain under their threshold values. Some 
surface fuel threshold values might be so high, for example, that a target low torch-
ing index might be impossible.

A more holistic approach is needed to replace the notion of treatment longevity 
with a broader view of fuel in a landscape and successional ecology framework. 
First, longevity, by definition, demands a consideration of scale and context. Most 
managers and scientists tend to evaluate longevity at the stand scale because this 
is the scale of treatment. However, to be fully effective, fuel treatments need to be 
implemented at landscape scales to take advantage of adjacency, contagion, and 
connectivity in fuel patch heterogeneity. It makes little sense to only treat a 10-ha 
ponderosa stand, for example, when it is surrounded by a 10,000-ha dense forest 
with heavy surface fuels. The treated ponderosa pine stand might be effective lon-
ger if it is surrounded by other treated stands. And since fuel deposition rates are 
dictated by vegetation development, a consideration of the vegetation species and 
structure before and after the treatment is critical to ensure that treatments are ap-
propriate for the biophysical conditions so that they are effective longer.
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10.2.4  Hazard and Risk

Hardy (2005) elucidated three major problems with using hazard and risk in fire 
science and management. First, there are too many definitions of fire hazard and 
risk that make consistent quantification difficult in fire management. An assess-
ment of hazard using the NWCG (2006) definition (condition that can cause injury, 
illness or death of personnel, or damage to, or loss of equipment or property) will 
be entirely different than one using the definition proposed by Bachmann and All-
gower (2001) (the potential fire behavior for a fuel type, regardless of the fuel type’s 
weather-influenced fuel moisture content). Next, assessments of hazard and risk 
demand a temporal and spatial context, which has been missing from many past ef-
forts. Any evaluation must include the extent and pattern of the hazard and how long 
it remains a hazard both within the fire season and over the long term. And last, the 
context of hazard and risk must include an assessment of the historical or “natural” 
fire regime and the ecosystem being evaluated. Chaparral ecosystems, for example, 
may have high hazard for fire management but these shrublands may only burn 
in high-intensity fires. Without an ecological context, ecosystems that historically 
experienced large, infrequent, and high-intensity fires will always be considered 
hazardous with high risk.

The quantification and mapping of hazard and risk should recognize that fuels 
are always changing in space and time (Chap. 6). Too often, hazard and risk projec-
tions fail to integrate how long fuels on a stand or landscape remain hazardous or 
when less hazardous fuel complexes become more hazardous. Fuel maps used as 
input in fire hazard and risk software packages, such as FLAMMAP (Finney 2006), 
seldom address changing fuel conditions over time. In the beetle example men-
tioned above, the elevated fire hazard because of red needles on pine trees killed by 
mountain pine beetles only exists until the needles fall off the trees (1–3 years). If 
these red-needle pines are in environments where fire seasons are short and infre-
quent, such as lodgepole and whitebark pine forests, there is a low chance that the 
surface fuels will be dry enough to support fire while the red needles remain on the 
trees. Moreover, the current fire behavior fuel models (FBFMs) used in most fire 
hazard and risk assessments may be too coarse to detect subtle but major changes in 
fuel loadings over time or after disturbances (Chap. 7). A fully integrated hazard and 
risk assessment must simulate ecosystem change to meld dynamic fuel maps with 
all possible weather and climate scenarios in both a fire behavior and fire effects 
context (Keane and Finney 2003; Finney 2005).

10.3  A Fuel Ecology Approach

It will always be difficult to thoroughly understand wildland fuels if they are ex-
clusively analyzed and studied through the lens of fire behavior. When fuels are 
defined, stratified, classified, and mapped for combustion science applications, the 
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increased uncertainty resulting from inappropriate stratifications may overwhelm 
most fire analyses producing misleading and inappropriate results. Stratifying fuels 
into broad life forms or aggregating all logs into one class regardless of size may 
mask differences between costly treatments that may be important for fuel manage-
ment. More comprehensive, accurate, and useful fuel applications and products will 
hopefully be developed to meet the needs of fire management by expanding the fo-
cus of wildland fuels beyond the fire behavior construct to a more ecological para-
digm. A fuel ecology approach can meld important ecological relationships with the 
needs of fire science to continually create novel, insightful, and useful future fire 
applications for the future.

An interesting dilemma is that, if an ecological approach is important for de-
scribing fuels for fire applications, then why have the current fuel inputs to fire 
models continued to satisfy fire managers and researchers? Predictions from these 
models are used extensively in fire management with acceptable results yet none 
deal with spatial variability, ecologically inappropriate fuel components, and tem-
poral dynamics detailed in this book. A partial answer might be that weather and 
topography, not fuels, are more important for fire behavior predictions under most 
wildfire conditions (Bessie and Johnson 1995); strong winds, dry air, and high tem-
peratures may exert more influence on fire behavior than the fuel complex. Another 
reason may be that the models used in fire management are one-dimensional point 
models that are designed to be used for small, homogeneous areas and the high 
extrapolation error of point estimates across space may exceed the variability of 
fuel characteristics. It could also be that, since the FBFMs used in US fire behav-
ior prediction systems are calibrated or adjusted to compute behavior values that 
match observed fire behavior (Burgan and Rothermal 1984), this calibration, while 
entirely subjective, has indirectly accounted for the ecological inconsistencies and 
variability in the classification. Finally, it might be that the high uncertainty in fuel 
sampling and fire behavior measurements make it difficult to actually validate the 
fire behavior and effects predictions (Chap. 7). One thing is certain, if fire manag-
ers and researchers want more accurate and consistent estimates of fire, future fire 
models must account for fuel landscape ecology to comprehensively simulate fire 
behavior and effects (Thaxton and Platt 2006; Parsons et al. 2010).

The benefits of a fuel ecology approach are numerous. Fuel properties, espe-
cially loading and density, can be given a better temporal context by linking the 
ecological processes of phenology, decomposition, disturbance, and deposition to 
ecologically based fuel components. More appropriate and accurate sampling tech-
niques can be devised if fuel types and components are described using ecological 
relationships rather than fire modeling parameterizations. Fuelbeds can be more 
comprehensively described if the classifications emphasize both ecological and fire 
behavior aspects. The mapping of fuel characteristics can be improved by studying 
the landscape ecology of fuels and the processes that control them. Inputs to newer 
and better fire behavior models will be easier to collect if an ecological context is 
used to design input data structures. While the current fuel description systems have 
great value to fire management, the future of fire science is best served if new fire 
science applications are developed with a focus on both ecological and combustion 
science.
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Glossary, Abbreviations and Acronyms1

Biomass. Dead and live organic material.
Burnable canopy biomass. Biomass consisting of all canopy fuel particles less 

than 3 mm in diameter.
Canopy bulk density (CBD). The amount of burnable canopy biomass in a unit 

volume of space.
Canopy base height (CBH). The height above the ground at which the canopy 

bulk density first exceeds a threshold value.
Canopy height (CH). The height above the ground at which the canopy bulk 

density last exceeds a threshold value.
Classification. A quantitative description of fuelbeds to simplify fuel attribute 

inputs for fire software applications.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Term used to describe the next generation 

of fire models that simulate fire behavior using conservation of mass and 
momentum theory coupled with a computational fluid dynamics approach.

Coarse woody debris (CWD). Downed dead woody fuel particles that are greater 
than 8 cm in diameter. CWD does not include snags in this book. CWD is often 
synonymous with logs or 1000 h woody fuels.

Digital elevation model (DEM). A raster data layer of elevation above mean sea 
level assigned to each pixel in the raster.

Duff. Layer of decomposing organic materials and particles that are not readily iden-
tifiable lying just below the litter layer and immediately above the mineral soil

Endogenous. Originating inside the area of concern.
Exogenous. Originating outside of the area of concern.
Fine woody debris (FWD). The downed, dead woody fuel particles that are less 

than 8 cm in diameter.
Fire behavior fuel model (FBFM). A set of input fuel parameters for fire behavior 

models that have been adjusted to match observed fire behavior.

1 This is a list of important terms, acronyms, and abbreviations used in this book. Definitions are 
given as used in this book even though some of the acronyms have multiple definitions in the 
literature.
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Fire model. A set of algorithms that simulate an aspect of fire behavior or fire 
effects.

Fire modeling systems. Specially designed fire modeling software applications 
built to simulate fire behavior and effects using a combination of fire models.

First order fire effects model (FOFEM). A computer model to predict the 
immediate effects of a fire, specifically tree mortality, fuel consumption, and 
soil heating.

Fixed area plots (FAP). Using plot frames of fixed areas to sample fuel loadings.
Flammability. Ability of a fuel particle, type, component, or layer to ignite and 

combust
Fuel characteristics classification system (FCCS). A fuel classification system 

that offers consistently organized fuels data along with numerical inputs to fire 
behavior, fire effects, and dynamic vegetation models

Fuel loading models (FLMs). A classification of fuelbeds where the classes were 
identified using statistical clustering of estimates of smoke and soil heating 
simulated from the field-sampled loadings of the eight fuel components that 
comprise each fuelbed.

Fuel treatment longevity. The length of time (yrs) it takes for a fuel treatment to 
become ineffective.

Geographical information system (GIS). Computer software that allows for the 
spatial representation of various entities.

Herbs. All forbs, grasses, sedges, rushes, ferns and other non-woody vascular 
plant lifeforms. Mosses, lichens, and other non-vascular plants can be added 
depending on management objectives.

LANDFIRE. A national U.S. project to develop fine scale GIS layers for fire 
management

Leaf area index (LAI). The total surface area of all the leaves or needles for all the 
plants in plot divided by the area of that plot (m m−1)

LiDAR. A remote sensing technology that measures distance by hitting a target 
with a laser and analyzing various aspects of the reflected light. LiDAR is a 
portmanteau of “light” and “radar”

Loading. The mass of burnable organic biomass per unit area for any fuel component.
Log. a downed dead fuel particle that is larger than 8 cm (3 in) in diameter.
National Wildfire Coordination Group (NWCG). A group of fire professionals 

from various government agencies in the US that decide on the standards and 
terminology for fire research and management.

Particle density. The dry mass per unit volume of a fuel particle often expressed 
with the units kg m−3.

Perpendicular distance sampling (PDS). A fuel sampling method for coarse 
woody debris that uses probablility proportional to volume concepts.

Photoload sampling (photoload). Visual estimation of fuel component loading 
using a set of pictures that show graduated fuel loadings where the conditions in 
observed in the field are matched with the most appropriate picture.
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Planar intercept (PI). A sampling method where the counts or measurements of 
woody fuel particles that intersect a two dimensional sampling plane are used to 
compute woody fuel loading.

Potential vegetation type (PVT). A potential vegetation type is the vegetation 
type that would eventually dominate an area in the absence of disturbance.

Shrubs. Any woody, non-tree species. The selection of what constitutes shrubs is 
determined by management objective; vines, sub-shrubs, krumholtz, and other 
woody life forms can be included in shrubs if designated by the objective.

S.M.A.R.T. Objectives. A comprehensive way to specify fuel sampling objectives. 
SMART stands for Specific, Measureable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-based

Snag. A standing dead tree that is sometimes considered coarse woody debris 
(CWD) and part of the woody fuel component.

Specific Gravity. The ratio of the density of a fuel particle relative to the density 
of water at a specific temperature, pressure.

Surface-Area-to-Volume Ratio (SAVR). The ratio of the area of the surface of 
a fuel particle(s) divided by the volume of that same fuel particle(s). SAVR has 
units of ft−1 or m−1

Synthetic aperature radar (SAR). An active sensor
Terrestrial scanning lidar (TSL). A ground-based lidar sensor that scans an area 

and creates a three dimensional image of return distances for localized mapping 
of fuel.

Timelag. A term used to define the length of time needed to dry a woody fuel 
particle approximately 63 % of its moisture. For a 1 h timelag woody fuel, it 
would take 1 h to dry the fuel by 63 % of the starting moisture content.

Woody fuels. Any downed, dead organic biomass that originates from trees, 
shrubs, and other dendrites.
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